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preface.
WE OFTEN READ abput aircraft which ft,do not fly, airtra
which have accidents, but how often do we think about why
aircraft fly? And how loften do we wond& about the nature
Of this science of aircraft flight, how does the aircraft get off
the growid in the first place, how does it stay iii the air, how
is it controlled in the air; how is it landed. . . . Many'
more "how" que,stions might be added: hoW is a plane put
together; how -does one man control a complex modern
aircraft. . . . and on and on.

This unit, Theory of Aircraft Flight, will provide answers
for some of these qtiestionsabout the complicated and
serious businesi of flying aircraft. Odd as it tnay seem, the -

Weight brothers relied on many of the same principles used
today when they built and,flew tint &uslce§sfall htavitrt-
than-air craft in 1903. Because today's highspeed aircraft
use better propulsion systems, building material,s, and
designs from those of the early pioneers of aviation, they
can fly much higher, farther, and faster than those. early
"iron birds`' However,.certain principles of flight are com-
mon to all aircraft, old and rpwl---

In one sease,the hisf:06 of aviation is the history of
civilization. It has been said ta.t advances in Iransportatiop
have ,paralleled advances in degree of civilization. For the
history of flight, this statement is certainly true. The pur-
pose of this unit, however, is not to givse you a histOry of
aviation; rather, its purpose is to explain what enables man
to fly. To do this it will be necessary to discuss some histori-
cal deitelopwts which have made flying an accepted
means of trWportation:

You will also learn about the air around you and what
its properties are. We'll then -move on to examine the
balance of forces which hold an aircraft in the air and how
an aircraft moves through the air. Next, we'll look at
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aircraft itructure. theibaiic components of an aircraft; the
hows ma-Whys of aircraft design; and the stresses that acctir
on the airframe.

. Finally,'we'll examine aircraft instruments: what they
are; what types there are; and, basically, how. they work. It
seems, wiser to presentjn overall ;view of the aircraft and,
how it works before. we ezcamine tie instruments which the
pilot uses to tell how his aircraft is performing. In addition,,
the booklets on propulsion systemi and navigation will dis-
ctiss certain knstruments.in more depth thanthis brief over-
all treatment allows.

We might mention here that several writers on the sub-
ject Qf aerodynamics point ont tha( "theory of is

somethingof a misnomer: human flight is fatt. Wee know
that an aircraft cash fly, we know that the atmospWre has
certain properties. Why, then, do we call it a theory? The
"theory" involved is the tying together of all these knowh
facts into an explainable package.,
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Chapter 1

Aerodynamic
Forces

THIS CHAPTER places man's attempts to fly in historical
perspective. RV, you will briefly review man's early attemptsitc;
fly. Then, you will examine the physical laws which ,underlie
flight, particularly Newton's Laws of Motion and Bernoulli's Thin-
cipla. finally; you 141 lot* at an aircraft in flight andexamine the
balance of (on which keeps it there, After you have studied
thia-tiVer; You should be able to: (1) outline the steps that led
tc) isuctalisful..co,ntrolled, poWared, heavier- than -air aircraft
flight' (2) ShbVihowtho Wright Brothers applied Newton's Laws
of MotiOn and SertiOullri Principle to their aircraft; and (3) ex.
plalnwhy the torceiot lit, weight ihrust,'and drag are essential
tdauccessful flight ,

.

WITH A ROAR and then a iteady hum, your flight takes off. The
"Fasten Seat Belts" sign gods off, and yoii relax, secure in the

knowledge that your aircraft is being flown welI and safely But then you
look out the window and see those big engines, representing hundreds
of horsepower, propelling your 'aircraft through the air How do they
keep your plane in the air" Why doesn't it fall out of the sky? How (and
maybe why) did you get up where you are in the first place"

Srt back, relax, and don't worry Something more than good luck is
keeping your aircraft in the air' In one sense, the last five or six hundred
years' experience of mankind is holding up your plane. This chapter will

9



THEORY OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT

take a brief look at aspects of the last five centuries which have led to the

smodth and safe flight you're on right now The history of man's at-

tempts to fly under his own power like the birds is an important aid to

understanding why man is now able to fly. A short review of man's trials

and errors in his attempts to fly may well remove some of your own
misconceptions about the nature of flight, certainly, it will show you
how'earlier man attempted to fly

%R N'S F tRi 'I till' kIVIN 1(1 H

Like so many other things, it all began with the Greeks You have

probably heard of read about the legend of Daedalus and Icarus In

order to escape from the labyrinth of King Minos of Crete, Daedalus

made wilts for himself and his son Icarus from feathers and a magic

wax Both escaped from the labyrinth, but, so the legend goes, Icarus

flew too near the sun, and the sun melted his wings, causing him to

plunge to his death in the sea. Like ail legends, this one probably has no

basis in fact, rather, it arose to explain somethin that man could ex-

plain no other way birds fly and man does,po an ad tried, but his

nature was such that he didn't succeed.

Archimedes, meanwhile, was performing experiments with water, but

his conclusions about the nature of water were also to affect pre-Chris-

tian man's notions of flight Archimedes' experiments led him to this

conclusion a body will float if it is lighter than a like measure of water,

but it will sink if it is heavier Extending this conclusion to one specific

case, he concluded ihir if things lighter than water will float on the sea,

then things lighter thin air will float "on" the atmosphere The problem,

of course, was simply to build an airship lighter than a like volume of

air
In this same pre-Christian period of history, tq Chinese had solved

the problem quite another way they figured out how to harness moving

air by means of the kite Old records indicate that some of these early

Chinese kites were large enough to lift a man Some of these man-bear-

ing kites were even used in battle for obsetvation Because the Chthese

and Greeks were unable to combine their knowledge, it was not until

much later that man- seriously directed his efforts to solving the

problems of flight
Another major thinker on the problem of manned flight was the great

Leonardo da Vinci Da Vinci designed both a parachute and an early

form (a prototype) of the helicopter, as well as a manpowered or-

nithopter (a flying machine which used the same principles as birds)

But he realized that a power source capable of flying the machine was

not available, and so many of his ideas remained in notebook form until



AERODYNAMIC FORCES

Figure 1 Leonardo da Vinci s Parachute and Helicopter Designs

quite recently A model of da Vinci's helicopter recently built according
to his plans was reported to have been successfully flown,. although
present-day helicopters, i t course, far surpass da Vinci's wildest dreams
(see Fig I )

Since heavier-than air craft seemed totally out of the question, man's
attention next turned to the possibility of lighter-than-air craft,'
specifically balloons Joseph and Etienne Montgolfier, eighteenth-cen-
tury Frenchmen, disci'tvered that smoke (which is really heated air) con.
tamed in a silk bag rises, until, of course, the smoke cools off' Controll-
ing balloons in the air, however, proved a difficult task, and it was not
until the middle of the nineteenth century that man was able to control a
balloon with any great degree of success

The next major step in man's conquest of the sky came from simple
observation of birds in flight Today, it perhaps seems a bit elemeritary
to us that birds sometimes flap their wings and sometimes do .not,
because we understand that both the motion and the rigidity of birds'
wings are tied in with their ability to fly But the gliding ability of birds
was to provide the clue to the secret of flight

The Chinese and Japanese had realized that the gliding ability of
birds could he duplicated, to a degree, in a kite Old records and legends
would have us believe that men were "flying" in kites as early as the
1600s But this is not really flying, as we understand the term todayit
is more like floating or soaring than flying

3
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In the early nineteenth century, the Englishman George Cayley con
structed the first true model glider. Cayley's writings indicate that he
realized many of the problems about human flight which later eiperi
menters would have to solve Stability and steering were still the primary
difficulties man was encountering in the air

Later nineteenth-century experimenters laid the real foundations fur
the Wright brothers' 1903 Aght John Montgomery, an American
physics professor, realized at man musf.understand ho ake a

controllable glider in order to fly safely Otto Lilienthal, a Germa
perimenter, also began with gliders fie realized that an understanding
of the glider was essential to an understanding of the true nature of
flight. By 1896, he built a powered biplane with movable control sur-

faces (wingtips), but he was never to fly it because of an accident in one
of his gliders. Octave Chanute, an American engineer, finally designed
an easily controlled glider which did not require an acrobat to fly it

Meanwhile, the internal combustion engine had emerged as the pri
mary source of power for the twentieth century The exact history of the
development of the internal combustion engine is unclear, but it appears
that Charles Manly was one of the first to build an-internal combustion
engine for an aircraft. The engine was installed in an aircraft built by
Samuel Langley Langley's big aircraft never actually flew, although a
reinforced reproduction of this plane made in the early part of the twen
tieth century, was successfully flown

Another aeronautical advance took the form of the steerable airship
or dirigible. The rigid or nonrigid balloon, eventually of cylindrical
shape, was driven by internal combustion engines mounted on a cabin

Figure 2 Dumont Dirigible end Zeppelin yigid Airship

"r4`;),



AERODYNAMIC FORCES

suspended below the craft. These lighter-than-air craft vied with the
heavier-than-air machinerofor superiority in the early part of this cen-
tury, but the advantages of greater maneuverability and speed of the
heavier airplanes greatly outweighed those of the dirigibles (see Fig. 2).

It fell to two bicycle makers from Dayton, Ohio, Orville and Wilbur
Wright, to combine all of man's previous knowledge with their technical
skill and original contributions to make the first successful controlled,
powered, heavier-than-air aircraft flight. Nbtice all those terms. "con-
trolled," "powered," and "heavier-than-air." When we think of
pioneers in aviation today, too often we tend to think that it all began
with Orville and Wilbur Wright. This simply is, not so. The Wrights
studied all the available material on gliders, airships, contrpl systems,
and power plants, and only as a result of the study was their successful
flight possible.

What did the Wrights study" What did they have to know in order to
Make their plane fly' They had to know the same basic things you will
have to know in ordeif to understand how and why an airplane flies.
They did not understand the principles of flight in quite the same terms
that we will use, but where they did not understand, they experimented.

How can an aircraft fl)Q Stated ode way, heavier-than-air aircraft fly
when the application of power creates thrust greater than drag (the
resistance of the air), enabling airfoils to lift and support a given weight
in flight That's the whole story in a nutshell. Now let's try to explain L.
what this really means Aerodynamics includes physical laws which have
a scientific basis in fact So, we would do well to examine a few of these
basic physical laws Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) formulated three im-
portant basic physical, laws. An understanding of his laws of motion is
essential to an understanding of aircraft flight

r NEWTON'S LAWS OF MOTION

Newton based his laws of motion largely on observation and experi-
mentation Like all theoretical laws, Newton's laws were originally
based up6n what Newton saw around him and then were expanded to
include new phenomena Aircraft flight is a good example of something
Newton had never seen (and would never sec). It-is interesting to note,
however, that Newton's laws are substantiated by, the fact that aircraft do
fly Although you have studied Newton's Laws in earlier texts, they are
so important to understanding flight that we should review them before--,going on.

"A body continues in its state of rest or uniform motion in a straight
line unless an unbalanced force act* on 1/4" This is Newton's First Law
of Motion. Stated more simply, it becomes A body at rest tends to re-

5
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THEORY OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT

main at rest, and a body in mutton tends to remain in motion, unless an

outside force acts un the body This law is sometimes called the Law of

Inertia. This is how it works.
Imagine that you are standing up in a crowded train The train is

moving forward at about 50 miles per hour when the engineer suddenly

applies the brakes. What happens to you' Unless you can grab onto a
seat quickly, you'll contintie to move forwafd, even though the train has

stopped. You are expe encing Newton's First Law of Motion You are
tie body in motion, an so you tend to remain in motion The train,

too, is a body in motto , ut an unbalanced force (the force of the
brakes) acts on'the train to stop it.

"The acceleration of a body is directly proportional to the force ex-

erted on the body, is inversely pf(.1portional to the mass of the body, and

is in the same direction as the force That involved statement is
Newton's Second Law of Motion. It says three basic things (I) When

you hit something, it picks up speed, (2) The heavier the object is, the

less rapidly it picks up speed, and (3) The object picks up speed and

continues to move in the same direction from which you hit it

Imagine, now, that the train you were taking (the one that slammed

on the brakes) was heading for the golf course. It's a beautiful spring
day, and you place your golf ball onto the tee You go into your back-

swing, your club stops at the top of your backswing, you go into your
downswing, and at the bottom of your downswing, your club head meets
the ball. The ball takes offand you follow through. It's a perfect shot,

4

4traight down the middle of the fairway.
.. i You've just demonstrated Newton's first two laws of motion Howl

You hit the ball (applied an outside force), making it move (overcbming

its inertia). You caused it to pick up speed (accelerate) Since the golf

ball is relatively light, it picks up speed rapidly. Finally, since you(shot

was straight, it accelerated in the same direction as the force

'Whenever one body exerts a force upon a second body, the second
exerts an equal and opposite force upon the first body This is
Newton's Third Law of Motion. Stated another way "For every action
there must be an equal and opposite reaction

Let's go back to our golf game and see if we can see how this law
works When you struck the ball with your club, you performed an ac-
tion What was the reaction' The golf ball reacted against the club, and

. this reaction was transferred up the shaft to the club to your hand Then,

it went on up your arm to your shoulder, and you "felt" the connection

between ball and club
These three laws, then, are important to the student who wants to

understand why planes fly You should also be familiar with' some terms

6
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AERODYNAMIC FORCES

used in connection with these laws. You will encounter these terms in

your study of aerodynamics. It is a good idea, then, to understand them

from the start.

NEWTON'S LAW 0 OT1ON

I. A body at rest tends to remain at rest, and a bodsjin motion

tends to remain in motion, unless an outside force acts on

the body.

II. The acceleration of a body is directly proportional to the

force exerted on the body, is inversely proportional to the

mass of the body, and is in the same direction as the force.

III. For every action there must be an mail and opposite reac-

tion

ACCELERATION, VELOCITY, FORCE, ANDMASS

In our discussion of Newton's Second Law of Motion, we mentioned

the term acceleration. Wlift; exactly, is acceleration? We hear the term

all the tinie: cars accelerate from 0-60 miles per hour in x number of

seconds; aircraft accelerate from oi3e speed to another; and so forth. A

formal definition of acceleration states. Acceleration, is the change in

velocity per unit of time. Acceleration, then, represents a change But a

change in what? A change in velocity. What, then, is velocity Velocity

is, simply, rate of motithi in a given direction. In other words, accelera-

tion is change of rate of motion in a given direction per unit of time

Remember this definition, you will be using,it later in this unit.

Let's take another look at Newton's Second Law of Motion. We've

defined acceleration'and velocity, how about force an4 mass9 Force can

be defined as power or energy exerted against a material body in a given

direction. Perhaps you had already learned that force has both mag-

nitude and direction. Mass is a little more difficult to explain Mass is

the quantity of material (matter) contained in a body, while weight

(which is often erroneously confused with mass) is really an expression

of the amount of gravity being exerted on a quantity of matter Let's

assume that planet "X" has a gravitational force ("pull") twice that of

earth. A person who weighed 150 pounds on earth would weigh 300

pounds on planet "X". The force of gravity on the moon is apptox-

imately one sixth that of earth. In the case of the 150 pound person, he

would weigh 25 pounds on the moon. On the other hand, if the in-

dividual is placed in a weightless condition (no gravity), in effect, he
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would have no weight Although weight can vary, mass is constant
regardless of its location or motion.

Let's substitute our new definitions of terms into the already lengthy
statement of Newton's Second Law of Motion and see what happens
The rate of change of motion of a body is directly proportional to the
power or energy exerted against As body, is inversely proportional to
the quantity of matter in this body, and is in the same direction as the
power or energy exerted against this body Well, we've added some ad-
ditional words to our statement of this law of motion, and hopefully,
we've gained better understanding of what these words mean.

These laws of motion will figure in a later-discussion of aircraft flight.
Another factor which is essential to this discussion is called Bernoulli's
Principle.

Daniel Bernoulli, an eighteenth-century Swiss scientist, discovered
that as the velocity of a fluid increases, its pressure decreases. Now and
why does this work, and what does it have to do with aircraft in flight?

Bernoulli's Principle can be seen most easily through the use of a
Venturi tube (see Fig 3). The Venturi will be discussed again in the unit
on propulsion systems, since a Venturi is an extremely important part of
a carburetor. A Venturi tube is simply a tube which is narrower in the
middle' than it is- at the ends. When tfte fluid passing through the tube
reaches the narrow part, it speeds up. According to Bernoulli's Princi-
ple, it then should exert less pressure Let's see how this works

GREATER VELOCITYLOWER PRESSURE
,

.

.

"7*7
:-4 1-1": 4:

.:...4...':

-,--0-, -...4. s- ,,.
--..vi.;

Figure 3 HOW a Venturi Tube Works Note how the outside an pressure tOrces the
mercury up the cent tube because the pressure in the throat is reduced

A A



AERODYNA4C FORCES

As the fluid passes over the central part of the tube, shown in Figure

3, more energy is used up as the molecules accelerate. This leaves less

energy to exert pressure, and the pressure thus decreases. One way to

describe this decrease in pressure is to call it a differential pressure.

This simply means that the pressure at one point is different from the

pressure at another point. Foi this reason, the principle is sometimes

called Bernoulli's taw of Pressure Differential.

We'll be relying on Bernoulli pretty heavily in a later chapte For the

moment, though, let's imagine that we have our plane in th air. We

asked you in the preface to this booklet what held It there It ay seem

to youthat we haven't gotten very far in answering this ques , but

we're on our way.
THE FORCES OF FLIGHT

Our plane is in the air, and four forCes in balance with one another

hold it there. These four force, are lift, weight, thrust, and drag. As you

can see from Figure 4 these forces operate in pairs: thrust and drag; lift

and`weight. We will discuss lift and how it works in a later chapter; and

you know already that weight is a measure of gravity, which is the

attraction of the earth for all bodies on or near it. Lift operates to

overcome weight, and weight serves to keep the aircraft from continuing

to rise any higher than the-pilot wants it to go.

How about the other pair, thrust and drag? Thrust is a force which

gives forward motion to the aircraft. The propeller or thejet engine pro-

Figure 4 The Forces of Flight

9
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duces the thrust Drag, on the other hand; is the force which is opposedto thrust. It opposes the forward motion of the aircraft. It is caused,basically,by the resistance of the air to thee aircraft passing through it.Offhand, you may think of two of these forieslift and thrustas beinghelpful to flight, and the other twoweight and dragas being harmful.But think about it again: if there were no weight to counteract lift, theaircraft would riseand rise and riseand the pilot would not be ableto' control it. jf there were no drag to counteract thrust, the aircraftwould go faster and faster, and, again, the pilot would not be able tocontrol it. When weight and lift are equal, the aircraft flies level, neitherclimbing or descending. When thrust and drag are equal, the aircraftflies at a constant rate of speed, neither accelerating nor decelerating.
Newton's Second Law of Motion provides the explanation here: "Forevery action there must be an ual and opposite reaction." In order fora plane to fly straight and lev I at a constant speed, lift must be equaland opposite to weight and t ust must be equal and opposite to drag.
Therefore, each of these ur forces is both an asset and a liability.They are forces to use an orces to overcome. The thrust of the engiwproduces the drag of air rushing past the aircraft. Without this drag, anaircraft would be like a car without brakes or steering equipment.Weight, too, can be an asset. It provides stability and control. Fuelcapacity and payload (generally, passenger or cargo), which are the verythings that make an aircraft a useful machine rather than a piece of

sporting equipment, also mean weight.

Thrust and lift, the two helpful lor'ces, must also be kept within thelimits of usefulness and safety. An aircraft can be designed with decreas-ed drag, but this decieased drag may alio decrease lift. It may also meanthat weight must be decreased, as Well, so that the plbe can get off theground!

We will be coming back to these basic four forces of flight in laterchapters It is important here that you see that they are imbalance withone another when an aircraft is in straight and level, unacceleratedflight. Remember, when we say "straight and level," we are referring tothe aircraft's path through the air.
To sum up. Man's early attempts to fly were unsuccessful because hedid not understand the nature of what he was trying to do. As man's ob-

servations became nlore refined, his understanding increased. Scientific
experimentation took the place ofwishful thinking, and man finally wasable to soar, wobbly at first, but with increasing confidence. Man's suc-cess in the air can be explained by describing certain forces which hold
his aircraft aloft, but the entire story is somewhat more complicated.

4
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AERODYNAMIC FORCES

The remaining chapters in this unit will cover other aspects of aircraft in
flight,

WORDS AND PHRASES TO REMEMBER

Newton's First Law Bernoulli's Principle
Newton's Second Law Venturi tithe
Newton's Third Law differential pressure

acceleration weiglit
velocity t thrust
force drag
mass

THINGS TO DO

1. This chapter deals with basic principles of physics Talk with your physics teacher

about experiments you night do to demolistrat Newton's Laws of Motion

2. Fasten an electric. fan to roller skates and turn it on. (Have someone stand near the
plug so you can stop it). Explain why the contraption worked the way it did

3. Find examplesof early aircraft that did not fly Explain to the class why they couldn't

fly and the aerodynamic. principles involved

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE READING

BENKERT. JOSEPH W. Introduction tot,tvtorion Science. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey Pre\

ticeHall, Inc , 1971.
MARTIN Flying. New York. Holt,'Rinehart, & Winston. 1963

Cessna Aircraft Company. The flying Machine. first cousin to the Bird Wichita, Kansas.
Cessna Aircraft Company, n d.

GIRDS-S.41TH, CHARLES 11. The Inyentwn of the Aeroplane, 1799 -1909 New York
Taplinger Publishing Co Inc., 1965.

History of flight Neyv York American Heritage Publishing Co., fry , 1962
JOSEPHY ALVIN M JR (Oct ). 77; History of Agin. Newyork American Heritage Pubktsh

ing Company, Inc., 1962.
LOENING. GROVER Takeoff Into Greatnes,s New York, G. P,Putriam's Sons, 1968.
STOV ER. H 9th FORD and JAMES J. HAL,ERTA 'Right New York Time Incorporated,
1965.

;.

VAN SICKLE. MAJOR G.ENERAL., NEIL D IS:trident Airrnarishlp 3rd ed. Princeton, New
Jerspr D Van Plostrand Co , Inc 1966
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REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Man's early attempts to fly began with the:
a. Greeks
b. Germans
c. Americans,
d. All of the above

2. The Daedalus and Icarus legend explains something that mancpuld txplaltino
other way. What Was this?

I I
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THEORY OF AIRCRAFT FLIGFii. ,3. is credited with design of the parachute and tin early form of the
helicopter.

4. 'Joseph and 'Etienne Montgolfler discovered that contained in a sillic ,
lag, rises until it cools off. I

,
.

S. Dung George Cayley's time and __were the primary difficultiesman
was e countering IA I headr. 4

.

a

6. Name two experimenters who worked with gliders in the 19th century and laid
tio.xtal foundation for the Wright Brothers 1903 flight.

7. Charles Manley is credited with:
a.?lulldini the first powered Wendt. e . .,
b. Being one of the first to bulldp internal combustion engine for an aircraft.. .
c.. Building a powered biplane with movable control surfaces..
d.Notie of tha above. A ,

S.' What are three advantages heavier- than -air craft have over lighter- than -air
' craft?

9: Triie or False. Heavier-than-air craft fly when power is applied to create thrust
greater than drag, enabling airfoils to lift and support a given weight in flight.

4th
10. Stitt Newton's three laws of motion in your own words.

t 11. How much would n 1$0 pound man weigh on the moon?

12. Define velocity.
..

..
13. Why is there less pressure at `the smalleepart Of a yenturrtube?..

J4. True di False. The Wary of aviation is not important jo aviators.
.

IS. List or explain the 7pur forces Of flight in your"own words.'
. I .

16. True or False. Each of the four forces of flight is both an asset and a liability.

17. True orFalte. Man's early attempts to fly were successful because he understood
.the natury of flying.
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Chapter 2

Properti6 of
the Atmosphere

t '
THIS CHAPTEttpresenti the atmosphere seen 14i rtiint faCtor

In flight. Because itis where flight takes place and It makes flight

possible, you will feed about definitions of the atthospharti 'end

abode -the composition of the atmosphere. Yotiwill, also examine

several physical properties of the atmosphere. After-you-hails
studied this chapter, you should be able to ki) deidibellie at
moaphera and identify some of the features of its' layers, and tg,)

e)Plala several POYSIdat properties of the atrrinsPhere

WE began this unit by tracing the history of man's attempts to fly

and discussing some of the laws governing aircraft in flight In

your own reading, you may encounter books which begin with the

nature of the atmosphere, the air around us. it this chapter we will

review the characteristics of the atmosphere which you studied in earlier ('`.

units. Certainly the atmosphere and its characteristics are as important

as the laws which describe aircraft in flightt if we have to give factors

relative importance. Actually, the interh.tion of many things and many

principle§ is really what makes flight possible. Let's look at the at-

mosphere as one of the things affecting flight.

THItATMOSPHERE: WHAT IS IT?

The atmosphere has been defined, as "the envelope of.air that sur-

rounds the earth." But thisdefinition raises certain questiqns. liovihight

l3
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THEORY OF AIRdR#FT FLIGHT

up doeVais envelope go? What is ail- mad of? Thep are, of course,
many other questions. Another definition &....%.,ribes the atmosphere as
"the layer of gases surrounding the earth." This definit,ion is still tqo
general for our purpOses.

For a.very complete deTtnitio,n we could say the atmosphere is the
body of air which surrounds the earth. It is usually thought ofas consist-
ing of differeni layers, shells, or spheres. The* layers ar6 sometimes
called the tropttsphere, the stratosphere, and the ionosphere, they are
sometimes called the lower atmosphere, the middle atmosphere and the
upper atmosphere. From a different viewpoint, these sPlieres may have
certain characteristics that make other names seem more Icigical such as (
the chemosphere, the isothermal region, the ozonosphere, the ex.

;nsphere, the elsophere, the phySiological atmosphere, the mesosphere, t
and the thermosphere. Quite a mouthful, to describe whItt we see around
us every-day.

We really should notice, though, that all of these definitions include
the term "air" on"gas." For our Purposes,Aet's define air as "'the mix-C
ture,of gases in the atmosphere." Are we going in circles? Let's see. 1¢

"Air is a mixtuice, composed of several substances. You probably al-.
'ready know what they are, but let's review them here. Nitrogen accounts

for 78.09 percent of air, oxygen accounts for 20.03 percent of it. The
oxygen and nitrogen in the air, then, make up over 99 percent orns
composition. The remainder is composed of argon, carbon dioxrde,
neon, helium, krypton, hydrogen, xenon,-and ozoneall in extremely
Tinute quantities. Air also contains varying amounts of water vapor,
smoke, and dust particles, depending on where you are and how dense
the smog is' The water vapor present in the atmosphere takes on varying
forms, depending upon' related temperatures of the particular portion of
the atmosphere it is in. And it is this water vapor, combined with the cir-
culation of air and the action of the sun, that causes most of our weather.
You have already examined the how and why of weather in Aerospace
Education I; our purpose here is to examine the'structure, composition,
and properties of the atmosphere as these factors affect how and why
aircraft fly.

«)Npf)si Ho\ (O. Int

Our, earlier definition of the atmosptere pointed out that the at-
mosphere is usually divided into various zones or layers. These layers,
of course, are really spheres, because they surround the earth on all
sides The composition of the mixture we call the atmosphere vanes
from layerto layer, What are these layers?

The troposphere is the lowest layer of the atmosphere and it is only

144
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PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

about 5 to 10 miles thick. This layer extends upward from the glound,'

but is not a perfect, sphere, being Only about 26,000 feet thick (5
Miles) at the poles. At the equator it,extends upward to about 52,000

feet (10 miles). All earthbound objects are well within the troposphere,

even Mt Everest. It is in the troposphere that most aircraft fly As a
general rule, propeller-driven aircraft fly in the lower part of the tro-

poiphere, while jets fly in the middle and upper portions.
Spacecraft pass quickly through the troposphere in sparing to the far

reaches of outer space. Since the troposphere contains over 80 percent

of the air molecules, these spacecraft encounter the greatest amount of

air resistance in this zone. Similarly, both propeller-driven and jet
aircraft constantly encounter this large percentage of air molecules in
flying in the troposphere. The effect of this resistance on an aircraft is

called drag, as we Mentioned in the last chapter.
The tropopause is the border between the troposphere and the

stratosphere. The jet stream, a high-speed, globe-circling wind, is lo-

cated at or near the tropopause. The usual speed of this stream of wind is

100;300 miles per hour, but windspeeds as high as 450 miles per hour

have been recorded.
The next layer or zone of the atmosphere is called the stratosphere.

This zone extends fioin about 52,000 feet to about 264,000 feet (ap-
proximately 10-55 miles) above the earth's surface. This portion of the
atmosphere has a fairly constant frigid temperature in its lower sections

The relatively small change in temperature with height in this region,

reported by weather observation instruments, has been attributed to the

presence of ozone, a heat-retaining form of oxygen The air is "thinner"

in this region' of the atmosphere, and aircraft thus &counter less,
resistance from the air.

The upper .atmosphere, often called the ionosphere, contains very

few particles of air. The distance bettyen these atmospheric particles
may vary from several feet to several miles. The individual gal particles
break down into the electrical char from which they are made This
breapown gives the region its name (len.osphw). These ions form a
blanket hundreds of miles thick. It is in this legion that we see such
electrical manifestations as the Northern Lights (Aurora Borealis)

These layers, taken together, compose the atmosphere. The lay*
which will concern us most is the troposphere, because most aircraft fly

within this zone. When we speak of atmosphere, thin, we are normally.
&forting to, the ,troposphere,

, .
.

. MIN N,1 PRoPF it 111,s, til 1,HF aMINIllttl

4. We have pointed out that the atmosphere is not uniform, that it is
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PROPERTIES OTTHE ATMOSPHERE

composed of several layers of varying composition \Since aircraft fly

primarily within the troposphere, we will concentrate on this lowest

level of the atmosphere. But many of the general points about the at:

mosphere are valid for all levels (see Fig 5.).

For example, the air resting on the open book now before you weighs

more than half a ton! This air is in a column, extending for about 200

miles straight up from where you are sitting through all the layers of the

atmosphere. This great weight of air, however, crushes neither you nor

your book. Imagine what would happen if `a half-ton weight pressed

directly down on you. Then why doesn't the air crush us? Air is

relatively uniformly distributed throughout the lowest portion of the

troposphere, so we are, in effect, in the middle of the air, rather than at

the bottom of it. We also have air within our bodies, and this air also

keeps us from being crushed.
What principles of matter lie behind these observable characteristics')

Herelthey are:'Air is matter, dir has weight, air is fluid, air is compressi-

ble; air exerts pressure. Let's look at these characteristics one at a time.

Air is matter. How is matter defined? Matter is anything that has mass

and occupies space. Since this definition includes some of the other

charastristics of matter, let's look at them.
AR has weight We've already Mentioned this. The vertical column of

air extending upward from the earth weighs a great deal

Air occupies space. A vacuum is the absence of air; various suction

devices we see around us work On the vacuum principle.

Air is a fluid. Now we're getting somewhere. Fluids are substances

which may be made to change shape or to flow by applying pressure to

them. Both gases and liquids are called fluids, because both substances

behave similarly undersertain conditions. But even though they share

several common characteristics, certain characteristics are. true,434-gases

alone. For example, gases may be compressed, while for practicalur-

poses, liquids are imcompressible. This brings us to our next charac-

teristic.
Air is compressible, What does this mean9 It means simply that a

given qtlantity of air may be made to occupy differing amounts of space

A given number of molecules of air may be forced into a space smaller

than the space they normally occupy
Air exerts pressure, Let's take our quantity of air which we've forced

into a smaller container. We've had to expend a force on this air to get it

into the smaller container. The air, in turn, exerts a force upon the walls

of the tontainer. This force is called pressure, and the air is said to exert

pressure. If the air is pumped out of a closed container, creating a partial

vacuum, the air molecules on the outside of the container exert a force

17 4;5



THEORY OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT

'
Figure 6 Tome Iles Barometer

on the walls of the container equal
to the potential energy lost when thecontained air molecules were removed This external pressure may well

crush the container, if it is not sturdily made
ePressure is defined as force per unit area Force is measured in

pounds, and area may be measured in any desired units. Air pressure is
usually measured in pounds (of air pressure) per square inch (of surfacearea) The seventeenth century Italian physicist Torricelli performed an
experiment which led to an easy way to rueasuee air pressure You may
be familik with his experiment, but it bears repeating here (see Fig 6).
He filled a glass tube about 36 inches long with liquid mercury He then
inverted this filled tube in an open dish containing more mercury When
he removed his thumb from the bottom of the filled tube of mercury, he
found that it did not all flow out of the tube About 30 inches of the tube
remained filled with the mercury What held the mercury up in the tube)

Air, pressing on the mercury in the dish, maintained the level of the
mercury in the tube Torricelli alstiobserved that this level fluctuated It
rose before a period of good weather; and it fell before a period of stormy
'weather. He therefore concluded' that the pressure exerted by 'the airhad something to do with, the weatherproday, we know that pressure
alone is not the entire answer to predtct fig the weather, but we also real-.),

18'



PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

ize the significance of Torrice 111's chs9etvery to an accurate under-
standing of what air is and how it works

The mercury in Torricelli's tube weighed 0.491 pounds per cubic 0 :

inch. This means that each cubic inch will exert a pressure of 0.491
pounds per square inch in all directions. The column of mercury in the
30 inch tube, then, will exert a pressure of Q.491 pounds per square inch
times 30 inches, which is 14.73 pounds per square inch. Standard
pressure is usually defined as the pressure necessary to raise a column of
mercury to a height of 29.92 inches. This standard pressure, then, may
be conveniently expressed as 14.7 pounds peg square inch.

We should also make one other point abotit air pressure here When
air pressure is measured by means of a column of mercury, the resulting
pressure is called absolute pressure, because the mercury column
measures the pressure of the air relative to zero pressure. When you
check the air pressure in your automobile tires and get a reading of 30
pounds per square inch, on the other hand, you are really comparing the
riair pressure inside the tire with 'tie air pressure outside the tire. Fo s

reason, this sort of pressure measurement is called relative e
you are making a reading of pressure relative to the existing outside air
pressure If you wanted to compute the absolute pressure of the air in-
side the tire, yoti would simply add the existing outside air pressure to
the reading on the tire gauge.

Let's turn now to another characteristic of air. Air has density What,
'exactly, does this mean? Density is defined as mass per unit voltltne
Mass, we pointed outearlier, refers to the quantity of miter in a given
substance. When we combine all these terms, we get this density is the
quantity of matter in a given substance per unit of volume of substance.
The unit of mass used in thts conntry is the slug The weight of the slug is
determined by a rather LompliLated formula involving Newton's Second
Law of Motion and the theory of acceleration. For our purposes it'd'
enough to say that one slug would weigh 32.17 pounds. At sea level, a
cubic foot of dry air weighs 0.0765 pounds, and this same cubic foot of
air, then, has a mass density of 0.002378 slugs

This all boils 'down to saying that at sea level, the bottom of the col-
umn of air over the earth, a given cubic foot of air will weigh 0.0765
pounds and will have a mass density of 0 002378 slugs. However, at any
location above sea level;the weight and density of a given cubic foot of
air will change (see Fig 7). Imagine a pile of bricks 100 feet high. The
brick on tke bottom has the weight of all the other 99 bricks pressing on
it. This means that it will have-a greater amount of pressure on It than
will the brick on the top In this respect the column of bricks is like the
column of air in the atmosphere

19
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Figure 7 Ptesure-Density-Temperature vat-tenons with changes .n Attitude The Slug ,3 a measure of Alr
Mass n is used in iitorsepower Ci.hroputatIons whi4..11 are discussed .n PropAston Systems far Aircraft

. .

But each brick has the same massthere is the same amount of mat
ter in the bottom brick as in'the top brick. The column of air, though, is
different. A cubit. foot of air at the buttoiii of the atmosphere simply has
more molecules in it than a cubic foot of air at the .top of the at-
mosphere. To desc.nbe this, we say that the air at the bottom of the at
mosphere has a greater density then the air at the top of the atmosphere

4. 20
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PROPERTIES OF'THE ATMOSPHER

Each intermediate step, between the bottom and the top of the at-
mosphere, has a gradually lessening number of molecules of airand so
we can say that density decreases as height increases This simply means
that the higher you go, the less air there is. This fact is of great sig-
nificance to pilots, as we will explain a bit further on.

Another characteristic of air is its ability to hold varying amounts of
water vapor When We listed the components of air earlier in this
chapter, we said that air contains var,,ing amounts of water vapor Let's
look at this water vapor now, examine what it does to the atmosphere,
and evaluate its effect on aircraft flight.

Which weighs more?a cubic foot of air or a cubic foot of water?
Naturally, the cubic foot of water IS much, much heavier than the cubic
foot of air. Does it follow, then, that adding water to the air, in the forp
of water vapor, should make the air much heavier^ Oddly enougl
adding water vapor to the air makes the air less dense and, consequently,
lighter in weight. Let's see how this works.

Water vapor is water in a gaseous state. Its density is 0.001476 slugs
per cubic-foot. Air, you will remernk)er, has a density of 0 002378 slugs
per,cubic foot. The water vapor, then', will weigh only about five-eighths
as much as a similar amount of air. When a given amount of this water
vapor is mixed with air, it displaces a similar quantity of the heavier air.
Hence, the same quantity of air with water vapor mixed with it is less
dense then dry air and therefore weighs less. It's ironic that on a hot,
humid, muggy day we say that the air feels oppressive and heavy,
because the air really is lighter. Probably you would run into some trou
ble convincing people that the air really is lighter, because it "feels"
heavy. It ''feels" heavy. of course, because perspiration. a cooling proc
ess, is not as efficient when water vapor is already Present in the air. But
this takes us to the realm ofsweather, covered in last year's work.

4-
Lot's move on to another characteristic of air which is important to

both .weather and aircraft flighttemperature. We have already men
coned that the temperature of the atmosphere vanes with height Cer
tam levels of the atmosphere have much lower and more constant tem
peratures than the troposphere. the lowest level of the atmosphere Fur
the moment. th4 let us concern ourselves with a discussion of the rela
tionship between temperature and pressure within the troposphere

Increasing the temperature of air decreases its density Decreasing the
temperature of air raises its density. The pressure on the air has to re
main wnstant during these changes in temperature fur the density to be
affected in this way What this really means is that there is leis air per
cubic foot when the tenwerature is high

21
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THEORY OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT

Let's try to sum up what we've said about the air and its charac
teristics.

The atmosphere is composed of several levels of mixed gases
The troposhere is the lowest of these levels.
Air, a name conveniently used for atmosphere, has several important physical
characteristics it is matter, it is a fluid, it is compressible, it exerts pressure. it
can hold varying amounts of water vapor, and it is affected by changes in tem-
perature

All of these properties of the air around us will take on importance in
your understanding,of why planes fly. In order to understand the airfoil
and its role in flight, our next majo'r topic, you'll be relying both on your
knowlge of the atmosphere and on your knowledge of the physical
principles sketched out in our first chapter.

%%ORDS %NiD PHR %%Eli TO RI EMBFR

atmosphere fluids
air compressible
troposphere presswre
tropopause absolute pressure
stratosphere relative pressure
ionosphere density

THINGS TO DO

I ReNiew the Aen....spu(r Enortmment textbook Are there any important properties of
the atmosphere which were not covered in this chapter' Report to the class on your
findings

2 Water. like air, is a fluid Experiment with different objects to see if they float
Measure the amount of water ifluidi they displace Compare the properties of air and
water

3 Ask a pilot to explain why an aircraft requires a longer runway for takeoff on hot days
or when the runway elevation is high. as in Denver, Colorado

4 Discuss the properties of the atmosphere with your chemistry teacher Are there any
experiments he or she can suggest to demonstrate the composttion or properties of the
atmosphere"

GGINIIONs 1(1.1-tRIIIER RE %DING

Federal Aviation Administration Prteutt ftlOt i Handbook of Aeronautital lknowledRe
Washington US Go%crnmcpt Printing Office, 1965 (AC 61 23)

McKist EY JAMES L. and RM. H D BE VT Rol( Scum( for 4eNuxhr chides 4th ed
New York McGraw Hill Book Company 1971

MISENHE NEP TED G Arrow len( e Second Edition Los Angeles Aero Products
Research. Inc . 1973

OYE %HORN JOSEPH M Ocean( .4 40 4nd 14 Lao New lurk Glob`c Book Company, 1969
SANDEasos 4oanon fundamental( Denver Colorado Sanderson Times-Mirror, 1972
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PROPERTIES OF THE ATMOSPHERE

REVIEW 01 E`,11

1. The body of air which surrounds the earth is called the

2. The layers of the atmosphere are called the

3. Define air.

the , and the

4. The most important ingredient in air for sustaining human life is

S. The layer of the atmosphere where most aircraft fly is called the

6. What is the name of the border zone between the stratosphere and the tro-
posphere?

7. The stratosphere extends from approximately to miles above
the earth's surface.

:
L The layer that contains very few particles of air is called the or tfte

9. True or False. Air is matter and has weight.

4
10. Air:

a. exerts pressure
b. is a fluid
c. is compressible
d. all of the above,

11. DeflOe fluids.

12. "Force per unit area" defines

13. Why didn't all of the mercury flow out of Torriselli's tube? How witch stayed?

14. True or False. When yoo check the air pressure in your tires you are measuring
the absolute pressure.

15. When you climb to higher altitude the air beioutes (more/less/ dense.

16. Adding water vapor makes air (more,less)dense and theavier,lightert in weight.

17. If we keep pressure constant, decreasing the temperature of air (in-
creases/decreases) its density.



Chapter 3

Airfoils and Flight

'THIS CHAPTER is perhaps the most. Critical section of the entire
unit, lt explain' exactly' why aircraft can fly. f:irst, you will ex-
twine the airfoil and learn its ports and its role in generatinglift.
Ned you will see how airflow and wing Interact to produoe lift.
You will examine the Venturi tube and see how it, too, helps to ,
explain tiff, FirlaftY. You will lOolt et swami ways thot' lift can be

Afbar you hoe/ studied thlachapter, youshbuld be able
to disc uis the 0'444 etnstrfolf end tell how alohPertheiPa
to create lift; (P) differentiate, petween pressure differential and
impact iftt., (3) shim how lift can be varied and explain what-hop-
Paha as a f,eault. and rotate the WOW( ot lift to what you
learned in the firs two_ chaptera *Out phyakoat. OW** and,
thikAtthopi#140' """ '

NOW we are getting into the real meat of this complicated business
of aircraft flight. A balloon "flies" because the gas inside it is

lighter than air. A heavier than-air aircraft must depend upon some-
thing entirely different to sustain flight. "Heavier-than-air aircraft fly
because, through the applicatidn of power to the resistance of air, air-
foils create lift, and this lift sustains a given weight in flight." Remember
thatstatement? We cited it back in the first chapter, when we were dis-
cussing the physical laws that lie behind the science of flight. Since then,
we have looked at some of thephysical properties of air that you must
understand to begin to see the total impact of this statement. NowJet's see
how these things tie together.

25
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THEORY OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHT

AIRFOrLS

The tercet airfoil will occur again and again in our discussion of
aircraft flahttAnairfoil may be defined as any pait of the aircraft that is
designed to produce lift. Although the wing is the primary airfoil on an
aircraft, other airfoils may be the propeller blades, the tail surfaces, or,
in some cases the fuselage itself.

tIRF011 DEsIGN

In this definition, we point out that an airfoil is designed to produce
lift. Part of the Wright brothers' achievement was their realization that
the scientific study of how an airfoil (a wing) behaves in a moving stream
of air is essential to determining whether or not the airfoil will sustain
flight. They realized, in other words, that you have to experitent with a
wing first, before you build an entire aircraft. This realization, while not
new, is just as important today as it was then.

The Wrights' 11-nd tunnel was simply a tunnel with a large fan at one
end to blow air past a suspended section of wing. Moiler t wind tunnels -
are much more complex, but they are made essentially the same way

It Is important to note here that the air flowing past an atTfipil iuS

pended in a wind tunnel behaves in the same way as the air floMng over
an airfoil in flight. Well discuss this wind flowing past ah airfoil a little
later on, but remember that the air moving past the stationary airfoil ,

the same as the airfoil moving throtigh the air.

Figure 8 Elements of an Airfoil

26
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AIRFOILS AND FLIGHT

An airfoil ha, a leading edge, a trailing edge, a chord, and camber, as
shown in Figure 8. An understanding of these terms is essential to an
understanding of airfoil design, so we will discuss each term in-
dividually 4.

Leading Edge,

This is the "front" of the airfoil, the portion that meets the air first.
The shape of the leading edge depends upon the function of the airfoil
If the airfoil is designed to operate at high speed with a minimum
amount of lift, its leading edge may be very sharp, as on most current
fighter aircraft. If the airfoil is designed to produce a greater amount of
lift at a relatively low rate of speed, as in a Cessna 150 or a Cherokee
140. the leading edge may be thick and fat. Actually, the supersonic
fighter aircraft and the light propeller-driven aircraft are virtually two
ends of a spectrum. Most other aircraft lie between these two. The lead-
ing edges of their airfoils may nave a compromise shape, designed to
pro%ide a moderate amount of lift at relatively, high speeds. The ,A-7
Corsair is a good example. Bear la mind, though, that the purpose of the
airfoil will determine the chafacteristic shape of its leading 0.1 ge.

Trailing Edge

The trailing edge, is the "back" of the airfoil, the portion at which the
airflow over the upper surface joins the airflow over the lower surface.
The design of this portion of the airfoil is just as impOrtant as the design
of the leading edge. This is because the air flowing over the upper and
lower surfaces of the airfoil must be directed to meet with as little tur
bulente as possible, regardless of the position of the airfoil in the air.

Chord

The chord of an airfoil is an imaginary straight line drawn through
the airfuillrom its leading edge to its trailing edge When you look at an
airfoil,.you can see its leading edge and its trailing edge, but you can't
see its chord, because this line is I inary. If it is an imaginary straight
line, why, then, is it important? It is rtant to an understanding of
relative wind, our next major subject a and it is important to an
understanding of our next definition, camber.

Camber

The camber of an airfoil is the characteristic curve of its upper or
lower surface This characteristic curve is measured by how much it
departs from the chord (a straight line) of the airfoil A high-speed, low
lift airfoil, the type found on the F-4, has very little camt5er-7 low
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speed, high-lift airfoil, like thlt on the Cessna 150, has a very p'o-
flounced camber.

You may also encounter the terms.upper camlr and lower camber.
Upper camber ,referss to the curve of the upper surface of the airfoil,
%yhile lower camber refers to the curve of the lower surface of the airfoil.
rn the great majority of airfoils, upper and lower cambers differ from
one another. When the curve is away from the chord, the camber is said
to be positive When the curve is toward the chord, the camber is said to
be negative.

Once again we need to refer to Bernoulli's Principle. As the velocity
of a fluid increases, its pressure decreases. The camber of an airfoil
causes p increase in velocity and a consequent decrease in pressure of
the stream of air moving over But more on that later.

REL.% 1-1% E %NAND

Have you ever held rout' flattened hand out of the window ofa mov-
ing automobile? When you held your hand level with the road, you were
dbie to hold your hand there with very little effort. Because the car had
to keep its' wheels on the road, the air flowing over your hand always ,

paralleled the road. An Aircraft, howevel., is not restricted to one fixed
plane of flight But simillar to the case of the automobile, the air flows
parallel to the aircraft's path offlight. This flow of air is called the rela-
tive wind. The relative wind is created by the movement of the aircraft,
through the air, thus the flight path and relative wind are parallel, but
act in opposite directions (see Fig 9).

If thasowere the only factor, flying would be very simple. Let's get
back to your hand out of the moving car window. Picture your hand as
an airfoiLwith the chord line running from your fingertips to your wrist.
When yott lowered or raised your fingers, your hand tried to climb or
descend What you did, was _to change the angle of attack. Had your

ANkv
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Figure 9 The Relative Wind Is Always Parallel to the Flight Path. But from the Opposite
Direction
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Figure 10. Angle of attack and Relative Wind.

hand been an actual airfoil (you're the pilot), this change in angle of at-
tack would,probably have changed the flight path, thereby, changing the
direction of the relative wind (seeFig 10).

That's what the term relative wind means. It is the wind which is
moving past the airfoil, and the direction of this wind is parallel to the
flight path and relative to the attitude or position of the airfoil. Who
controls the position of the airfoil? The pilot, of course, consequently,
the pilot controls the direction of the relative wind. What controls the
velocity of the relative wind? The speed of the airfoil through the air, of
course. The pilot controls this too.

ANGLE OF ATTACK

We mentioned the term angle of attack in our discussion of relative
wind. From the example of your hand out a car window, you may have
already decided that angle of attack is the angle at which relative wind
meets the airfoil. But my hand has an unusual shape, what part of the
airfoil forms the angle involved?

Here's where we use the chord of the airfoil, that imaginary line we
drew from leading edge 6 trailing edge of the airfoil. To sharpen up oitr
definition, the angle af attack is the angle formed by the chord of the
airfoil and the direction of the relative wind or between the chord line
and the flight path. The angle of attack is'not a constant during a flight,
rather, it changes as the pilot changes the attitude of the aircraft. The
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Figure 11 How a Venturi Tube Works. filftehcw the outside'air pressUre forces the
mercury up the center tube because the pressure in the throat is reduced

angle of attack is one of the factors which determines the aircraft's rate
of speed through the air.

Don't confuse, angle of attack with angle of incidence. Tho angle of
incidence is the angle at which the wing is fixed to the aircraft's fuselage,
or body. Strictly speaking, the angle of incidence is the angle formed by
our old friend the chord of the airfoil and the longitudinal axis of the
aircraft. This longitudinal axis of the aircraft is an imaginary line drawn
through the fuselage from the front of the aircraft to the rear of the
aircraftbut well have more on the axes of flight in a later section.
Right now, the important thing to remember is that angle of attack is the
angle formed between the chord of the wing and the relative wind, and
this has a great deal to do with lift, our next major subject.

Also do not confuse the aircraft attitude with angle of attack. At-
titude is normally considered to be the aircraft position in relation to
the horizon. A nosehigh attitude might mean the aircraft is climbing or
it could be flying "straight and level" unaccelerating or it might even be
descending in this attitude. As we progress through our explanations of
lift, this will become more clear.

LIFT

Once again we need to review Bernoulli's Principle and how it ap
, plies to lift. Let's begin with the diagram we showed you earlier of a

Venturi tube (Fig I I ), which illustrates Bernoulli's Principle. As the
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velocity of a fluid increases, its pressure decreases, or to put it another
way, as the velocity of a fluid increases past an object, the less sidewise
pressure the fluid exerts on-the object.'

Imagine, now, that Avi remove the upper part of the Venturi tube.
Figure 12 is what we get:

Figure 12.

to Notice the;air flow, it continues to increase in velocity at the point of
the bulge, which is really the point of maximum camber. 'Now, if we
bring the other part of the Venturi back but put it underneath, we get
Figure 13.

,a
-11.

Figure 13

This lboks suspiciously like the section of an airfoil, doesn't it? Let's
justthange a curve or two (we're actually adjusting the camber), Figure
14 is what 'we get;

CHORD_

Figure 14

The changing of the curve is really a redesigning of the camber of the
airfoil We've taken advantage of Bernoulli's Principle, too. The
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pressure generated by the moving stream of air on the lower surface of
the airfoil is greater than the pressure generated by the moving stream of
air on the upper surface of the airfoil. What will happen? The airfoil will
be raised, or lifted, by this difference in pressure. This is lift. The airfoil
is literally lifted by the difference in pressure, or pressure differential,
between the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. This kind of lift is
called pressure-differential lift.

It may interest you to know, at this point, that lift can also be created
by an airfoil without any camber at all. This lift, however, is completely
different from the lift we have been talking about. It is caused by the
pressure of impact air against the lower surface of the airfoil.

A kite flyihg on a balmy spring day is an excellent example of an air-
foil without camber being sustained in flight by impact air against its
lower surface. Similar to the airfoil in the wind tunnel it makes no
difference to the kite whether it is moving forward through the air or the
air is moving past it. It simply goes on and hangs up there in the spring
sky. If you have flown a kite, however, you know there's a difference.
You know that when the wind is light, you have to run your legs off at
times to get the kite airborne.

The same kind of lift also helps hold the aircraft in the air. Think
back to Newton's Third Law of Motion. For every action, there is an
equal and opposite reaction. This law explains the second kind of lift,
impact lift, which helps sustain aircraft in flight.

We've pointed out that air is a fluid. The passing of the airfoil
through the air is an action. We can expect, then, that the air will act upon
the wing. This is the reaction. The lower surface of the wing meets the
air at a slight angle (the angle of attack, which we've already covered).
The air flowing past the lower surface is deflected slightly. The wing ex-,
erts a force on the air in order to do thiswhile the air, meanwhile, ex-
erts an equal and opposite force on the wing. This force of the air (the
reaction force) causes lift. The amount of lift generated by this action-
reaction process usually amounts to only about 15 percent of the total
lifting force necessary to sustain aircraft flight. However, it can create a
much greater percentage as was the case when you put your hand out the
car window.

Adding impact lift to pressure different41 lift gives us total lift.
Figure 15 will help us to visualize this.

Let's sum up. Think back to the opening paragraph of this chapter.
Heavier than air aircraft fly because, through the application of Ipower
to the resistance of air, airfoils create lift, and this lift sustains a given
weight in flight. Remember that capsule statement? We've wncentrated
on how airfoils create lift in this section. How do airfoils create lift?
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They make use of Bernoulli's Principle and Newton's Third Law of Mo-
tion. Airfoils move through the air, creating an interaction between air
and airfoils. This interaction takes the form of a diffeience in pressure
between upper and lower surfaccOof the airfoil, and the decreased
pressure on the upper surface of the airfi it causes lift. Additional lift
comes from the force of the impact air on the airfoil moving through the
air.

I IVI 11.111F'

Now we know how lift is general . The next step is to tell you how
lift is controlled. The pilot must ha at his disposal some way to con
trol the amount of lift which the airfoils generate. If he didn't, the'
aircraft would either constantly stall or climb. Here are some of the
variables acting on the amount of lift generated. angle of attack, velocity
of relative wind (speed of the aircraft), air density, airfoil shape, wing
area, airfoil planforms, and high-lift devices. Let's look at these, one at a
time.

Angle of Attack Again

Looking first at angle of attack, remember that it is the angle formed
by the chord of the airfoil arkl the direction of the relative wind.
Remember that the angle of attack of an aircraft is, not a constant during
a giveh flight, rather, it is one of the things over which the pilot has con
trol and which he can change.
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Changing the angle of aqack can change tht amount of lift generated
as the airfoil moves through the air. Let's see how this works.

Airflow over an 'rfoil is normally smooqi, with no burbling or tur-
bulence. Burbling malts the flow ?f air, causing a loss of lift. In the case
of an airfoil a flat or appr Aimately flat undersurface, when the

is parallel to the relative wind, there.* no impact pressure
on the lower surface. The whole lift force, then, comes from reduced
pressure along the upper surface (pressure differential lift). When the
wing is tinned up so that the lower surface makes an angle of 5 degrees
with the relative wind, the impact pressure on the under surface con.
tributes about 25 percent of the total lift. When it is tipped up to 10
degrees, the impact-pressure on the loier surface prOduces about 30
percent of the total lift.

A small force acts on each tiny portion of the whis. This force is
different in magnitude,(size) and direction from the force acting on
other small areas of the surface which are farther forward or rearward. It
is possiCile to add mathematically all of,these small forces, taking into
account their magn'itule, direction, and lOcation. The sum of all the tiny
forces over the surface of the wing A called' the resultant, since it results
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from adding all the forces together. This resultant has magnitude, direc-
tion, and location. The point of intersection of the resultant with the
'chord of the wing issallal the center of pressure (C/P).

Figure 16 shows the four forces acting onan aircraft in straight and
level unaccelerated flight in balance: Let's see what happens when the
pilot increases the angle of attack of the wing. Figure 17 shows the wing
at a low angle of attack. The center of pressure (CIF) is in about the
same place as in Figure 16 The resultant is upward and back from the
vertipaLlind we can assume that the aircraft will climb. Notice Figure
18 now. The angle of attack of the wing is greater,. The center of
pressure has moved forward, and the resultant is somewhat larger,
which means that the aircraft will climb more quickly.

j)ie angle at which lift stops increasing and begins to decrease is
called the burble point. You may also find this angle called the stalling
angle or the angle of maximum lift. When the angle of attack is in-
creased beyond the burble point, the resultant decrease* in magnitude
and its angle back from tile 'vertical becomes bigger (see Figure 19).

Note that at' the various angles just described, the direction of the
resultant has had an upward and backward direction. If, then, it is
broken up into components or parts, the vertical component will be up-
ward, and the horizontal component will be backward. You can see
now that lift is the component of the resultant force, which is perpen-
dicular to the chord of the airfoil. It should also be noted that as the
angle of attack increases, the center of pressure moves forward, when the
angle of attack decreases, the center of pressure moves backward.

Now let's see what the pilot can do with angle of at ck. As the angle
of attack is increased, more and more lift is generated This increase in
amount of lift continues up to a certain angle of attack the burble point,
mentioped above) which depends on the type of ng design. Most
aircraft wings have a burble point of somewhere between 15 and 20
degrees, but, again, this is built into the aircraft. What happens when the
aircraft reaches this high angle of attack? The air no longer flows
smoothly over the top surface of the airfoil. Instead, breaks away from
the surface and forms violent eddies. This is called b bling. When but
Wing is taking place on a surface, there can be no ecrea,sc in pressure
below atmospheric. pressure. Why not. Thgturbule of the air doesn't
allow fop a smooth increase in air velocity which p uses the reduced
pressure. Hence, there can be no lift. From, this nt on, then, as the
angle of attack is increased, the amount of lift gen rated is decreased.
The pilot, then, does well to know exactly the maximum angle of attack
in rhich his aircraft can be placed to prevent loss of lift!
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The point at which the amount of lift generated is no longer sufficient
to support the aircraft in the air is called the stalling point, and the
maneuver in which the pilot does this is called the stall. If you shuuld
hear of a pilot who stalled his aircraft, you will know that he's referring
to something he did with the lifting surfaces, rather than suthething in
volving his engine! The.stall is a useful maneuver, however. When an
aircraft lands, the pilot often/deliberately stalls it. How dues he do this
He simply gradually increases the angle of attack until the aircraft no
longer has any lifting forces. Meanwhile, the aircraft is going for-
wardand.when all goes well. the airfoils stall just as the aircraft hits
the runway.

Another Lift VariableVelocity of Relative Wind

Changes in angle of attack, then, can increase or decrease the amount
of lift generated. The velocity of the airfoil through the air is another im-
portant factor in determining the amount of lift generated. Let's see buw
this works.

If an airfoil is made to travel faster through the air, a greater pressure
differ ce between the lower and upper surfaces of the airfoil results.
The i pact pressure on the lowet surface is greater, and the decrease in
pr re on the upper surface is also greater. So, as speed increases,
the lift increases, within practical limitations, of cour . This increase in
lift, though, is not a dir ly proportional increase ( at is, there isn't a
one-for-one gain of lift r velocity). Actually, the lift increases as the
square of the velocity.

For example, an aircraft traveling 100 mph has four times as much
lift as the same aircraft traveling at 50 mph., becatur the square of 100
(100x100 = 10,000) is four times the square of 51) (50x50 = 2,500).
This increase assumes, of course, that ;he angle of attack stays.pc same.

You probably have been water skiing or have watched NAmeone
water ski at one time or another. YoU may have noticed that a larger
engine is needed to get a larger skier up on his skis in the water. It's the
same principle there as here the faster the skis are pulled over the
water, the greater the weight they can support

Air, Density and Lift

Air density is another variable factor which can influence lift. In
chapter 2 we discuss&I air density and how it Nimes with altitude. We
pointed out that density is important in flight Here's why.

The first thing we should note is that lift varies directly with den ity
For instance, at 18,000 Feet, where the density is about half that t sea
level, an aircraft will need to travel 1.414 times as fast as it woul at sea
level to maintain altitude. The figure 1.414 is the square root f 2 We
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said in the last section that lift varies as the square of the speed. It
follows, then, if something reduces the lift by half, we have to increase
the speed so that the square of the new velocity is twice the square of the
original velocity. If the original velocity is Vo and the new velocity is
Vn, then VII' must equal 2Vot. This is simply a mathematical statement
of the velocity- density relationship.

For example, assume that V6 is 50 mph. Then Vn must be 70.7
mph (50x1.414 = 70.700). The sqUare of 50 is 2,500, and the square
of 70 7 is 4,998.5, or about 5,000, which is-twice as much. In chapter 2
of this unit, we pointed out that air density is decreased not only by
altitude but also by an i crease in temperature and by an increase in
humidity It is important to bear this in mind, bec.auSe even at sea level,
tie aircraft must faste to stay in the air on a w. humid day than on
a dry and cool d y.

/Airfoil Shape as a Variab

In the Section on ber, we stated that tfie
fixed Strictly spcakin ,this isn't quite true. toil
greater the camber, th greater the lift. Hence, it
portant, once an airf I has been designed, to pr
curve the designers build into the airfoil. Otte
perform as it shquld Dents, mud, and ice are
can spoil the built-i shape of the airfoil and
performance of the Tire aircraft.

I

Wing Area and Lift

ber of an airfoil is
o a certain point, the

mes extremely im-
rve the characteristic

Ise, the aircraft will not
ee common things that
ence interfere with the

When we disc lift, we pointed out t differences in pressure
between the upper and the lower surfacei 0 the airfoil were the main
source of lift in most aircraft. It is interesti to note how increases in
the wing area affect, the ,effective lifting ford

1

If the pressure differential is only 2'h ou es per square inch (a very
small amount of differential pressure), thi pressure differential wil
ptoduce a lifting force of more than 20 unds per square foot (14
square inches/square foot X 21/2 ounces uare inch). In general, th
greater the surface area of the wing, the greater the amount of lift tha
will be generated, within practical limitations if the proportions of th
wing and the airfoil section stay the same

.'Gliders or sailplanes are vers, good examples of how a large wing sur-
face generates lift Advances in technology are making possible lift po-

f tentials which would have staggered the Wright brothers Lighter,
stronger materials are being developed, so that today's aircraft can be
built to withstanU tremendous strains and yet not be heavy.
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Although it is not something the pilot can control, wing area cer-

tainly does vary from aircraft to.aircraft, and more importantly, wing
area differences provide great variations in the amount of lift generated

Ptanforni of an Airfoil

We've been looking, for the most part, at airfoil sectionsside views
of airfoils in our discussion of lift. Another way to look at an aircraft
wing is from the top. This is called the planform of the wing. The plan -
form is simply the shape of the wing as seen from directly above or
below. Well have more to say later on planforrns, but you sh uld note
here that the planform of the wing provides us another way t measure

the efficiency of the lifting force.
Aspect ratio is a statement of the relationship between the length and

the width of a wing. It can be computed by dividing the span (the dis-
tance from wing tip to wing tip) by the average chord (distance from

leading edge to trailing l the wing. In the case of tapered wings, it
is sometimes difficult to find average chord It is usually simpler to corn

Maar

Sag

At* 1111,,1

Nuns 20 Aspect Ratio Varies with the Manion; of an Airfoil
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Figure 21 Gliders Have Very High Aspect FillttiolDue to Their Long Narrow Wings.

pute aspect ratio (AR) by squaring the span and dividing this by the total
wing area. Referring to Figure 20, we note that with the 'small square-
winged aircraft, AR can easily be computed using either average chord
length or the wing area, but in the large aircraft wing area is much
simpler to use.

In general, the higher the aspect ratio, the more efficient the wing. A
long 'narrow wing 1,411 create .much better lift per square foot of area
than a short wide wing Some gliders have an aspect ratio as high as 20
(see Fig 211 The longer the wing, then, in proportion to its width, the
more efficient the lifting foree it will generate. Why is this so? The wing
tip is the 1 t efficient Portion of the wing, because the air under the
wing, whic is at atmospheric pressure, or even higher, rolls over the
wing tip i o the low pressure area above the upper surface of the wing.
This air then causes a swirl, or vqrtex, at the tip of the wing and
decreases the amount of smooth air flow which creates lift. So, a long
narrow wing is more efficient than a short-wide wing. We'll see more
about aspect ratio a bit later on in this unit when we discuss. drag.

Rcpt, Slots. and SpoileFs,

These three devices also affect the generation of lift. Let's I at
them, one at a time, and see how they fit in.
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Figure 22. Slots Help Smooth Out the Airflow Over an Airfoil.

First, we'll look at flaps. We have said that by increasing the camber
of a wing, the lift will be increased. We pointed out that the camber of
an airfoil is designed in and but in, and also that this characteristic
curve is fixed. Well, we're going to hedge a bit now. By using a device
called a Pap, the pilot of an aircraft can increase the camber of a wing
while he is in flight. A flap is a movable control surface which is, in
effect, a turning down of the trailing edge of a wing. If the pilot increases
thefamber of the wing of his aircraft, he can decrease hp airspeed with
°ix, losing altitude. Flaps are primarily used during takeoff and landing.

give added lift at low airspeeds and provide better aircraft stability
fo these critical ph a of flight.

Slots, too, can aff lift by changing camber. Slots are either mov-
able or fixed sections 4f-the leading edge of an airfoil. They are installed
on an airfoil to help control the airflow over itt upper surface. We men-
tioned earlier that burgling of the flow. of air is caused by eddies over the
to surface of the win The slots on an aircraft reduce or eliminate but
bl ng. The burble poi , you'll remember, isihe point at, which the flow
of air begins to br up into currents an eddies. Since we already

ow that the burble pint is reached at rel tively high angles of attack,
it naturally follows that if we can Flo anyth.ng to smooth the flow $f air,

lk
1

Figure 23 Spoilers Reduce the; Amount of Uft Generated
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the airflil will allow a higher angle of attack before stalling. Changing
the characteristic shape of the leading edge of the airfoil by opening the
slots and allowing a smoother flow of air across the upper surface of the
airfoil diminishes both burbling and the airfoil's stalling characteristws
(see Fig 22).

Spoilers are small surfaces, recessed into the upper surface of the air-
foil. The name just about tells you what they do. when they are raised,
they "spoil" the smooth flow of the air over the airfoil and, thus, reduce
the amount of lift generated (see ig 23). You might also say that the
spoilers change the upper 'c.ambe of the airfoil and thereby reduce the
amount of lift generated.

Flaps and slots, then, serve t increase camber and thus increase lift.
Spoilers serve to decrease camt er and thus decrease lift.

Let's sum up again, this time reviewing where we've been and point-
ing out where we're going from here. Lift is generated by the interaction
of air and airfoils. Bernoulli's Principle and Newton's Third Law of
Motion help explain how the lifting force is generated. Although airfoils
are specifically designed to genOrate lift, the amount of lift generated can
be varied by the pilot in flight, by the characteristics of the air through
which the aircraft is passing, and by built in flexibilities in the airfoil it-
self. Now, we're going to move on to a brief look at the other forces
affecting an aircraft in flight. thrust; drag, and weight, with some glances
back at lift. We'll then know better what holds the aircraft in the air.
Once we have it up there, we'll look at how it behaves.

WORDS AND PHR LSES TO REMEMBER

airfoil
,

/ impact lift
leading edge resultant
trailing edge

/
center of pressure

chord burble point
.. camber burbling
'upper camber
lower camber /

stalling point
stall .

relative wind
/

planform
angle of attack aspect ratio if

angle of incidence span
attitude flap
lift slots
pressure-differential lift spoilers

IIINGS TO DO

I Tape one end of a piece of paper flat to the other end so that it looks likc an airfoil
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from the side Put a pencil along the inside of the leading edge. Hold the leading
edge below your lower lip and blow. Explain what happens.

2. Have a kite or paper airplane flying contest. See who tan fly his kite the highest or
have a paper airplane stay airborne fur the longest time. Discuss the different kinds
of lift involved

3 alk to a racing car driver. Report back to the class on why racing cars use airfoils
n the back

4. Build a wind tunnel. (Your instructor has the plans). 4

5. If you are close to an Air Force facility that has a wind tunnel (such as Arnold
Engineering Center in Tullahoma, Tennessee), go visit it.

6 i Do some research to find out a ut different kinds of flaps, slots, or spoilers.
7 Discuss why some aircraft r re longer runways than others
8 When riding in a car with nO obstructions ur trees along the road, perform the ex-

periment we discussed of putting your hand out of the window.
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York. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972

TOWER. MERRILL E. Bask Aeronautics. Fallbrook Cal Aero Publishers, Inc . 1965
US Air Force AFM 51 3 Instrument flying. Washington. Department of the Air Force,
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REVIEW Q ESTIONS

1. A part of an aircraft that Is desi ed to produce lift is called aian

2. True or False. it surfaces, peller blades, and fuselages are con-
sidered to be airfoils.

3. True or False. Air flowing an airfoil suspended n a wind tun behaves
in the same way as air flow g Over an airfoil in flight.

4. Name four major parts of n airfoil.

5. A thick and fat leading edge would produce (morefless) lift at low speeds
than a sharp one.

6. The portion of the airfoil where the upper surface airflow rejoins the lower
surface airflow is called the

7. An imaginary straight line drawn through the airfoil from its leading edge to
its trailing edge is called the
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S. Define camber.

9. The is created by the motion of the aircraft through the
air and is parallel to the flight path.

10. True or False. The angle of attack remains constant in flight.

11. The aircraft position in relation to The horizon is called the:
a. relative wind

angle of incidence
c. angle of attack
d. attitude

12. Define lift.

13. The pressure of moving air against the lower surf ce of an airfoil causes
(pressure differential/Impact) lift.

14. Pressure differential lift plus impact lift gives 1

15. True or False. The pilot must be able to control the amount of lift generated
by the airfoils.

16. Which of the following affects the amount of lift generated?
a. airfoil shape
b. relative wind speed
c. angle of attack
d. all of the above

17. As the airfoil moves through the air, changing the angle of attack can change
the amount of

is A resultant has

19. Define cejiter of pressure.

20. The an e at which lift stops increasing and starts dectasing is called the:
a. bur le point
b. st ling angle
c. angle of maximu4 lift
d. all of the above

21. When the angle of attack increases the center of pressure
ward/backward).

moves (for-

22. What happens to the amount of lift generated as the angle of attack is in-
creased past the stalling angle?

23. The point at which the amount Of lift generated is no longer enough to sup-
port the aircraft in the air is called the

4
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24. Lift varies (directly/inirectly) with density.

25. The greater the ca er the (greater/less) the lift.

26. For the most pan, f be griater the wing area, the (greater/less) the lat.

27. The shape of the wing al seen from above or below is the

28. Define aspect ratio.

_29. True or False. In general, the lower the aspect ratio, the more efficient the
wing.

1.

30. Match the lift device tolls position,on thewing:
a. flaps
b. slots
c. spditers

5 1

1. upper surface
2. trailing edge
3. leading edge
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Chapter4

Weight, Thrust,
and Drag

THIS 'CHAPTER explaina 'the,Other three fOrcett aating on an -
aircraft' in straight and level unacCelerated Hight Essentially, the
chapter definegilbes*fertres: weight thrust and drag You will_
read a desCriPtiorfa each of these terms then!: about
how the faOtors Niue* aircraft 'design and per
After yoti have saidiedthlachipter, you should be able to; (1),dis-
cuss the "balance of forces" which keepsan aircraft in the air;
(2) explain how` Newton's Third' Law accounts for thrust; (3).,
differentiate betWeen tridUced (Iraq end e drag; (4) explain
how *lame reduce. turbulent flow dra .define supercriti-
cal POW arld (6) show ho!rlhe four fiji late to helicopter..
flight

N THE FIRST CHAPTER, we stated that four forces in balance
maintain an aircraft in straight and level unaccelerated flight. These

four forces, we said, are lift, weight, thrust, and drag,: We've just looked
at lift in some detail; now we'll examine the other three forcer

.

WEI(,HT

Since weight opposes lift, we'll start here. Gravity is the force which
pulls the aircraft toward'the center of the earth. The pull of gravity is
responsible for the total weight of the aircraft and its contents. For our
purposes we will consider weight to be constant within the atmosphere.
You should realize, though, that gravity is not always equal. For exam-
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pie, you would weigh slightly less on a high mountain peak than you
would at sea level.

The point at which the total weight of the aircraft and its contents ap
pear to be centered oriententrated is called the.center of gravity. On a
model airplane you c& find the center of gravity by suspending it using
a thread. When it's level, the thread will be in line with the center of
gravity. What would happen to the center of gravity if all the passengers
on an airliner suddenly decided to meet at the rear of the aircraft? You
can see that the center o igravity can be changed (even in flight) and
important to the pilot =more on this later. All in all, weight is not too
complicated, but the next force is a bit more complex.

1 liRt Si

Thrust is the force which drives the aircraft forward. A formal defini-
tion of thrtst might read sOmethirighke this. Thrust is alone imparted to
move a body in a. desired direction. It obtained by the application of an
equivalent force applied in a direction ch ectly opposed to the desired dirte-

non of: motion, If this hefty mouthful sou ds like something you've read
already in this unit; its no accident. Du y ti remember NeWton's Third
Law of Motion? Here it is again. "For eve action, there is an equal
and opposite reaction." How does this state ent explain thrust?

The two types of aircraft propulsion systemsn general use today,
reciprocating engines and jet engines, both operate on this principle to
create thrust. The unit on propulsion ystems for-aircraft will cover the
operatioh of these systems in some det 1, our pur .ppse here is simply to
point out that the principle behind then two systemt is exactly the same.
They are both reaction engines. This mply means that they both de-
pend upon Newton's Third Law of Mo ion to produce thrust. Let's see
how this works.

In a reciprocating engine, an explos n inside the cylinder(s) causes
an action. This action is transmitted, ul mately, to the propeller(s). The
action of the propeller(s) then propels a mass of air to the rear. In so
doing, the aircraft is propelled forwar . At this point do not concern
yourself with how a propeller operates since this will be discussed in
Propulsion Systems for Aircraft.

The operation of a jet engine is even simpler. Compressed air is
mixed with vaporized fuel and ignited. The hot burning gases then are
exhausted from the rear of the combustion Lhamber, produong an equal
and opposite reaction on the interior walls of the combustion diamber
which moves the aircraft forward. The "equal and opposite reaction,"
then, is thrust.

The essential difference, for our purposes, between reciprocating
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WEIGHT, THRUST, AND DRAG

engines and jet engines is the action of the burning gases. In a
reciprocating engine, these burning gases drive a complex system which,
through the turning of a propeller, results in the movement of a mass of
air opposite to the direction of desired travel. In a jet engine, the burn-
ing gases act rather more directly to produce the equal and opposite
reaction which propels the aircraft. In both engines, thrust is the result.

UK vA,-

Drag is the force which opposes thrust. It is caused, purely and
simply, by the resistance of air. Air, you will remember, is a fluid and
has mass When you stick your hand out of the window of a moving
automobile, you do several things. First, you may violate the law in
some sections of the countryin addition to possibly getting your hand
clipped off by a rive! Secondly, you experience (or feel) the relative wind
created by the car's forward movement. Remember the relative wind.' It

the wind moving past an objectand the object, in this case, is the
,car Your hand, in effect, becomes an extension of the car in experienc-
ing the relative windr Third, you may possibly create lift. If you arch
your hand slightly (you're really giving it some ca ber, your hand may
tend to rise If you place your hand at a slight angl to the relative wind,
the impact air will cause your hand to rise. But fou th and for sure, you
will encounter air resistance and experience drag, is drag will tend,
then, to,* your hand backwards.

Aircraft- in flight encounter the same force as your hand, but aircraft
are designed to fly, rather than to do all the things that your hand can
do Aeronautical engineers realize that drag, like the other forces acting
on an aircraft in flight, is made up of a number of components. One way
to look at the total drag is to divide it up into two fairly broad divisions,
induced drag and parasite drag. Let's look at these two, one at a time.

Induced drag is an unavoidable result of life It is caused by the
change in direction of the airflow. As the aircraft speeds forward
through the air, the air which creates the lifting force creates a retarding
force Here's how it works. Air from the higher pressure area below the,
wings tends to move into the lower pressure area above the wings both at .1Sk
the wing tips andat the trailing edges (see Fig 24).

Air flowing over and under the wing creates different pressure
differentials at different points on the wyng. An aircraft wing is usuaIy
thicker at its root (where it is attached tyi the body of the aircraft) than at
its tip This means that the presshre differential caused by the relative
wind is greatest at the rout, gradually decreasing along the length of the
wing and least at the tip ThiS means that the air molecules at the root,of
the wing have a greater amount of kinetic (motion) energy than theair
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r

Figure t4 The Higher Pressure Air Under the titiogs See* id Flow to the Lbwet Pressure
Area Above

i molecuiles at the tip of the v;ing4This means 4tat -air molec:tile kinetic
energy gradually decreases4rom the wing rim to die wing tip; ;What's
the effetst.of all this1 A pressure wave is created along tile surface of the
wing, forcing the air molecules at the tip of the wing to ,)epushed Off, as

nature tries to equalize pressure. , -

-t
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1

.
The mien interaction df these two pressure movements and the for-

ward motion f the ai c ff result in trailing vortices or whirlpools at
the wing tips see Fig 5 hese tip vortices tend to retard the forward.
Motion ofth aircraft b sorbing energy. Also. lift. is reduced at the
wing ti du to the tur nt airflow.

Ind ced d g, then, es from lift. Does this mean that in order to
get lift, we c do npthi bout drag? Not at all. Both the designer and
the pilot Of th aircraft c exercise some control over the amount of in-
ducediclrag g nerated. e's how.

By Feduci the area the wing affected by the wing tip vortices, the
designier can yeduce ind Ced drag. tic has two ways to du this If the
wing is longer or if it is n rrower, the percentage of the wing area will be
reduc Does this sou familiar? Remember aspect ratio' It's the rela-
tions between the s an (length) of a wing and its average chord If
other , ings remain constant lengthening the wing or reducing the
average chord increases the aspect ratio, which reduces induced drag

What can the .pifot do aboilt this kind ofdrag? He can change his
angle of attack. Angle of attack. you will recall, is the angle at which the
relative wind meets the airfoil Just as increasing the angle of attack in-
creases the amount of lift generated, decreasing the angle of attack
decreases the amoun t#Pf lift generated Induced drag works exactly the
same way An increase in angle of attack increases the amount of in-
duced' drag: and a decrease in angle of attack decreases the a ount of
induced drag, all other factors remaining equal,

Let's move on to parasite drag Parasite drag includes all drag com-
ponents except those causing induced drag Skin friction and turbulent,
flovi are two of the components of parasite drag Skin friction drag is

caused by the friction between the outer surfaces of the aircraft and the
air through which it moves Turbulent flow drag is caused by whatever
interferes with the streamline flow of air about the aircraft Well have to
go a bit deeper to examine what causes skin friction drag and turbulent
flow drag, well look at boundary layer air

Boundary layer air is a layer of air very close to the surface of a mov-
ing airfoil It is caused by the frig on between the wing and the air. In
this layer of air, only a feW fflousan the of an inch thick. impact pressure

reduced because of the air's vi osity This simply means that this
icroscopically small layer of air resists the tendency to flow What
ppensl The air particles which Akre flow lag smoothly, at the leading
ge of the airfoil gradually flow with more Arrid more turbulence as they

roach the trailing edge of the airfoil
low is boundary layer air related to skin friction drag' We've
ed that turbulence can cause drag The more turbtnt the bound-

'
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ary layer air, then, the, more skin friction rag wt I created Why'

,Because the already turbulent boundary la r air wi be passing over a

surface which is roughand this rough will cause additional tur-
bulence. Skin friction drag is difficult to reduce, but keeping the aircraft
clean and well polished helps. Removing Surface irregularities, such as
those caused by protruding rivet heads, also makes the surface smoother
and, hence, less likely to generate additional turbulence in the boundary
layer air.

What about turbulent flow drag' We've already stated that it is the
drag which is caused by anything which interferes with the streamline
flow of air about the aircraft What causes this kind of drag' It is caused
by our old friend turbulence, which creates low pressure areas which
tend to retard the forward motion of the aircraft This turbulence forms
eddies, or burblel, which are simply descriptive names for the of

the air in these areas of lowered pressure

How can turbulent flow drag be reduced' Aeronautical engineers

have discovered that the best way to reduce it is to streamline the
aircraft This simply means thai designs for an aircraft (and or specific

portions of an aircraft) approach the shape of a teardrop The reason'
This particular shape is the best adapted to flowing through the air Tak

ing_their clue from nature, then, aeronautical engineers have realized

that this particular shape encounters the least resistance to the air

because it best disposes of the turbulence around it Hence, they design

exposed aircraft parts in as close an approximation of the teardrop as

possible See Figure 26

Not all partsNif an aircraft can be given this particular shape, though

What then? The engineers enclose the particular part in a cover winch

has a streamlined shape This auxiliary structure. called a fairing,
reduces the amount of turbulent flow drag generated by the oart to

which it is fitted Some of these fairings are not complete covers, they

may only fill out a portion of the aircraft in order to make it more

streamlined.

Let's try to pull these aspects of drag together The two primary com-
ponents of aircraft drag are induced drag and parasite drag Both typqs

of drag are a result of air turbulence induced drag is the result of air tur-

bulence associated with lifting surfaces, parasite drag is the result of air

turbulence associated with nonlifting surfaces Both pilot and designer

have some control over the amount of drag generated by the aircraft, but

drag is as much a consequence of flight as lift Let's brietlylook at the

latest development in aerodynamics which very clearly shows the im

portant relationship between drag and lift
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Figure 26 Turbulent Row and Streamlined Flow

If you've watched any science fiction movies, you know that some-
times things happen just the opposite of the way they're supposed to hap-
pen The supercritical wing is something like that It seems to violate
some of the principles we've been discussing

First, let's extend bur discussion of boundary layer As the air flows

stroll Shod Wave
Stpts*/ Spa Wiry Lay', t

.....--

Figure 27 Airflow Over a Typical Airfoil at Trarionic Speeds

4s
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t tench to separate, creating turbulence and drag. The
n the irfoil It separates, the more drag there is created.
pproaches the speed of sound, shock waves are also
21).

found that they can reduce the boundary layer separa-
tion and shock wave for high speed aircraft in the transonic speed range
(where speed is sometimes subsonic and sometimes supersonic). They
do it by putting the camber on the bottom of the wing and having a
nearly flat upper surface. This new design, called the supercritical'
wing, overcoMeg many of the problems encountered when flying at

trthese critical ansition speeds (see Fig 28). *

Figure 28 Supercritical Wing. The Boundary Layer Separation and Shock Wave Ettec
Are Reduced by Moving Them Farther Back on the Wing

By now you may be wondering how the aircraft stays airbor e
because the wing doesn't create any lift according to Bernoulli's Princ -

ple You're right, the lift comes from impact lift which means the
aircraft must maintain higher speeds or it will stall

With this wing, an aircraft could operate approxirirately 15 percent
more efficiently; ;leaning that an aircraft equipped With a supercritigal
wing could go farther and faster with the same engines and weight. This
proves that an u erstanding of the forces of flight is important to both
the designer an the pilot.

Let's look e more place to insure our understanding of the forces
of flight Stu ng'from the transonic speed range., well see how the four
forces affect elicopter aerodynamics

Hit I( optiit,.

Up t ow, no discussion has been made of the forces involved in
helicopter flight. There was really no reason to, since the same.laws of
aerodynamics apply to both-helicopter and aircraft flight. Lift coun-
teracts weight and thrust overcomes drag resulting in flight in the
desired direction.

The unique thing about a helicopter is that it dod not Just fly straight
up and down or' remain stationary, it also can fly in any direction As if
this weren't enough, it can fly any direction regardless of the direction

52
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11EIGHT PAO,.

a

Figure 29 Hovering Lift Equals yVetght and Thrust equals Drag

the helicopter is headed, for example, it can be headed north and be fly-
ing south or headed east and flying north.

In order to best understand helicopter flight, let's first examine what
happens when a helicopter hovers Because there is no forward, rear=
ward, upward, or downward movement, the four forces are in balance
Drag and weight operate parallel to and opposite of lift and thrust (see
Fig 29) If we decide to climb, we trierely increase thrust which increases
lift overcoming both weight and drag,

Figure 30 Sideward Flight, The Vertical Component of Lift EqualsWeight. While the
Sideways Component of Lift'(Thrust) Exceeds Drag
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1

Figure 31 Forward Flight

Assume.now that the pilot wants to go to the right. He moves his con-
trol to the right causing the rotor to tip toward the desired direction of
flight. Now thrust and lift are no longer parallel Thrust is moving the

Jis;licopter to the side overcoming drag, while effeCtive lift is operating
in a vertical direction overcoming weight (sec Fig 30)

By chinging the tilt of the rotor, the pilot can fly in any clewed
horizontal direction (see%Fig 31). Thrust always acts in the direction of
flight, drag always acts in the opposite direction. Lift and weight always
act in the vertical direction.

How does all this add up' In straight and level, unaccelerated flight,
lift equals weight and thrust equals drag. !flat exceeds weight, the
helicopter will climb, if lift is less than weight, it will,descend If thrust
exceeds drag, the helicopter will speed up and if thrust is less than drag it

will slow down. i

We will not discuss helicopters again until the unit on propulsion
systems However, you should remember that the aerodynamic princi
pies applying to the aircraft also apply to helicopters

In summary. lift, weight, thrust, and drag are the four forces which
act upon any aircraft in flight Each of these forces has an explainable
cause, and each one (except gravity) can be controlled to a certain extent
by the men who design and build aircraft and by the men who fly them
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When these four forces are in balance with one another, the aircraft fliesx,,i
straight and level at a constant speed.

Aircraft don't always fly straight and level, you may say; aircr4,
climb; they descend, they take off, they land, they fly upsidedown; they
roll; and 'so forth Precisely. Aircraft fly in a three-dimensional environ-
ment, the air. This is the subject of our next chapter.

%%ORD% kH PHR ksi.N lo RE VII NIBE R

center of gravity skin friction drag
thrust turbulent flow drag
drag boundary layer air
induced drag fairing
vortices supercritical wing
parasite drag

IlliNcs ro DO

,I

I If your physics teacher has the equipment, perform this experiment for the class
Show how a feather falls in a vacuum

2 Report on how and why we use streamlining for things other than airplanes
3 Take two ropes and tie them together in the middlk so that there are four free ends.

Have four people of approximately equal strength have a tug-of-war simulating the
four forces

represent'.rces of flight What does the point where the ropes are connected represent
4 Research wingtip vortices Explain the effect of a 747's or DC-10's vortices on a

light aircraft Explain to the class what a light aircrafewohld do on takeoff and
landing to avoid these vortices

a.
5 Go waterskiing. What aerodynamic principles are involved'
6 Have an aeronautical engineer visit your class. Perhaps he could explain how the

supercritical wing operates
7 Perform wind tunnel experiments in the wind tunnel you are building for the class

Dcmohstrate to the class how unstreamlined bodies create more drag.
8 Make artd fly a paper autogyro (Your instructor has the plans)

st GGESTIONS FOR FL RTH FR R FADING

BRYAN LESLIE A Fundamentals of Aviation and Sparr Technologv Urbana, Ill ' Institute
of Aviation. University of Illinois. 1973

Federal Aviation Agency Basic lielurver Handbook Washington US Government
Printing Office. 1965 (AC 61.13)

MISENHEIMER TED G Arroqiener 2nd ed Los Angeles Acro Products Research. Inc .1973.

VAN DEVENTER C N An Ittfroduclion to General Aemnauties Chicago American Tech
nical Society. 1968.

iftstory of Flight New York American Heritage Publishing Co . Inc . 1962
VON KARMAN THEODORE AerodynamICS New York McGraw-Hill Book Co . 1963

RE% IEW QUIJSCIONS

1. The force which pulls an aircraft toward the center of the earth is called
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2. The point at which the total weight of the aircraft appears to be centered is
called the:
a. center of pressure
b. center of gravity
c. centrifugal force
d. centripetal force

3. Define thrust.

4. What two types of aircraft propulsion systemslare in general use today?

5. Define drag.

6. What causes induced drag?

7. Wingtip vortices tend to (aid/retard) the forward motion of the aircraft by (con-
tributing/absorbing) energy.

8. How can a designer reduce induced drag?

9. How can a pilot reduce induced drag?

10. Define parasite drag.

11. What are the two primary components of parasite drag?

12. The air very close to the surface of a moving airfoil is called

13. The more turbulent the boundary layer air, the (rnorelless)skin friction drag will
be created.

14. titivi 'awe reduce skin friction drag?

15. The best way to reduce turbulent flow drag is through

16. What shape is best adapted to flowing through the air?

17. An airfoil with a nearly flat upper surface and camber on the bottom is called a

18. Most of the lift supplied by a supercritical wing is in the form of (pressure-
differential/impact) lift.

19. True or False. The same aerodynamic laws apply to both helicopters and con.
ventional alrefit.

e
20. How does a helicopter pilot change his horizontal flight direction?
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Chapter 5

Aircraft Motion
and Control

THIS CHAPTER 'examinesthe al!Oraft ire motions You will read
about the axes pf rotation and the movement ardund these axeswhich the aircraft makes when It flies. Studying theaxes of rota-
Lion leads to the conceptof stability, which Is yeryimportanttoan ,{aircraft in fllOt. You read about Yarious kinds of stability.
The chapter Then dile...sea_aircraft ;:ontrotand explains_which-!
controls the pilot o aircraft uses to perform various
maneuvers. The chapter concludes by showing the relatlonship
bityeen the physical principles

involved instability and the waysin which the pilot controls the aircraft. After yoirhavestudied this
chapter, you should be able to: (1) describe various conditions of 1
stability; f2} explain new variing'stabilltYja0tOrewilleffect an .aircraft in flight; (3) discuss theconceptof DJtaratt control and list ,several control surfaces; (4) explain rate bf climb and angle of,climb; and (5) point outwhich control surfa0e0 affect Whichaircraft motions, .

WE POINTED OUT earlier, that aircraft are able to sustain flight
because of a balance among the four forces we've just discussed:

lift, weight, thrust, and drag. When the aircraft is in the air and flying
straight and level, we can assume that these four forces are in balance.
But the aircraft has to get there somehow, you may say; what other types
of aircraft motion are there, besides straight, level, unaccelerated flight?
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yERISCtk, AXIS

allippr------11111."

LATERAL AXIS LONGITUDINAL'AXIS
"PITCH" "ROLL"

Figure 32 The Axes of Rotation

Aircraft fly in three dimensions. Aircraft are three-dimensional ob
jects, and they move in directions other than straight and level.

ME .1. Ls Ot Rol %MN

In order to examine these other directions, we have to take another
look at our aircraft. In addition to moving forward, an aircraft in flight
may move about three axes. See Figure 32 and you will understand what
we mean The simplest way to understand the axes is to think of them as
long rods passing through the center of gravity, where each will intersect
the other two. At this point of intersection, each of these axes is also per-
pendicular to the other two. This relationship is a bit difficult to sketch
out. your best bet fur getting this concept of axes straight is to have your
instructor show you. a model plane and point out each axis.

The axis that extends lengthwise (nose through tail) is called the
longitudinal axis, and rotation about this axis is called roll. The axis

that extends crosswise (wing tip through wing tip) is called the lateral
axis, and rotation about this axis is called pitch. The axis that passes
vertically through the center of gravity (when the aircraft is in level
flight) is called the vertical axis, and rotation about this axis is called
yaw. There is apparently no real rationale fur these names. you simply
have to memorize them Longitudinal axisroll. lateral axispitch.
and vertical axis yaw.

You can demonstrate them fur yourself by moans of a model

S8l
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AIRCRAFT MOTION AND CONTROL

airplane. Hold the airplane from above at about the middle (somewhere
near where you imagine the center of gravity to be). Tip one wing down.
You've moved the airplane about its longitudinal axis, and the airplane.
has rolled. Bring the wing back up, now, and the airplane has returned
to a stable configuration. Now pivot the whole airplane to the left.
You've just moved the airplane about its vertical axis, and the airplane
has yawed. These movements are not always this simple in the air, often 1
they are combined with one another, but more on that later.

If the aircraft rotates about any one axis, the other two axes are con-
sidered to be moving with the aacraft. For example, if the aircraft dips
one wing, it is rollingbut it is not yawing or pitching. However, as we
mentioned above, the aircraft can rotate about all three axes at the same
time, as it does in the beginning of a climbing turn.

S %BM kl

Stability is an important central coqcept behind aircraft design,
operatiOn, and control. We'll discuss stabdii,e in general first, and then
we'll move on to show how aircraft stability works. The 'axes of flight,
discussed above, will provide convenient reference points for our dis-
cussion of aircraft stabilitka

First off, what is stability? A body is said to be in equilibrium when
all tfie forces acting on it balance one another. Stability, then, is that
property of a body which causes it to return to its original condition
when its equilibrium is disturbed. This tendency of a displaced object to
return to its original position is also called static stability.

Let's examine static stability more closely. We can divide it into three
types positive, neutral, and negative. We can demonstrate these with a
small ball and a piece of posterboard. First, lay the posterboard on a flat
surface. Place the ball on it so that it's perfectly still (in equilibrium). If
we push the ball, it doesn't try to return to its original position nor does
it try to move further away This is neutral stability. See ball A in
Figure 33 Next, bend the ends of the posterboard up slightly and put
the ball in the middle (ball B in Figure 33). Now when we push the ball
up the sides (disturb its equilibrium) it always tends to return to its
original statepositive stability. Now for the hard part. Curve the
edges of the posterboard down as for ball C in Figure 33 It's very ob-
vious that if you're able to balance the ball on the top, onLe you disturb
its equilibruim, it tends not to return to its original statenegative
stability. In fact, it tends to accelerate away from the point of origin.
Sometimes we simply say that ball B is stable and ball C is ,unstable.

An unstable aircraft tends constantly 4) change from normal flight
into abnormal flight, and it must just as Lonstantly be restrained from
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STABLE

Figure 33 Types of Stability

doing so by proper use of the controls. Ohs iously, unstable Aircraft are
extremely dangerous and aircraft asigners are careful to build at least
some stability into all aircraft

,

Another disision of the concept of stability is into static st Way and
dynannk stability As we discussed earlier, if the body has stati- stability,
it has a tendency to return to its original position, If an aircr, t tends to
return to lekel flight without effort on the part of the pilot fter it has
been put into a climb or a dike, the airkrAft is statically stable However.
the force that tends to restore the aircraft to normal flight might be so
great that it would carry the aircraft too far in the opposite direction If
the aircraft is put into a disc, the restoring forces would mike it fitst into
a climb, then into a steeper dike, then into a steeper climb, then into a
steeper dive, and so on until the aircraft finally stalled or crashed. In
such a case, the aircraft would he statically stable (it would tend to
return to its original position), but it would be dynamically unstable
Dynamic stability, then, is a tendency to return to the original position
with a minimum of oscillations

Refer again to Figure 33 If we released ball B so that it rolled up and
down the side of the posterboard, it would gradually come to a stop in
the middle As it rolls back and forth until it stops, it is demonstrating
dynamic stability The steeper the sides of the posterboard. the greater
the dynamic stability

Sometimes stability is really a type of instability It is possible to
design an aircraft so that it's stable when flying in an abnoryitl attitude
In the early days of tlight, for example, some aircraft were-stable when
they were flying upside down This is all well and good, it you happen to
wind up flying upside down The trouble is that the aircraft will Lon
stantly tend toward this kondition ut stabilityand taking oft or landing
upside down is not a particularly safe maneukeri liken today. an im-
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properly loaded aircraft will be inherently unstable. Perhaps you've
wondered why you could only carry hand luggage with you on a com-
mercial flight. Overloading the plane, of course, is the primary reason,
but an important secondary reason is linked to the problem of distribu-
ting this weight properly.

So much for stability in general. The question naturally, ,arises as to
how and why an aircraft maintains stability, parts.ularly since it must be
stable about all three axes. Let's assume that our aircraft is stable. If the
aircraft noses down, there should be a tendency for the nose to come
back up, if the nose swings to the right ur to the left, it should have a ten-
dency to resume its original direction.aind if one wing drops, there
'should be a tendency for the wing to come back up to normal position.

Longitudinal Axis Stability

If an aircraft is stable al°. ng its longitudinal axis, it will not pitch
unless some force raises or lowers the nose of the aircraft. This move-
ment is sometimes called "nosing up"for "nosing down." If the aircraft
is statically stable along its longitudinal axis, it will resit any force
which might cause it to pitch, and it will return to straight and level
flight when the force is temoved. ()I:the three types of stability of an
aircraft in flight, this type is the most important.

To obtain Ion itudinal axis stability, the aircraft is deliberately
balanced so that is slightly nuseheavy. In our discussion of the forces
of flight, we men Toned the terms center of pressure and center of gravi- ,

ty. Aircraft desi ners deliberately locate the.center of gravity ahead of
the center of IS essure in a given aircraft. This means, then, that the
aircraft in nor al flight has a continuous slight tendency to dive, Why?
The center of ressure, you will remember, is the point at which all the
forces acting o an aircraft in flight are assumed to be.concentrated. The
center of gray y is the point at which the weight of the aircraft is con-
sidered to be ncentrated. Obviously, theii, the center of weight will be
ahead of the c nter of the other forcesand the aircraft will have a slight

1 i tendency to lve The correction for this tendency is simple, and well
explain a bit urther on why this tendency is built into the aircraft.

Think bac to the section on lift. The relative wind passing over the
airfoil is given a slight downward movement, and this movement is
called downwash. The horizontal tail surfaces are usually, set at a nega-
tive angle of attack, which simply means that when they m4 t the relative
air, they produCe a sort of downward or negative lift. Wl y? When the
aircraft is flying at a given speed, the downward force on the tail exactly
offsets the nose heaviness. The aircraft, then, maintains level flight with-
out effort from the pilot (see Figure 34). .

i 0
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AIRCRAFT 'MOTION AND CONTROL

If the engine "conks out," two things decrease the speed of the air
over the tail surfaces The first is a lass of speed which is due to lack of
thrustThe set'o is the elimination of the slipstream. The slipstream
is the stream of air driven rearward by the propulsion system Since the
speed of the air over the tail of the aircraft dectIlkses, the downward
force on the tail also decreases What happens then The aircraft
becomes noseheavy, the nose drops,'and the aircraft goes into a glide or
a dive As the aircraft dives, its airspeed increases In turn, the down-
ward force on the tail increases, since the negative lift becomes greater.
This increase ofthe downward force on the tail.of the aircraft forces the
tail down and the nose up, and the aircraft goes into a climb As the
climb continues, the speed again decreases, and the downward force on
the tail becomes gradually less until the nose drops once more This
time, if the aiferaft is dynamically stable, the nose does not drop as far as
it did the first time The aircraft then has a much shallower dive The
speed then increases until the aircraft again goes into a shallower climb,
as before After several such oscillations, the. arrcrafi will finally settle
down to a speed at which the downward force on th& tail exactly °filets
the tendency of the aircraft to dive The aircraft then can make a smooth
glide down, regardless of whether the powsrr is on or off

'What happens when an aircraft is balanced so that the center of gravi-
ty is behind the center Of pressure' Such an aircraft 16 tailheavy, hence, it
has a tendency to climb This clzmbiftg tendency may be offset only by
increasing the lift on the horizontal tailsurfaces so as to get a positive lift
or upward force What happens when the engine conks out on an
aircraft balanced this way'' Because the lifting force developed by the
talks decreased dut to the loss of thrust,the aircraft becomes tailheavy
and starts to climb "Since there is nothing to check this climbing tenden-
cy, the aircraft continues to climb until it stalls and falls off into a spin
If the aircraft is put into a dive with the controls released, the lift on the
tail becomes grtater and greater as the speed increases This, in turn,
forces the nose of the aircraft eirm` n and causes the aircraft to dive more
and more steeply, until it finally may go partly onto its back 4,

We'll discuss aircraft control in 'more 'detail later, right nowkief s
look at lateral axis stability

Lateral Axis. Slabililv

If the lateral axis of an aircraft is stable, the win s w will not pivot about
the longitudinal axis What does this mean' To say it anoth'er way the
wing tips will hold:their positions in fiight.unless some forte is applied
to.change their position If tho lateral 'axis is statically stable, any force
applied to cause the wings ta aiange Position w 11bc resisted, and the
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Figure 35' Dihedral Keel Effect and Sweeaback

...

likings Ix di return to straight and leel flight, once the torce is rerntAed
This type ut stability is LomparatR.el,, easy to obtain Three tat:tors help
make an aircraft stable along its lateral axis (1) the dihedral angle of the
%,,ings. (2) keel. elect. and t 3) sIxeepback skuki Figure 35 hriefl, and
then +,e II look at these three design characteristics one at a time

Di edral Is the angle produced IA hen the'outer ends ut the \kings are
higher han the mner 'ends ALtually, you should Jok this as an uplAard
I inclina on ,ot the Icings Thc angle at xs hiLh the "Ing slants ,upxard
from a imaginary line parallel to the ground is the dihedral angle.'

Here holx the dihedral figures in maintaining the aim tt s lateral
axis sta city When an aircraft with dihedral rolls so that t c miing is
lower th n the other. thc aircraft immediatel hegills to deslip (go
slightly si oxas through the air) The result pit this sli is th t the angl
ut attack ,0- the lol,ker xing is greater thip the angle of a tack 4 the high
er wing what happens' The greater aril:kit: of attack pr ydu s a great r
,

ttmountof lift, and the airk.ra t tends to return to straigh and eel tlig t

I
. Keel effect, the second iteral axis stabilizing factor. I.. 1 ako h

return the aircraft to a Ikel attitude VV hen more of the ai Lratt's 5
surface iq., ),c the Lentim. of gravity than belov it the rest int.e of

return.the trcratt to a s able posithin tsee Fig 16) ,. largc crtical tail
air to thp t.r.nvard an i sidevoirki moxemcnts ut the airs It tends to

surface is i tten itacd to/increase the side surtacc

p

IC
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Figure 36 Keel Effect Tends to Right Stdeslipping Aircraft

Sweepback produces lateral axis stability in almost the same manner
as dihedral, although sweepback is not so effective Here s how it works

When an aircraft with.sweptback wings by3gins to slip, the,angle ot at-
tack of the lower wing is greater than the angle of attack of the higher
wing Hence, while it is not as effectiye. the same kind of additional lin-
ing force generated by the dihedral effect is produced and the aircraft
tends to fly laterally stable However, this is nut tile primary reasisn for
building sweephack into aircraft wings Rather, it is more coninionly
used to locate the center of pressure in the desired position It often hap-
pens. in designing in aircraft, that the wings must he attached to the
fuselage at a certai point for structural reasons Jn some cases, if
straight wings werei used, the center ot pressure would he too tar tor-
ward, and the aircraft would he too nosehcavy Hence, w lieu the
designer builds in 'sweephack, he helps both lateral and directional
stability, ind e also locates the center ot pressure where he wants it

41 DireclionatStAbilth

This type if sta lay tends to keep the aircraft flying in a wen direc-
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Figure 37 Directional Stability

tion Aircraft d/e, sign is the key to this type of stability Movement about
the vertical, axis of the aircraft, you'll recall," ts called yaw Aircraft can
be designed so that they will tend to correct any tendency to yay. Here's
how

An rcraft acts somethinglike a weathervane If it swings away from
its co se by rotating about its vertical axis (yawing). the force of the air
on th vertical tail surfaces tends to swing it back to its original line of

IIf

Figure 38 A1Veatherwave Has Directional Stability
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flight Here again, the location orecenter of gravity is impOrtant The
side area ylund the center of gran), must be greater than the side area
in front f)f the center of gravity in order to prevent yaw Why) Ob-
viously, if there were more side area in front of the center of gravity, any
tendency of the aircraft to rotate about its vertical axis would, then, tend
to turn the aircraft around (see Fig 37).

Visualize a weathervane and you'll see what we mean (see Fig 38).
The point at which the arrow is joined to the vertical upright is ahead of
the center of the arrow This means that there is more side area behind
the center of gravity than ahead of itand the weathervane tends to face
into the relative wind.

Directional stability, again, is the result of aircraft design. Adequate
rear fin surface provides the necessary directional stability.

Let's sum up An aircraft is considered to be stable if it tends to resist
any tnrce which changes its flight attitude and if it also tends to return
to its original position if this position is disturbed. A stable aircraft, for
example, will maintain straight and level flight at a given speed without
the pilot touching the controls. While it is important for the aircraft to
be stable, it is also important that thg pilot be able to control the attitude
of the aircraft without exerting too much physical effort An-aircraft can
be so stable that it is difficult to maneuver Stability and control, then,
are interdependent, which brings us to oar next major topic area, con-
trol,

Let's start With some definitions. Controls in an aircraft are those
dev ices by which a pilot regulates the speed. direction of flight, altitude,
and power of an aircraft Control,surfaces are movable airfoils designed
to be rotated or otherwise moved by the pilot -of an aircraft in order to
change the attitude of the aircraft Control itself is the name given to the
central concept behind these operations See Figure 39

The problem of control of an aircraft about its three axes was one of
the first major problehis encountered by the pioneers of -aviation The
Wrights revognized that one of the obstacles they must overcome was

w to control their aircraft. oilk.e they got it in the air Wilbur Wright,
so the. y goes, observed how birds maintain lateral balance by twist-
ing their w tips down when they hit a gust of wind He reasoned that
this twisting reased the angle of attack and hence increased the
amount of lift generated This Changing of the wing shape is called
wing-warping, and it was among the first vontrol devives built into
aircraft

Ailerons soon replak.' d wing wtiarping as a more 'ffective means k
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RIGHT
RUDDER
PEDAL'

Figure 39 Operation of the Rudder

Ike
PEDAL

controlling the aircraft's tendency to roll Ailerons are movable set;
ments of the airfoil located on the trailing edge of the wing, and they
control movement of the aircraft about its longitudinal axisroll The
pilot of the aircraft moves his stick (wheel) to the right or to the lett to
control roll Moving the stick to the left raises the lett aileron and
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Figure 40 Operation of the Elevators

lowers the right aileron (see Fig 40) What happens' The right wing then
develops more lift than the left wing, and the aircraft banks left This
simply means that the 'aircraft turns Counterclockwise

Once the ailerons ha}e been properly positioned, the pilot returns his
controls to a neutral position The aircraft tfien continues to bank until
the pilot applies opposite control pressure ty take the aircraft out of the
hank

Increasing the lift, though, also increases the drag The wing with the
lowered aileron will generate both greater lift and greater drag What
happens then') The aircraft will as in the direction of the wing with the
lowered aileron, which is the direction opposite the turn being perform-
ed

This yawing tendenc} can be correFted in two wa}s the ailerons
themselves can be so designed that the ltag on thew ing %kith the lowered
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Figure 41 The Frise Aileron

aileron is decreased or the rudder can be used to offset the tendency to
yaw. The Frise aileron (Fig 41 is designed so that the leading edge of
the aileron protrudes below the tower surface of the wing. This projec-
tion, then, increases the drag on this wing, and the yawing tendency is
overcome.

However, the rudder is the primary device used to overcome the ten,
dency of the aircraft to yaw. The rudder is a movable Lontrul surface at-
tached to the vertical fin of the tail assembly By pressing the proper rud-
der pedal, the pilot moves the rudder of the alrLraft in the irection of
the pedal he presses (right pedal moves the rudder to the rig t, and left
pedal moves the rudder to the left). What happens then' A'h n the pilot
pushes the left rudder pedal, he then sets the rudder so that it deflects the
relatil air to the left. This then creates a force on the tail, causing it to
move to the right and the nose of the aircraft, then, to yaw to the left
This yawing to the left, though, is deliberatebecause it overyomes the
tendency of the aircraft to yaw to the right in a left-banked turn What
the pilot is really doing, then, is setting up a force to younter-the adverse
effect which occurs when the ailerons are adiust&I

At this point, it is probably well to point out that the rudder dues not
steer the aircraft in normal flight The rudder does not turn the aircraft,
rather, its primary purpose 1st) offset the drag pruduLed by the lowered
aileron Clear9 Let's look now at the elevarors

The elevators are hinged sections of the horizontal stabilizer They
control the pitching movements about the aircraft's lateral (vongtip to
wingtip) axis Like the ailerons, the elevators are Luntrulled by means of
the stick Unlike the ailerons, though, the elevators are controlled by
forward and backward movements of the stiLk Here's what happens
when you pull hack on the stick the elevators are raised so that they in
terseLt the flow of the relative wind The impact air causes the aircraft to
rotate in a taildown position about the lateral axis ( which amounts to
the same thing as saying that the nose is raised), and the aircraft I. !nibs
When you push forward on the stiLk, the opposite thing happens. the

70
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elevators are lowered so that they intersect the relative wind The impact
air causes the aircraft to rotate to a tail-up position (which amounts to
the same thing as saying that the nose is lowered), and the aircraft dives

These are the three basic control surfaces, then ailerons, rudder, and
elevators. Although all aircraft do not have all these surfaces, we should
point out that 'irtudlly all aircraft are flown by the movement of stick
(wheel) and rudder pedals, which we have described Certain aircraft
which do not have elevators, for example, have sections of the wing
which serve much the same purpose. Hence the pilot performs the same
operations in the cockpit, and the aircraft performs the same maneuvers,
but for different reasons. You may have ridden in tars which have the
engine mounted in the front and other cars which have the engine
mounted in the rear. The controls fur the driver of both autos are the
same, but different things happen when the driver presses down on the
accelerator pedal. Nonetheless, the car performs the same maneuvers,
regardless of exactly how the controls are related to the engine

The three basic control surfaces may also have secondary control sur-
faces attached directly to them These additional control surfaces, called
trim tabs may be controlled by the pilot or kay be fixed. He uses these
surfaces when the inherent stability of the aircraft has been disturbed by
unusual loading. such as passengers in a Lommercial airLraft.moving
around inside the cabin

You may encounter some writers on aerona utics who disc s another
group of control devices.jlaps, sluts, and spoilers We've al eady dis-
cussed these in the chapter on lift, and we prefer to look at the e devices
as lift (or antilift) devices A control device is one which controls the
attitude of the aircraft in the air as its primary function, and the devices
we've Just finished discussing all do this The flaps, slots, and spoilers all
affect the attitude of the aircraft in the air, but this is actually incidental

* to their primary function generating or retarding lift.
Now that you have some idea of the- control surfaces and hOw they

work, let's take aiook at how these controls work in flight You still will
have to learn a feW more terms, but include these as we go along

Climbing Flight \

Climb requires per If all the available per of the engine is being
used to keep the aircraft in the air, there is nu power left fur Llinibing In
other words. when all the power is all being used fur forward motion,
none is left for vertical motion

You may be interested in knowing ho to Lakulate the rate of clunb
in feet per minute This is actually very simple One horse-povocr is

equal to 33.000 foot pounds per minute (sec the unit on aircraft propul
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sion systems for a full discussion of the concept oi:horsepower). The
reserve horsepower in an aircraft engine is the horsepower over find
above that necessary just to keep the aircraft in the air in straight anyi
level flight. If we multiply the reserve horsepower by 33,000, we then
get the total number of foot-pounds per minute which can be used to
climb the aircraft. If we then divide this figure by the total weight of the
aircraft in pounds, we get the rate of climb in feet per minute The for-
mula is

Excess Horsepower x 31.000
Weight = Rate of Climb

For example. in a light aircraft weighing 2,000 pounds and having 20
excess horsepower, what would be the rate of climb?

20 x 13.000
2.000 = 330 feet per minute

What about a C-5 weighing 660,000 pounds and having 20,000 excess
horsepower? (For this comparison we have converted the pounds of
thrust of the C-5's jet engines to horsepower)

20.000 x 33.000
660.000 - I 000 feet per minute

r
All of these calculations. of course, are based on sea level figures.

The horsepower decreases with altitude, and other faLtors enter into theme'
calculations which make them somewhat more complicated. The princi-
ple, howeve* the same regardless of altitude.

Another t you rrtay encounter, power loading, is supply the
weight of the aircraft in pounds divided by the horsepower of the
aircraft.

The best speed fur climbing is somewhere between the sthlling speed
and the maximum speed of the aircraft The best Climbing speed, varies
with variouslypes of aircraft The one which should be used is t at given
in the Aircraft Operating Manual for the specific aircraft ben flown

1

Another thing to remember climbing angle and rate of climb do nut
necessarily go together An aircraft may be flying at such a high,angle of
attack that the reserve horsepower is very low, but it may he climbing at\
a very steep angle because ,of its low forward speed On the other hand,
the speed and angle of attack that give the best rate of Limb in feet per
minute usually du nut give the best angle of climb, since the aircraft is
going farther forward fur each foot of altitude it gains Hero) the
difference between the steepest Llimbing angle and the angle fur the
maximum rate of Llimb Climbing flight is flight in whidi the aircraft is
gaining altitude. When the aircraft operates at the best angle of climbrit
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BEST ANGLE OF CLIMB GAINS
'yowl' ALTITUDE IN A GIVEN

DISTANCE.

o

N AND CONTROL

BEST RATE OF CLNIS GAINS,
MOST ALTITUDE IN A. GIVEN
TIME.

I

Figure 42 Angle of Climb and Rate of Climb

gains the most altitude in a given distance. When the aircraft,oper6ts at
the best rate f climb, it gains the most altitude in a given time. (See Fig
42).

Some oth r terms you may encounter which deal with climbing Bight
are imports t, too Service ceiling is the altitude at which the maximum
rate of clim is 100 feet per minute. Absolute ceiling is the altitude at
which the ,aircraft stops climbing entirely, even though the throttle 1

wide open At the absolute ceiling, the stalling speed and the maximum
speed are the same. This simply means that the density of the air ,is Si,,

to supp rt the aircraft, and full throttle is required to maintain le41
low that e angle of attack must be increased to the maximum 4n order

flight at that angle. A side effect of this high altitude is ay:II-upping oft in
. horsepower of th.e,sngi , because of the decrease in density of the air.

This means that less,hor epower is available at high altitude than 4 sea
level, unless, of course, the aircraft is equipped with a supercharge! (see
the unit on propulsion systems f r a fuller discussion).

Forc in Turns

Before we discuss forces in to s, we need to look at lift again. Lift
can be divided into two c.impone is vertical ( effective) and horizontal.
If the al craft wings are nut straig t and level, the wing lift dues not act
in astr. tly vertical plane (see Fig 43) in addition to he vertical com-
ponent here is a sideways or horizontal component tth the actual lift
being t e resultant of these two forces. Effective lift I e vertical coin-
ponent
resultar

weight
vertical
level.

hich acts to overcome weight As you can see in Figure 43, the
is the actual lift, but not all of it goes toward overcoming
igure 44 may help you to better understand why there is lets
omponent or effective lift when the air...raft is not straight and
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Let's look now at what happens when ari aircraft turns: When an
aircraft is maintaining constant' altitude but Is not flying in a straight
line, an additional forcecentrifugal forceacts upon it. This is a
force which tends to mov; the aircraft away from the center of the curve
which tit is following. Two factors Influence the size of the centrifugal
force. the airspeed .of the aircraft and its weight. A third highly impor-
tant factor is the sharpness of the turn: These forces are combined to
Sorm a resultant force. This force acts downward an outward. If the
ett4aircraft is not banked, it will skid sideways. See Figur 3-48 for exam-
ples of the various types of forces in turns in this discksion.

The angle between the aircraft wings and the horizontal (horizon) is
called the angle of bank. en the pilot is flying correctly, this angle of
bank must be numerically equal to the angle that the resultant force
(combination of the weigh and the centrifugal force) makes with the'
vertical. In other words, th upper and lower resultant forces must form
a straight line. The lift m st equal the lower resultant force in mag-
nitude. If the angle of lank is correct and if the lift equals the resultant,
the aircraft executes a correct turn.

S. If the angle of banks t o small the lift will not be acting in a direc-
tion exactly opposite to th resultant of the weight and centrifugal force.
In effect, the horizontal c( mpone t of centrifugal force is greater than
the compensating hut-aunt I cum onent of lift. Then, regardless of the
amount of lift, the aircraft will tend to move outward, or skid (see Fig
45).
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figure 46 Slip, Aircraft Moves Toward the
Inside of the Turn

-fake a look, now, at Figure 46. Here, the angle of bank is too great.
The lift force and the resultant of weight and the centrifugal force com-
bipe to pfoduce a force acting inward and downward. In this example
the horizontal component of lift is greater than-centrifugal force and the
aircraft' will slip to the inside of the turn. .

In Figure 47, the bank is right, but the lift is too loW. Since the resul-
tant is greater than the lift, the aircraft will settle or descend.

The opposite holds true in Figure 48. Here, the lift is greater than the
resultant In this case, the aircraft will climb, and the ne result will be a
climbinkorrt" This particular maneuver requires a grey eal,pf extra
power, ATI} because the aircraft is overcoming. simulta e)tisly. the
forces of weight, drag, and centrifugal forcd. Under pr cir-
cumstances. a truly vertical bank can't be made without slipping occur-
ring.

(

".

Figure 47 Lift Less Than Resultant Figure 48, Lift Greater than Resultant
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Figure 49 Effect of Centrifuge Force on a Turning Aircraft Lift st Be Increased
Maintain Altitude

4011%,
tously. it is almost mpossible to maintain a tr e vertical bank in

a conventional aircraft, b cause no matter how .grea centnfugal,fove
may be, weight is always afting, so the resultant will eve a dovowaid
component

To' rev iew in oversimp4ed terms, too much centre gal force sults
in a skid while too much weight or horizontal lift res Its in a An
imbalance in lift means that the aircraft will either ch lb or de -end

Le s take another look at turns, only this time use a OITerent
appro ch Take a look'at Figure 49 In Sectitin A. c rcraft isishov.n
in ley 1 night, and the lift acid the weight (L and are e ual in section
B. the nrcraft is in a hank witti the same amount of lift Ll and weight

"'"(W) B t now. we lave centrifugal force (CF) as well He -e. we have to
, .

compu e a r1sultant. and the resultant is greater than the I ft. Nov.. take
a look t sectl'on C We have moved the forces so that the d tierence may km"
he mor readily appreciated The centrifugal force is moved to the in-0,
side of he hank, and the weight fofce is also drawn on the inside In
order ft the aircraft to maintain altitude, the lift force must extend to
the poin where thoweight force begins In other words. we're missing

J - 76
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AIRCRAFT MOTION AND CONTROL

"X" amount ot lift and, v.ilj lose altitude iti--4't crige something
Thus, if altitude is to be maintained in a turn, lift must equal' weight plus
the resultant centrifugal for& caused by the turn.

Some way or other, this deficiency in lift must be made, This may
be dont by either increasing power Or increasing the le of attack
The only way that you can in se the angle of attack is raise the nose
by the use of the elevators. That s w e said th4 in any turn, it is the
elevatcirs that really do the work.

Take another look at Figure 49. What will the rudder do in turning
flight? The rudder controls movement about the vertical axis, therefore.
moving the rudder will have nu effect except to cause the nose of the,
aircraft to drop along a line parallel to the wingthat is, on a diagonal
line. The ailerons, likewise, can have nu effect other than to hold the

. aircraft at the props bank, if that is necessary As a matter of fact, as
we'll discuss shortly. a slight amount of opposite alter° is usually
necessary in executing a proper turn. With respect to a e rudder,
howeer, once the turn Has begun and the drag of the low ed aileron
has been oert.ume, the pilot can remove his feet entirely fr, m the rud- 10,
der pedals and still contimie tovake a perfect turn. When h derides to
come out of the turn, he uses 04osite aileron (the aileron hich is nut
iNthe direction tf t he turn he is making), and he has to u opposite
rudder For example, if the pilot is codling out of a right turn he applies

_left rudder and left aileron.

Now. let's go back to the use of left aileron in a right tur and "right
aileron in a left turn When the aircraft is turning, it is moving n a circle
(see Fig 50) It may not rn;.ne arotind a complete circle. but it
moving in a Fircular motion The wing tips. thenN'es,..,ribe L necntr.
circles This means that the outcruing moves farther, in the san period
of time. than the inner wing. I it is diming farther in the same -nod of
time, it is then moving taster than the inner wing Since it is caving
faster and is at the same angl t,f attack as the inner wing. it ge crates
slightly more lift than the inne wing Po you see the problem develop-
ing'' erc's what happeris ricx

Ti )ffset his additional lift. H pil.t has to exert a slight pressure on
the stk.. t 'ward the,outside of t e turn ThiC pressure. of course, slightly
I('wers the aileron on the inside of theiturn, and this lov,gring compen-
sates for the increased lift on the outer wing and makes the lift of the in-
ner and outer wings the same If you've been fol*,. ing Llosely, you real-
ize that the pressure on the slid( also raises theNideron on the outside
wing, which decreases its.litt Both actions tend to eqUalize the lift If the
pilot &isnot du this. the aircraft would hank more and more steeply as
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Figure 50 Ailerons and Turns

long as the turn w continued This effect is called the over-banking
tendency

A final point a' ut forces in turns since the pilot is increasing his
aircraft's angle of attack to maintain altitude during a turn, he has to in-
crease his power to_maintain a constant airspeed If he does not. the
airspeed will decreaSe in a steep bank This combination of incr
power and increased angl of attack may produce severe stresses the

wings. but well di ss t nitre later.

/tom \I)'«)N !Rol
(.-

Do you re ly ho an airc ft flies' Most people do not know.
even thou irk they underst nd it Ask yourself thes questions
What is the up and.d wn control,of n aircraft' The elevatop, you say"
You are wtongit i.T the throttle. at in the world is the speed con
trol. then' The throttle' wrong aga nit is the elevators What turn
the aircraft in the aid' Well, we tipped you.off a little while back that it is
not the rudder. Afteir the ail rons start the tutn, the wings lift the aircraft
around. How A es this work' Simplethe pilot holds the stick back.
which increases he angle of attack and produces more lift

Don't tak5.ou word for it. thou Let's get an aircraft into the air
and adjust the co trots so that the aircraft flies straight and level Well
assume t t this is a propeller-driven aircraft The propeller interacts
with the a . and the aircraft moves forward This is thrust The it mov
mg over t wing causesSi-det_rease in pressure above the wing, reduc-

ing li -Mk resistance of the air to the w mg's moving through it is called
drag he force which attracts the aircraft to the earth is called gravity,
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and it measures the aircraft's weight. Su far, so good, this is all old stuff
to you. All the forces acting on the aircraft are in balance.

Now, we push the throttle forward, the propeller turns faker and pro-
dt.ie'es more thrust, the wing moves faster, generating more lift, and the
aircraft climbs The more lift generated by the wing, the greater the drag
of the wing The additional drag balances the addiftonal thrust, but the
additional lift makes the aircraft climb. Now. it we pull out on the throt-
tle (reducing power), the nose will drop. The throttle, then, is the up and
down control,.

'

Surprised' If the throttle up and down control of the aircraft. J;
what controls the speed' id it was the elevators. Here is how it /
works As we cruise along, the airspeed indicator shows 80 mph. Now, ,
we pull back on the stick, and the airspeed drops to 60 mph. Now, we
push the stick forward, and the airspeed increases until it reaches 100
mph Thisthowt that the elevators really are the aircraft's speed control.
The elevators control the speed of the aircraft because they control its
angle of attack, and you reme6ber that angle ttack is the angle
formed by the relative wind aril] the chord of the oil, or wing.

We've talked about speed, le 's look. for a moment. at speed in a bit
more detail. The important thin for an aircraft is u s airspeed. Airspeed
is e speed of the aircraft throw h the air, while the speed of the aircraft ;

ov the ground is called, logica ly enough, groundspeed. A pit t learns
to e,g1" a stall coming When is aircraft is 'approaching all. the

,pilo can feel a shudder in the aircraft's wings, and he fins at the
alien ns are so sluggish that they have little. if any, effect on he wings

Stall speed changes with the aircraft configtOlition It iric aces in a
turn, It decreases with the flaps down. The aircraft cart sta 1 in level
flight and in a turn, even with full power on

does an aircraft t rn'' Certainly not by the rudder' Some aircraft
don't even Wave rudders An aircraft is turned by first lowering one wing
withthe ailerons and then lifting the aircraft around using the elevators.
When th aircraft makes a turn. centrifugal force tries tic null it away
from the enter of the turn If you whirl a stone on a string. centrifugal
force ten o pull the stone and t e string out of your hand The same isk
true of an al craft, in a turn (See ig 51) The aircraft, then, must op-
pose this put ing force, and this requires extra lift.

Right abou now. you are probably wondering why an airciafttas a
rudder t all, f it is not used for turning Here's why Let's put the
aircraft i a rig t t.irn In the right tur he right wing is lowered, and
the left rig is raised The 'left g develops more lift, and it also
develops more drag This i sed drag tends to pull the aircraft
around in a direction oppos e to the turn This tendency is called ad-
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Center of Turn

51"

Centrifugal For ce
Centrifugal Force

in TuFigure 51 Centrifugal Force in

yaw. TO correct fur adverse yaw, the pilot applies pressure to the
right rudder pedal This moves the rudder to the right and Lonsequently
moves the tail to the left This keeps the plane from yawing That is the
rudder's main job. to correct for adverse yaw

Now you should have a better idea of how the Lontrols ut an aircraft
really work Experienced pilots often say there is one rule that will he
the greatest help to the amateur pilot "Get that stick fu ward'" Why' If
the aircraft's turn is too tight, it will stall The stick is our speed ni-
tre, and your aircraft muss h ve speed to stay in the a r

et's try to sum up this len thy chapter Aircraft fly 'n three dimen-
sion , and pilots can control, t e aircraft's performan e in all three
Stahl ity in an aircraft in flight omes from both design ind operation,
and t e controls in an aircraft able the pilot both to m intain straight
and le ci flight and to perform various maneuvers Flkght controls are
almost nnecessa7; in a properly trimmed aircraft to rhaintain straight
and le% JI flight They are used under all Londitions of aircraft motion
taxiing, takeoff, climb, straight and level, turning, descending, and
landwg When the aircraft is properly trimmed fur a particular
maneuver, it may he flown in that maneuver with very little need for
manual control

\\ ()FM, \ (1 t \ft R

t _longitudinal axis control suriaces
riill wing-warping
Isteral axis ailerons
pitch stick
vertical axis ['rise aileron

Yir rudder
stability elevators
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static stability
neutral stability
positive stability
negative stability
dynamic stability
downwash
slip stream
dihedral
dihedral angle
keel effect
sweepbck
controls

AIRCRAFT MOTION D CONTROL

tri tabs
rese e horsepower
pow r loading
best gle of climb
best tate of climb
service ceiling
absolute ceiling
effective lift
centqfugal force
angldf bank
skid
slip
adverse yaw

'HI \ Gs 10 DO

I Build a odel airplane with movable
structor a set of plans).

2. Perform t e experiment on stability d 'bed in the tilyct.
3. Discuss fl t controls on a balloon.
4 Danonst to how elevators and ailerons rk by flying per airplanes. If a4 c

members v controllable mOiel.airpl have them it on a class demonstra-
\ tion. Be sure they explaih the principles t olved in each aneuver.

5 If you look closely at the wings on a light a craft, you yid they are not exactly
Ithe same. One appears slightly twisted. Fin out why.

6 Suppose a ultierigine jet aircraft with en Ines near the ng tips in flying at
strpersonic and an outboard engine suddenly 'quit. Di whmight hap-

and est what aircraft designers could do to aid a psi t in this stuation. If
u are st pod. ask your instructor for help.

St GC VsTIONs FOR Ft ft 'HER RE 1D1Nt,
Aero oducts R rch Inc. Primte Pilot Complete Programmed Course. 6th ed. Los

An des: Aero Products Research. Inc.. 1973.
Federa Aviation Administration. night Training Handbook Washington S Govern-

m t Printing Office. n.d. (AC 61-21).4
Federal Aviation Administration Pilots HandbObk of Aeronautica knowledge

. Washington US Government Printing Office. 197f (AC 61 -23A).
MANDEA JERRY and GEORGE DIPPEL and HOW %RD GOSSAGE Me Great Interna-

tional Paper Airplane Book. New York Simon and Schuster. 1967
SANDERSON Aviation Fundamentals. Denver. Colorado Sanderson Times-Mirrow, 1972
STOVER H GUYFORD and lyirm .1 HAGERTY Right New York Time Incorporated.

1965.

trol surfaces as a shop project. (Your

RE% IISS'Qt Estit

1. What can we assume about the four forces of flight when the aircraft is flying
straight and 17e17

2. Match the,aircraft axis with the descrip .n of its location:
a. longitudinal I. wing to wing tip
b. lateral 2. nose I II
c. vertical 3. t p to b' om

t3

8 8
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3. Match the aircraft axis with its direction of rotation:
a. longitudinal axis , 1. roll
bolateral axis 2. yaw
c.lvertical axis 3. pitch

4. True or False. An aircraft \innot rotate around all three axes at once.

5. The property of a body which causes it to return to its origina conditiOn when
disturbed is called

6. Match the following conditions of static stability with 41/40roiSri to descriptions.
a. itive stability I. neither returns nor accele tes away when
b. neutral stability displaced
c. n ative stability 2. accelerates away when dis laced

3. returns when displaced

7. Define dynamic stability.

8. Stability along which axis is the most important?
a. ?.ertical
b. lateral
c. ongitudinal

#'4
9. Th center of pressure is deliberately located (ahead offbthindt the enter of

gra ity of an aircraft.

10. Define do4nwash.

II. The stream of air driven rearward by the propulsion system is called the

12. The wings of an aircraft will not piyot readily about the longitudinal axis if
which axis is stable?

13. Which of the following factors help to make an aircraft stable along its lateral
axis?
a. keel effect
b. sweepback
c. dihedral angle
d. all of the above

14. True or False. The primary reason for building sweepback into wings is to pro-
mote lateral stability.

15. The larger the rear fin surface, the ftnorelesst directional stability an aircraft
' will have.

16. Match the to owing subjects to ap
a. controls
b. con surfacs
c. control

ilcrons are (more/Ii) effect ve th\

ropriate definitions
name of central c kept
name of movAbl airfoils

e of regulatIn devices

rirping.
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8. True'or FalL, Ailerons are moveable segments of the airfoil located on the trail-
ing edge of the horizontal stabilizer.

Moving the stick to the right lowers which aileron?
a. right
b. left
c. both ailerons
d. none of the above

20. What control surface design automatically corrects the yawing tendency in a
roll?

21. Define rudder.

22. True or False. The rudder steers the aircraft i normal flight.

23. True or False. Elevators control the pitching movements about the aircraft's
vertical axis.

24. What is the rate of climb in feet per minute of a 3,000113. aircraft with 20?(serve
horsepower?
a. 100
b. 220
c. 330
d. 990

ra
25. The best speed for climbing lies somewhere between the speed and the

speed of the a1rcraft.

26. When an aircraft operates at the best rate of climb, it gains the most altitude in a
given (distance/time).

27 The altitude at which the maximum rate of climb is 100 feet der minute is called
the (service/absolute)

28. Which of the following factors has the greatest influen on the size of the
centrifugal force?
a. altitude
b. density
c. wing span
d. weight

29. Define angle of bank.

30 If the forces on a bankilipaircr ft are not in balance and the plane is moving to
the inside of the turn,-it is said to be (skidding/slipping).

31. Match the aircraft motio with he appropriate control:
a. up and down I. throttle
b. speed 2. elevators
c. turns 3. ailerons and elevators

32. What is the rudder's main job.

133. Whsu rule id probity) the greate lelp to in amateur pilot?



Chapter 6

Aircraft
Structure

le

THIS OftAFiER'exainines t aircraft itself and how thf various*
parts are built and why they e built that way. first, Yoti will read
about the polder plant, then fuselage and the way in Whtch it
is built, A'brief discussion of stresses and how they affect Aircraft
construction will tollmv..Wewilialio look,Insome detail,-at wing,
and tail construction, control-surfaces. hydraulic and electrical
systems, and the landing gear. Alter you have stlidied this
chatter, you shotild be able to; (1) discuss the five types of stress
which 'act on, an aircraft in flight; 42) explain how aircraft eon_
StrUction -counteracts these stresses; 13) discuss the yarious
types of fuselage and winnonstruction and ph out some ad-
yantageibf each; (4) describe the principal parts of the empert..
nega; (5) iistitpplica of hydraulic and electrical systems in
the aircraft; and (6) xplain how today'S aircraft landing gear.
forks. .

WEAT LOOKED atria
controlied powered

Underlying flight, and we've to
the air. Next, let's take a clt

be'rememr from last year the,y ri
tioned. Here, we plan to show yOu
together in light of what you now know about why the aircr ft film

e're including a diagram of conventional propelfr-driven
ft (Fig 52) This diagram will help you to see where aircraft parts

y thin from man's first desire to fly to
ight. e've discu ed the theories
ed about how an aircraft man uvers,in

look at the aircraft itself. ou may
us parts of the airCraft that re men-

ow all the structures of an, rcraft fit
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AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE

are located as we discuss them. Except On the propellers. a jet aircraft
would consist of the same basic structures.

PONs K PI kNi

Because an aircraft is a functionally designed Piece of equipment, its
hard to say if any one component is more important than any other.
Howevet, many people will say that the pliwer plant is one of the most
essential components fur normal flight. You'll soon be covering propul-
sion systems for aircraft in ahother unit, sQ we won't go into much detail
on bow the various propulsion systems operate. We will merely tell,you
what the power plant does, what it looks like, and where it is located.

In Figure 52, you can see the. propeller, the engine nacelles, and the
engine cOwlings. The 'propeller; as 'Wre,hoted earlier, is essentially a
curved airfoil. It provides the thrust.whith helps sustain the aircraft in

' flight. It operates because of Newton's Third Law of Motion (the action-
reaction law we've studied). The action here comes from the relation-,-
ship between the moving propeJlerand the.air, and the reaction is the
forward movement of the aircraft. The :unit on propuksion systems will
examine the propeller at 'some length. '

Behind the propeller, you'll notice the engine cowling. This is
simply a cover for the engine. It protects the engine and directs cooling
air onto the engine itself.

The engine nacelles are streamlined c(ntaitiers for auxiliary engine
systems. Notice in the side view shown in Figure 52 how, the engine,
nacelles Continue the streamlihing begun by the.engine cow lings. Other
ircraft h ve nacelles adapted for other purpeises. If you see an aircraft
'th "tip to ks", mite the shape of the fuel tanks. they, too, are nacelles.

So e aircra have had passengei\nacelles-, such asthe C-119 "Flying
Bo ar." h ,d, in effect, two greiOy extended engine Qacelles with a
pass ger nace le in between. Single \engine aircraft du not have.engine
nacelles. This i because the engine Is\ attached directly to the fuselage,
our next major s uctural element. /

2,

AG1

The fuselage is the' main or body part of the aircraft. It carries the
crew, passengers, cargo, instruments, and most other essential equip-
ment"or payload. Fuselages are usually classified according to the Way
the structure has been built to withstand all of the stresses that it Will
have to meet. The two main types of construction are the welded steel
truss and the semimunocoque. The truss type of cOnstruction is made of
`steel tubing. and the icmimunucoque type of construction is made from
Idternally braced metal skin. In order to understand these two- .types of
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Figural Types of Stress

construction getter, you need to know something aboiSt the stresses
which act on a aircraft in flight. First we'll look at the types of stress,
and then well r= urn to the types of fuselage in order to show you how
the fuselage is de igned to bear these stresses.

Tak a stick in our hands and start to break it Up to th breaking

point, the stick has nternal forces which resist the force you apply

These internal forces are calleri stresses, and they are measured in terms
of force. per unit of area. Stresses are expressed in pounds per unitof
area (often in square inches) If you exert a force of 50 pounds (
area of one-half square, inch. the stress is 100 pounds per square inch

Five types of stress act on an aircr flight tension. compession,
bending, shear, and torsion. Let's look at each tne individually (see Fig
53)

Tension. When you try to break a length of rope, you exert a type of
stress which is galled tension Tension is the stress which tends to pull
members apart A member is any part of an aircraft that carries a stress
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When you pull on the control cables of an aircraft, you're exerting ten-
sion.

Compression. Compression is the opposite of tension Cr(7)An ssion
is the stress which tends to push materials together. When you grasp a
football at both ends and push, the ball is subject to compression. The
landing gear struts of an aircraft are also subject to compression.

Bending. This type of stress combines tension and compression. You
put a bending stress on a bar when you rasp it vyith both hands and
push the ends together, or when you ben paper Op. The wind spars
(interior structural members)_are subjected bending while the at craft
is in flight The lower side of the spar is sub cted to tension, Mill the
upper side is subjected to compression. Obvi sly. some materials II
break before they bend and often are unaccept le for aircraft constru
tion.

Shear. This is the stress that is placed a pie of wood, clamped in
a vise, when you chip away at it with a har mer a chisel. This type of
stress is also exerted when two pieces of metal, olted together, are
pulled apart by sliding, one over the other of when y u sharpen a pencil
witta knife The rivets in an aircraft are intended t carry only shear.
Bolts, as a rule, carry only shear, but sometimes the arry both shear
and tension.

Torsion. Torsion is the stress which tends to distort by twisting. You
produce a torsional force when you tighten a nut on a bolt. The aircraft
engine exerts a torsional force on the crankshaft or turbine axis.

All the members (or major portions) of an aircraft are subjected to
one or more of these stresses. Sometimes a member has alternate
stresses, such as compression one instant and tension the next. Some
members can carry only one type of stress. Wire and cables, fur exam-
ple, normally carry only tension.

Since any member is stronger in compression or tension than in
bending, members carry end loads better than side loads. In order to do
this, designers arrange the members in the form of a truss, or rigid
framework In order for a truss to be rigid. it must be composed entirely
of triangles We'll eliminate many of the technical terms associate ith
trusses, it's enough that you realize that the fuselage is designed so at
the various types of stress are distributed throughout the fuselage. )st
aircraft which have trussed fuselages use the Warren truss (Fig 54). Th1
members in this type of truss can carry either tension or compression.
When,the load acts in one direction. every alternate member carries ten-
sion while the other members carry compression. When the load is
reversed, the members which were carrying compression now are e sub-
jected to tension, and those which were carrying tension are under coni-
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Rpm 54. lb* Warren Truss.

pression. The truss itself consists of a welded tubular steel structure Vilth

longerons (horizontal members) and diagonal braces. These felitures
makeoit rigid, strong, and light.

Th truss can be covered with a metal or fabric cover. Since we're
building our own plane, well use fabric. We want a smooth external
surface so that less drag will be generated. To produce a smooth surface,
the fabric cover is put on fairing stripe, which are thin flat strips of
wood or metal. These fairing strips run the length of thtfuselage in line
with, the direction of flight. The top of the fuselage usually has several
,such-rnembers arranged in the formiof a curve, or it may have a single
curved sheet of a 'light metal, such as aluminum. This curved upper por
Holt (called a turtle back) is simply a fairing, and its phrpose is to, cut
down air resistance (see Fig SS).

The semimonocoque type.of fuselage is used in most military aircraft.
The word monocoque is French, and it means single shell. In thetrue
monocoque fuselage, which few aircraft use, all,the stresses are carried
by the shell or skin itself. The de Havilland ,Mosquito, one of the
triumphs of World War II British aircraft design, was one of the last
really notable aircraft to use this type of construction.

As its name implies, the sem' imonocoque type of Lonstruction allows
for both the skin of the aircraft and the internal bracing to card the
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Figure 55. The Turtle-Back Fairing.

stress The internal bracing is made up of longitudinal members, called
stringers and vertical members called frames (sometimes called ,
bulkheads) The stringers are attached to rings or formers which run _..1--
around'the fuselage and serve chiefly to give the fuselage its shape (see
Fig 56).

The semimonocoque type of fuselage is easy to build in streamlined

Figure 58. Semi

"do'
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form and, as you've already learned, the streamlined form is the most
efficient shape fOr moving throlikh the air. If it is built with flush rivets,
it becomes a highly streamlined body all-metal, fireproof, and with
proper protective coatings unaffected by climatic conditions For this
reason, the scn-tirnunpcoque fuselage can take considerable punishment'
and still hold together. ,

The skin itself is usually made of sheets of aluminum alloy, although
plywood has been used. In the future, we may develop plastics and other
synthetics which will replace metal alloys as efficient, rigid, strong, and
safe skins.

You may encounter the term load factor in' your study of aircraft
structure. Load factor simply means the load placed upon the aircraft
under variousconditions of flight. When an aircraft is flying straight and
level, the wing load is equal to the weight. of the aircraft If the pilot
pushes the controls forward or pulls them back, additional forites are ex-
erted which change the load on the aircraft. Rough air has the same
effect, although it generally is not sj great as pushing forward or back on
the controls.

Aircraft must be designed, then, to carry nut, only the loads of normal
flight but also those loads developed in reasonable maneuvers and in
gusts. To save weight, most aircraft parts are made of extremely thin,
high quality material. Corrosion, rust, scratches, or nicks may weaken
them and cause structural failure or alapse of,the part in flight

In keeping structural weight to a minimum, aircraft designers always
take ultimate load into account. Ultimate load is the load that causes
structural failure. If ultimate load is exceeded, the aircraft will come
apart. Ultimate load is customarily fixed at about one and a half times
the maximum applied load. The maximum applied load is the greatest
load to which the structure v.111 be subjected in flight The ratio between
the maximum applied load and the ultiinate lyad is called the safety fac-
tor. .

Regardless of the altitude or position of an aircraft, whether it is
parkZtt, taking off, flying straight and level, turning, performing
acrobatic maneuvers, descending, or landing, stresses occur on the
fuselage structure. The truss type assembly acts like the structure of a
bridge, since loads are distributed by the parts to the entire fuselage The
semimonocoque type of construction'gets its strength from the metal
skin or shell, which is, in turn, reinforced by the internal rings and
stringers.

4

V.

Wing construction is basically the same in all types of aircraft The

-
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s used to describe the elements of wing construction will look
iliar to you since many of them are the same terms we've just disk

cussed in fuselage construction. The two basic materials used in wing
construction are wood and metal:

, The main structure of a wood and fabric wing consists of two long
spars (lOng,Itudinal members) running outward from the fuselage toward
the wing tip. Curved ribs are secured to the spars, and They are then
braced and covered with special cloth which gives the wing its familiar
curved shape. The fabric is then painted (or "doped-) to make It tough,
strong, and weather resistant (see Fig 57).

Metal wings are constructed along the same general lines, except that
the ribs are generally made of light metal, and thin sheets of metal
replace the fabric. The metal wing is obviously much stronger,
therefore, it is used most often for military aircraft and large commerc.ial
aircraft. However, its increased weight and cost make It undesirable for
the average light transport or sport aircraft (see Fig 58).

In order to.maintain its All important aerodynamic shape, a wing
'must be designed and built to hold this shape even under extreme
'stresses. To understand and appreciate the aircraft's design and strength,

need to know about the several types of wing construction.
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CORRUGATED

SUB COVERING

tie
SPAR

STRESSED SKIN

STRINGER

Figure 58 Construction of a Stressed Skin Type of Wing

In its simplest form, the wing is simply a framework composed
chiefly of spars and ribs. Spars, you'll remember, are the main members
of the wing. They extend lengthwise of the wing (crosswise of the
fuselage). All the load carried by the wing is ultimately taken by the
spars. In flight, the force of the air acts against the skin. From the skin,
this force is transmitted to the ribs, and then it is finally borne by the
spars.

Most conventional wings, particularly those which are covered with
fabric have two spars. one near the leading,edge and one about two
thirds the distance to the trailing edge. Some metal covered wings may
have as many as five spars. In this type of wing, the ribs are either omit-
ted entirely or are made up of short sections fitted between the spars. In
addition to the main spars, some wings "also have what is called a false
spar. The false spar carries the aileron, rather than carrying stresses.

The ribs are the parts that support the covering and maintain the
shape of the wing. The main ribs, which give the wing its shape and carry
the lift loads transmitted by the skin, are called form ribs These ribs
normally do not carry any of the drag load. Nose ribs serve to maintain
the shape of the nose section of the wing, since the force of the air un this
section is much greater than un other sections of the wing. In addition to

\
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these nose ribs, plywood or metal coverings help maintain the contour
of the leading edge of the wing.

A drag truss, composed of compression ribs, keeps the wing rigid in a
fore-and-aft direction. Often these ribs are simply round tubes. The
compression rib at the inner end of the wing is called the root-rib. Two
types of bracing wires are often used to strengthen the structure. Drag
wires run from the inner front to the outer rear of the-wing, and anti-
drag wires run from the inner rear to the outer front of the wing. In
some wings, a diagonal strut replaces these two wires, since this strut
may carry either tension or compreision.

If the wing is coveted with metal, the drag truss is usually eliminated
entirely, and the metal covering keeps the wing from losing its shape. In
the metal wing, the covering itself also bears some of the stress, and this
is why it is called stressed skin.

So much for the wings themselves. Let's see how they're attached to
the-awaft fuselage. Three systems are used to attach the wings to the
fuselage. full captilever, semicantilever, and externally braced. The full
cantilever wing feaiarWan. extremely strong living structure. This struc-
ture is so strong that the Wings can be attached directly to the aircraft
without any external bracing.

In the semicantilever wing, the internal structure of the wing is
lighter and less expensive than in the full cantilever wing. Small
streamlined wires or tie rods supply strength and rigidity to the connec-
tion between wing and fuselage. Sometimes, the wires or tie rods may be
attached to the landing gear, if the landing gear is of the fixed type.

The third type of wing structure is the externally braced wing. Heavy
struts or spars extend from the wing to the fuselage and the landing gear.
This type of wing is even lighter than the semicantilever type of wing,
but of course the external struts increase the amount of drag the aircraft
develops in flight. This isn\crease in drag, you'll remember, will decrease
the top speed of the aircra4 considerably. Fast military aircraft can't use
this type of wing construction, but relatively slower and less expensive
types of sport aircraft use it extensively. Figure 59 is an example of. an
externally braced wing. Then what kind of a wing does a swing wing

Geitcraft like the F-111 have If you think about it, you will realize it
must be a full cantilever due to the extra stresses placed on the movable
wing (see Fig 60).

This imposing French term means tail assembly. Its derivation,
though, is quite interesting. The French verb empenner means "to
'feather an arrow." Why are arrows feathered? To give them greater
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. stability in the airluf 4.04Se .1.431 iS is Also the pri\ary function of the tail
assembly W&ve also (16QU:sectbow the control surfaces of the empen-
nage operate in the last chapter, all we want to do here is to point out
where on the aircraft these surfaces are lotiated and also to describe the
noncontrol surface Portion of the empennage .

If you've seen pictures of very early aircraft, perhaps you've no,t,..iked
that many don't have tail assemblies. This is because the very early avia-

tion pioneers didn't understand stability as we do, today An aircraft
without a tail assembly is just about as unstable as a boat without a keel'
Virtually all modern aircraft have some sort of tail assembly But rail
assemblies, like wings, are designed with specific performance charac-.-oteristics in mind. ', '

When you stand behind an aircraft and look at it, you'll usually see at
least two small winglike structures extending to the right and to the left

.. and one vertical structure which extends upward from the fuselage
Look more closely, and you'll see that these structures are each divided
in half (see Fig 61). Let's look at the horizontal structure first

The front fixed section is calledthe horizontal stabilizer. You can
probably figure out from its name that its purpose is to help provide
longitudinal stability. In most aircraft, it is a fixed section, however in
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Figure 60. F-111 Swing Wing Positions

Some aircraft it can be adjusted so that its angle can be changed to cor-
rect errors in longitudinal balance or trim. This adjustment is called the
stabilizer control, and it is another of the "fine tuning" devices used to
balance an aircraft in flight.

The rear section is called the elevator, and we've already discussed
what the elevator does it controls the angle of attack of the aircraft,
therefore It controls its speed.
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Figure 61. Parts of the Empennage. 4

4
A

The vertical structure is also divided in half. The front section is
called the vertical fin. Its main wpose is to help the pilot Maintain thc
desired direction of flight. Tht. principle behind its operation is much
like the principle of a deep keel on a sailboat. In some light, single-
engine aircraft, the vertical fln serves to offset the tendency of the
aircraft to swing toward the direCtion in which the proPeller is rotating.
In this case, the vertical fin is offset slightly to.dounteract the tendency of
the aircraft not to fly in a straight line. , .

The rear' section of the vertical structure is called the ruddei. We've
already talked about what the rudder does. it compensates for the ad
verse yaw an aircraft experiences in turning. We've also talked about the
trim tabs, movable auxiliary control surfaces attached to the elevators.

What's in the empennage? How is it held together? The vertical fin
and the horizontal stabilizer are built much the same way as wings. ribs
provide the basic shape, spars hold the ribs in one unit, and stressed skin
covers the surface. Elevators and.rudders are constructed much the same
way. The two stationary elements, the vertical fin and the horizontal
stabilizer, are firmly attached to the fuselage in much the same way as
the wings are attached to the fuselage. In some aircraft, external braces
of one sort or another help to reinforce the connection.

191. ,,,..1
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These two auxiliary systems are actually among the most important of
the aircraft's components. Your family car uses bothtypes-of systems, as
well The whirring sound yoU hear when,y.ou turn the key (activate the
starter) in the car is actually an electric.ntotor. That safe and satisfying
thump you sometimes hear when you hit the brake pedal is the hydraulic
brake system, multiplying the force of your foot and stopping the car.

Hydraulics

The aircraft's hydraulic system operates the brakes, lowers the land-
ing gear, and extends and lowers the flaps. In the case of a propeller-
driven aircraft, 'the mechanism Which controls the pitch of the propeller
may be hydraulically oper'ated. The word "hydraulics" comes from.
Greek words meaning "watt'. tube."

More than three centuries ago the French mathematician and
philospher Blaise Pascal stated what we know today as Pascal's Law:
pressure exerted anywhere on a liquid in a closed container is transmitted
undiminished to all parts of the wall of the vessel containing the liquid. The
pressure acts at milt angles to all surfaces with an equal force on. equal
areas.

Agure 62 Basic Hydraulic System
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What does this mean? It means this. when you confine a fluid, such as
oil, in a container, the fluid does more than just transfer pressure put on
it to something else. It multiplies the original pressure. here's how.
assume that attached to the container of hydraulic fluid, are two pistons
and their cylinders (see Fig 62). Assume that one of these has an area of
1 square inch and that the other has an area of 10 square inches. If one
pound of pressure is placed on the smaller piston, 10 pounds (10 x 1)

. of pressure will be exerted by the larger piston. This is true because the
pressure applied on the 1 square inch surfate of the small piston will be
transmitted undiminished to each of the 10 square inches of the surface
of the larger piston. In addition, pressure applied to one,piston in a hy,

*_draulic system is transmitted undiminished to all pistons throughout the
system. This is how you apply pressure ea ally to each of the four brakes
on a car. If you've ever used a lever to pry a rock (See Fig 63), you

- know that you can exert more force than you uld if you tried to lift the
rock directly. This is called mechanical advan e which is the same
principle used in hydraulics.

Because energy_,cannot bEcreated r destroyed, there m t be a loss
somewhere in the large piston. Like the lever under the roc , the loss
comes in the distance and speed the large piston travels. Refer gain to

. Figure 62. If the small piStOn travels downward 2 inches, the large
piston will travel only one tenth that distance or .2 inches. This is
because the area of the large piston is 10 times the area of the small

r

,.e
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/
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Figure 63. Mechanical Advantage of a Lever
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piston (2 + JO = .2). You can readily see'that if the large piston travels
only 2 inches during the same time the small piston travels 2 Inches, the
large piston must be traveling more slowly.

By using the mechanical advantage gained in the hydraulic system,
the pilot can exert great pressures on aircraft control 'sygtems or struc-
tures Aircraft have hydraulic pumps to generate the hydraulic pressure

'necessary to operate the various components of the aircraft.

Electrical Systems

An aircraft in flight also makes many uses of electricity. Radio com-
munication depends oh electricity. The propulsion syster4 generators
charge storage batteries, magnetps provide current which spark plugs
convert into sparks that in turn ignite the fuel mixture which keeps the
propulsion syiteiti operating, solenoid switches use electric currents
from batteries to supplement the pilot's muscles, making it possible to
operate large switches, valves, and mechanical devices from the cockpit.
Electric motors further increase the power at the disposal of the pilot.
They help him start the engines, and they may help him operate the flaps
or change the pitch of the propeller if these last two aren't hydraulically
operated In fact, these electric tnRfors, can be adapted to serve allkost.

-anywhere that power is required.

i tDix, GEAR

Without landing gear, the .grinding and scraping of a battered
airplane fuselage on the runway could be very hard on the ears. Ob-
viously,- the landing gear only comes into use during takeoff and land-
ing .The,,Wright brothers however wee more concerned with getting
their aircraft off the ground than with landing it safely. Their crude
landing.gear consisted of a ski, or runner, which slid,down a greased
track on the takeoff and merely skidded aldng the ground on landing.
This type of landing gear created a great deal of friction on takeoffs and
failed to absorb much of the shock of landing. For our purposes, the.
two main functions of the landing gear are. to assist takeoff and to ab-
sorb the shock of landing.

,Landing gear may be classified as either fixed or retractable. As the
name implies, fixed landing gear remain in the same position even while
cruising at altitude. More thrust is required to overcome the additional
drag Most light aircraft today are equipped with fixed type landing
gear Balloon type, low pressure tires are used extensively on this type of
landing gear to help absorb the landing shock.

In order to eliminate the drag 'of the landing gear during flight, on
most larger aircraft the wheels and struts are usually retracted into the
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aircraft. The landing geir may be retracted into 'various places in the
aircraft depending on where the landing gear is located. For example, in
some aircraft, the landing gear retracts.Outwardly into the wings In
others, the landing gear retracts inwardly into the wings, the fuselage, or
the engine nacelles. Regardless of the type of gear, it must be designed to

absorb shock.
ry

. .

The mosticpmmon iype of shock absorber in use today is he oleo
strut, oleo referg to oil. Oleo struts are shock absorbing Ices using

oil to cushiOn the blow of landing. This type of shod( abso r is part of

L

OIL

PISTON

OUTER

CYLINDER

Figure 64. Principle of oleo Strut Operation.
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the main strut supporting the WI Is and is composed of an outer
cylinderfitting over a piston. The pisto is on the end of a short strut at- k

tached to the wheel axle. Between the piston and a wall or bulkhead 'InS`
the outer cylinder is a spate filled with oil. The impact of the landing
pushes the piston upward, forcing the oil through a small opening in the
bulkhead into the chamber above it..cushioning the shock (see Fig 64).

To aid in controlling moat aircraft'on the ground, the main wheels of
the landing gear are fitted with brakes. The left and right gear brakes
operate independently. Brakes are used to slow up a fast rolling aircraft
and as an aid to steering and parking an aircraft on the ground. For ex-
ample, pressure on the left brake and slightly advanced throttle will
cause the aircraft to turn to the left around the left wheel. Aircraft brakes
aren't used as often as automobile brakes, however, because the weight
and speed of the aircraft often can cause overheating, warping, or possi-
ble destruction of the brake mechanism.

Shl5uld a brake "lock" on landing, the tire could wear thru in a sec-
ond or two and contribute to a loss of control. For this reason, large
aircraft now employ a safety device call0 antiskid which prevents the
wheels from lucking. If a wheel starts toilp, the antiskid releases the
brake uttil the wheel is rio longer skidding and then brake pressure is
again available for braking. Ideally the antiskid will hold the landing
Wheels at a point just before lockup so that maximum slowing is

4.available without a locked wheel skid.
Antiskid also works where the surface is slippery such as on,patches

of ice. As with many things pioneered in the aviation industry, antiskid ..

is now being adapted to automobile use. Let's look at landirig gear
whtel arrangements..

Three major systems of landing gear placement are in use today. the
conventional, the tricycle, and the bicycle. The conventional landing
gear consists of two main wheels and a tail:wheel. The center of gravity
of the aircraft is behind the main wheels, which are lucateetuward the
front of the aircraft. The tricycle landing gear, as you can guess from its
name, has three wheels, two main wheels and a nose wheel. This type of
landing gear makes the aircraft easier to handle on the ground and it
also makes landings much safer. Visibility is improved. Additionally,
any tendency of the aircraft to veer to one side or the other when it is
rolling on the runway is compensated for by the natural tendency of the
center of gravity to follow a straight line. The aircraft then tends to go
straight ahead, rather than to one tide or the other. ,

Bicycle landing gear is found on certain aircraft which have engine
pods, rather than engine nacelles (Engine pods are engine nacelles
slung beneath the wing). The two main units are set up in tandem, one
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behind the other, and on many heavy aircraft, each unit may have multi-

ple tires. (The C -SA has 28 wheels.) Auxiliary wheels on the wingtips

such as on the B-52 or U-2 provide additional support on the ground

-Large transport aircraft, equipped with bicycle landing gear, are ex-
tremely heavy, requiring more wheels so the load can be distributed

more widely over the runway. This protects the landing field
This chapter covers the external parts of the aircraft and their opera-

tion. parts all work together to make the whole aircraft fly Power

plant, e, wings, empennage, and landing gear are all equally

Anecessary to the successful operation of the machine The hydraulic and
electrical systems provide the means to operate the aircraft systems But

the pilot is the most Important "system" of all..The well-trained pilot's

primary job in a well-designed and properly Maintained aircraft is to

manage all of these complicated systems and subsystems, and he does

this primarily by means of his "know-how" and his aircraft instruments,

our next major topic.

ORDs kNII) St.v lo RI Mt VI RF R

engine cowling spars"

engine nacelles false spar

fuselage ribs

stresses drag wires

tension antidrag wires

member stressed skin

compression, full cantilever wing
bending semicantilever wing

shear 1, externally braced wing

torsion '' empennage -

truss tail assembly

Warren truss horizontal stabilizer

longerons stabilizer 'control

fairing strips vertical fin

:turtle back Pascal's Law

semimonocoque mechanical advantage

stringers landing gear

bulkheads oleo struts,

rings antiskid

load factor conventional landing gear

ultimate load tricycle landing gear

maximum applied load bicycle landing gear

safety factor 4t
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THING.; TO D()

I Go examine an aircraft Point out the various parts and explain what they do., If you
are unable to see a I aircraft, use a detailed model

2 Visit an aircraft facturing plant.
3 Perform experim demonstrating tension, compression, bending, shear, and tor-

.,sion
4 Compare the electrical and hydraulic system of a car to those on an airplane. Do the

same for an automobile shock absorber system and au aircraft landing gear.
5. Find out what hydroplaning is Does it also apply to cars/

SI GGESTIONS FOR Fl RTHER RFADING
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of Aviation. University of Illinois, 1973.
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York. McGraw-Hill Book-Company. 1972

MISENHEIMER TED G Aerosctenca. Second Edition Los Angeles Aero Products
Research. Inc 1973

SANDERSON Aeration Fundamentals Denver. Colorado Sanderson Times-Mirror. 1972.
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1. The propeller:
a. provides thrust
b. is essentially a curved airfoil
c. works because of Newton's Third Law of Motion
d. all of the above

2. Na?ue two functions of the engine cowling.

1
3. Define engine nacelles.

4. The wain or body part of the aircraftisCalled the

S. Match the type of stress with the app4priate action:
a. tension
b. compression
c. bending
d. shear
e. torsion

1. folding
, 2. shaving

3. twisting
4. pulling
S. squeezing

r True or Fake. Although some members of an aircraft are subjected to tim,re than
one type of stress, some can only carry one type of stress.

4
7 True or False. Members are stronger in bending than they ire in tension or com-

pression.

ft. Name three good features of the Warren truss.
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c. externally-braced : -. 3. extremely strong ng structure .-

15. What lathe primary function of the tail assembly empennage)`,

.. . .," s 6 ..

. lb. Mat'cii.ibikp'propriate Iliad and movable airfoil sections: ''
a. wing ; . le elevators

.. . : ,: y.b. 'service! fin .. . 2. ailerons ' .. , .- . .

: c. lStaZtiaTitabilite- '3. tuddet
. .

_ .. ;e '..' .

17. Arpistottrh a five square inch area is cottneuedhpitreallcidly to one with alif'
teen square inch area. if the fitt inch piston is moved withiwoSoundr s
pressure. how much piessUre will be exerted by the larger pistonl.

: . .
S. In the example above, if the shutter piston travels six inches, how; far will the

larger one travel? .

.. s .:' )
19. Name, th'ree uses for ele trIca systems in aircraft. re

\
r

20. An aircraft-with retracts le balding gear will require (moreless) thrust than to
similar craft with fixed' ear.

21. What is tte most common type of landing gear shoch absorber?

A
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9. The (welded steel trur.sisemin.ionocoquettype of fuselage
aircraft. '

10. Define load factor.

Used in most military

11. The greitest load an aircrafAvill have to :erg in flight called the:

a. maximunfapplied load
b. ultimate load .

c.
c. safety factor
d. all of the above

IL Match the elements of construction with their proper location (locations may be
used more than dice). tt
a. longerons . 1. Wirt;

. I

b. fairing strips '- 2. fpsela
4

c. spars
d. stringers

r r
e. ribs

13. Rather than carry stresses, the carries the aileron.

14. Match the type of wing construction to the printer ription:
a. full cantilever 1. used on relativ y inexpensive aircraft
b.4sernicautflever 2. uses streamlined t rods'

,S

22. A device deligned to keep aircraft wheels Icon! locking on landing is tidied (an-
tifocIdantishid):

4
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23. Which of the folloiving landing gear arrangements has a,nose wheel
a. conventional

. b. tricycle
c. bicycle

,, '
.

.
.

4

. :

4 --2.

other,
.

24. When the milln units are stt op one behind the other, the ai$craii is said to have
landing gear. .
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Chapte'rs 7

AirCraft, .

Instruments

.1
"

PIO CHAPTER IhtrOdUCeS YOU to basic.aircraftiinstruments. You
will read abold how instruments may be classified. You will then
examine ertinelifsgpments, navigation instruments, and flight
instruments. After you have studied this Chapter, you should pe
able to::(1) discuss varicils ways in which instrument; may be
classified; (2) tell Moat ex:holes:3 of instruments does and how it
works; and (3) explain holiv several flight cosnrol instrument, are

'WHAT A LOT of dials and gauges! How can one man possi-
bly keep track of all of them? I could never to do anything like

that. I have a hard time reading the gauges on lily car:" This might be
your reaction the first time you take a long hard look at the instrument
panel of a Modern-day aircraft (see Fig 65). Tqday's autonioNe has -several gauges with which yoti probably familiar. Speedometer,
odometer (mileage indicatur),..fuergauge, temperature gauge for warn-
ing light), oij pressure gauge (or avarning light),, and, possibly, a
tachometer (engine speed gauge). You may also,see some Other switches
aid gauges as well. heater controls, ventilation controls, air condition-
ing controls, windshield wiper control, light switch, power antenna
control, clock, radio, stereo tape deck, and the hit could go further.
You don't think that this is an excessive number of controls, primarily
because you're used to seeing all of them and knowing what they do. (If

109 ..
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45A, Panal Of C.130

658. Typical Light Aircraft Instruments

Figure 65 trtstrumot PanetS
,Y
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you're just learning,to drive, relax, this will.'ail become second nature to
you.) ,

The pilot in today's aircraft is Much like you when you'resliiving. he
knows where his instruinht; are and whatliey do. He just has more in-
struments to watch, because an aircraft is a inbrecomplicated-pece of
machinery than an automobile. lit this chapter, we will cliicilss various
classes of instruments, their operation, and the infprmation the pilot; gets from them We're sure you, will agree that instruments in an aircraft. , are not as `confusing as most people think they are. Like easy ..,
automobile instruments, the grit aifcrafi inilLutnentstere.very simple.,

-

\-- e . , .., . "-- -' i N.iri NIRO&Ltr.tv.t1.t.v1f$$.ru.
. . , ,,

r

..
..,The earliest fliers had to rely On their senSes,ak there were, no flight,

' anstrumenii Although fhey.were very primitive by today's standards,
. many early instruments proved to be adequate. for '"lnw and slow- -

aircraft.
,.

.

Speed of the aircraft was firitjudged. by the force of the wjnd op the
pilot's fact and the whine of the Wind through the rigging. If the pitch of
the wind whistling through the Wires 1,V 4.5 right, his speed was correct.
Early airspeed indicators were merely wind gauges and today's arrspeed,
indicators still use the impatt Of the outside air in measuring airspeed.

. .

..
RELATIO 6to 11; DIRECTION OF MIGHT

. '

DIRECTION OF

FLIGHT

i

'
!!

t I 0
4

CORK t , ...' I
.,,..-

sr . t ..

Figure 66 Early(Aircraft Instwmente,
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.When you could see farther than you intended to fly. a heading in-
dicator and navigation instruments were unnecessary luxuries.
Similarly, altimeters weren't of much value when the aircraft could get
only a few feet off the ground. Like the airspeed instruments, altimeters
and heading indicators today use basically the same principles as those
first developed.

Do you retognize the instruments in Figure 66? While it was possible
to estimate how long your gas would last, it was also very easy to forget
to check takeoff time and then have to guess when the gas would give
out. The problem was solved by putting a stick with a'cork on it in the

,gas tank. By tying a piece of colored string to the top of the stick,
artother safety feature was added. When the string disappeared, it was
time to land.

The attitude of the aircraft was extremely critical in early aircraft.
* Some early pilots solved part of this problem by tying a piece of heavy

string to the aircraft. If the string was flying straight back, the pilot as

doing fine. However, if the free end of the string was off to one side, he
was either in a skid or a slip. ,

Thesee,arly instruments were designed to give the pilot specific infor-
mation-about the engine cr the attitude of the aircraft. All aircraft in-

', struments can be classified according to how they assist the pilot.

-
INSTRUMENT CIASSIFICA nas,

, Aircraft instruments are classified either in terms of their use or in
'terms of the principle underlying their operation or construction We
plan to discuss these instruments in terms of their use, but we also will
explain some general principles underlying their construction
However, what the Instruments tell the pilot is far more important than
how the instruments work.

Instruments classified by their use fall into three major groups
engine Instruments, navigation instruments, and flight instruments
Engine instruments keep the pilot and flight engineer aware of engine
speed (meaiured in revolutions per minute, or rp,m), engine tem
perature, oil pressure, fuel supply, fuel flow, manifold pressure, car-
buretor pressure. and the hike. Navigation instruments, which help the
pilot find his,way from point of departure to destination, include the
clock, the compass, the directional gyro, the driftmeter, the sextant, the
radio, radar, loran, doppler, radio direction finder, and so forth

. Flight instruments informthe pilot of hi3 altitude, the airspeed. and the
attitude of the aircraft. When you look at the instruments in th,t5 way,
you can see that each one has a separate functional purpose and that the
pilot gains:useful information from all of the instruments. In other
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Rgure 67. The Gyroscope.

words, even though the instrument panel of today's aircraft looks Com-
plicated and confusing, today's pilot needs to know all of the informa-
tion which the instruments give him.

Instruments can also be classified by their principle of operation. The
threemajor groups are mechanical (inchtiding gyroscopic) instruments,
pressure instruments, and electrical instruments. We won't go into any
lengthy explanation of the finer details of how these instruments are
constructed or why they operate. The important thing for our purpose is
to tell you what information the pilot gets from his instruments. .

Some mechanical instruments work by means of a direct mec.lianical
elinkage For example, egear system may be attached directly, to the

ngine of an aircraftin.order to give a reading on a gauge of how fast the
411 engine is operating Other mechanical instruments work on the princi-

ple of thEgyroscope (see again..Fig 65).
- Because the gyroscdpe is used so extensively in flight instruments, we
will review briefly how it operates. A, gyroscope consists of a heavy
wheel mounted so that it is free td rotate on its axis within a frame. This
frame is deiigned so that the gyre' can move in one or both of the axes
perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Two principles undlerlielheopera-
tion of the gyroscope. rigidity in space and precession. Rigidity in
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space is the characteristic that makes a gyroscope point constantly to the

same direction in space. For example, if you held the gyroscope in
Figure 67 by the base, you could move the base to any position, but the
gyro would still point in the original direction. Precession is the charac
teristic that makes the spinning part of the gyrbscope move at right
angles to the force of the weight applied to it. This description is greatly
oversimplified, of course, but these are the principles that make a
gyroscope a useful tool to the pilot and the flight engineer Because it is
not influenced,by magnetic disturbances, it is extremely useful in head-

ing indicator instruments.
Pressure instruments work on the principle of a fluid such as air ex-

erting pressure. We discussed this at some length in the sections dealing
with lift and the atmosphere. Air has weight, and hence, it can exert
pressure. Pressure decreases with height, and pressure instruments use
this principle to tell the pilot various things about the performance of his
aircraft, e.g., altitude and airspeed.

Electrical instruments operate on the principles of electricity, in-
cluding magnetism. You probably have studied electricity and magne-
tism in some of your other classes. Also, it is covered somewhat in other
units; so we won't go ipto those principles here. Electrical instruments
often fake the place of mechanical and pressure instruments and are
being used more and more in modern aircraft.

INGINt 1F-N1' s '

As aircraft engines have developed and become more complex, the
number of instruments the pilot needs to" keep track of engine opera-
tions has increased. The purpose of the engine instruments is to keep the
pilot Informed of the operating conditions of his engine The engines
used in the early days of aviation generated comparatively little horse
power. These engines required only a tachometer.__a11-1).i4-4emPeralure

gauge, and a water temperature gauge. The modern reciprocating engine
requires all of these plus 'gauges which show oil, fuel, and manifold
pressures. Indicators which show the temperature of the air, the carbure
tor, and The cylinder heads are also necessary.

The tachometer tells the pilot the speed at which his engine is revolv

ing (see Fig 68). The instrument itself may be either mechanically or
electrically, operated, depending on the size of the-aircraft and the nunt

ber of engines Involved. Because reciprocating engines run best at ter
tam engine speeds, the pilot needs to,be able to tell, at any given instant,
how fast his engine is running. Another reason the pilot needs to know

engine speed is that he has to keep his engine at the proper operating
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iMANWOLD PRESSURE TACHORETE

.7

FUEL QUANTITY GENERATOR s FUEL QUANTITY

OIL PRESSURE VUEk MESSURE OIL, TEmpetAmile

'Figure 68 Typical Aircraft Engine Instruments

speeds so that it doesn't "conk out" and leave the aircraft without any
source of thrust.

The temperature gauges tell the pilot the temperature of the engine
qil, the engine cylinders, and the carburetor intake air. If the engine oil
temperature exceeds certain limits, the engine will overheat and possibly
be put out of commission. If the engine cylinder temperature is either
too high or too low, the engine will not run efficiently. The pilot needs
to know the temperature of the carburetor intake air in order to make
sure that the air will mix properly with the fuel. If the intake air is too
cold, the carburetor may "ice up", that is, the water vapor in the air may
freeze in the carburetor, and the engine, in turn, may not get enough
fuel.

The pressure gauges tell the pilot the pressure of the engine oil, the
' fuel, and the. manifold. The pilot has to know the pressure of the engine

r15
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oil as well as its temperature. The oil priessure gauge tells him the
pressure in pounds per square inch at which the lubriCating oil is being
supplied to the engine's moving parts. The gauge which shows fuel
pressure is really telling the pilot the rate of flow of the fuel Worn the fuel
tanks. Naturally, he needs to know this in order to figure out how long
his fuel supply will last. The manifold pressure gauge provides the pilot
with a good indication of the power being developed by the engine. The
manifold pressure gauge serves to measure the density of the fuel-air
mixture entering the engine, and this dtnsity can give the pilot a good
indication of the power which theengine can develop.

Do you know why so many aircraft systems operate under pressure?
Really, its quite simple when you think about it. Unlike an automobile,
an aircraft may operate on its side or even inverted for long periods of
time. A gravity fuel system would soon result in fuel starvation leading
to a very frightening silence. An engine that is properly lubricated only

. in an upiight position would not lasting. In aircraft, pressure systeMs
offer the only means of insuring that all parts will continue to operate in
any attitude.

Another important gauge for the pilt is the fuel quantity gauge.
/ This gauge may be constructed in one of several ways, but no matter

4 how it .is built, it tells he pilot how much 'fuel he has on board his
aircraft so that he doesn't run out.

There ere many other aircraft engine gauges. As engines become
more complicated, more gauges are required. The gauges we've just dis
cussed, though, are basic to reciprocating engines.

vvu.vtut` 1\ sTR1
cef. I

Because you.will be covering an entire unit on navigation which con
tans a chapter dealing specifically with. navigation instruments, we'll
discuss this class of instruments only briefly here. Although modern
aircraft have many navigation instruments, virtually ,all aircraft have
four basic navigation instruments. a clock, an airspeed indicator,-a com
pass, and an altimeter. The navigation book will discuss the construe
non and function of each of these instruments in some depth, and it will"
also point out why each of these instruments is essential to the safe pilot.
ing of the aircraft through the air, from take-off to landing. Some addi
tional information on instruments can be found in Civil Aviation and
Facilities.

We would do well to point out here that the line between navigation
Instruments and flight instruments is sometimes hard to draw. Certain
instruments are dearly navigation instruments and nothing else. Other
instruments, usually classed as flight instrumentsvare of great help in
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navigation Sometimes, these iriitruments are called navigational aids
(navaids for shore). However, it might help you to bear in mind this dis-
tinction between the two classes of instruments..navigation instruments,
give the pilot a plAtiire of where his aircraft is in relation td the earth,
flight instruments, on the other hand,. tell thb pilot where he is in rela-
tion to the hotipn. Let's move 4n, then, "and.examine flight instru-
ments.

,
.

F1 1C111 INSTRUMF/INTN

This class of instrumenis helps inform the pilot of his aircraft's at-
titude with reference to the horizon. We just mentioned the eact that'it is
sometimes hard to decide which instruments are flight and which are
navigation instruments since certain instruments serve two functions.
The airspeed indicator and the altimeter are examples of this sort of in-
strument. 'Phi-airspeed indicator tneasuringthe seed of the im-
pact air; hence, it is a flight ihstritin.ent, because the pilot needs 'to knew
how much lift his, aircraft &I/eloping. Lift, you'll remember, is
direc* proportional to the velocity, of the rative %incl. the greater the
relative wind, the, greater the atridunt 'of lift that will be generated, with-
in practical limitations, of course. The airspeed.indicator, then, enables
the pilotla,keep the airspeed of his aircraft above 'the stalling speed (the
:speed at which the ;wings no longer generate enough lift to keekthe
aireraft aloft). - . ,,

Similarly the, altimeter can help the pilot ,iudge:thl;. heiglht of the
aircraft above a given reference point. Since air dengity varies with
allitude, the altinieter can provide the pilot with information about Vie .

density of the air through.which his aircraffis flying. Lift variesdirectly
with, airdeniity, remeinber: the less dense the air, theless,lift Wiil rbe developed, all Other factors remaining equal

The torn and bank indicator is a true flight instrument. It is the
pilot's chief tool in judging how well lie makes a turn. Examine figure
69 and you Will see why it's often celled a needle and ball. 11 is actually
two instruments in one which work together with one Purpose! to
evaluate the amount and the quality of a turn. Ks you remember, a turn
requires some degree of bank to prevent slipping or skidding. The nee-
dle an ball tell the pilot at a glance if he is making a coordinated turn
which simply means.he has the correct bank' for therate of turn. This re-
quires the proper combination of ailerons and rudder. Here's how it
works. \

The needle measures the direction and the rate of turn. The ball tells
the pilot whether the aircraft isslipping, skidding, or turning prOper1/.
As long as the_pilot keeps the ball in the center of the glass, and assum-
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,

Rgure 69. The Turn and Bask Indicator ("Needle and Ball").

. -

ing that he is using the rudder properly, he can be suit that the angle of
bank is correct for the amount of turn his afraft is making (see Fig 70)
If.the needle and the ball are on the same side, he is slipping and needs
to increase his angle of bank. If the needle and ball are on opposite
sides, the aiicrafOs skidding and he must decrease his angle of bank

The rate of climb indicator tells the pilot the rate (in feet'per min-

COCODINATED ZURrt SKID SLIP

St Pre 70. A pilot can use the Needle and Balt Indicator to see how well he is making a
turn.
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Figure 71. Rate of Climb Indicator.

L

.

ute) at which he is gaining or losing altitude (see Fig 71). This Instru-
ment works on the pressure principle. it is actually measuring changes in
barometric pressure and registering these changes as a rate of climb or a
rate of descent We pointed out earlier that there is an important distinc-
tion between rate of climb and angle of climb. this instrument registers
rate of climb or descent, regardless of the attitude of the aircraft.

Actually, several instruments work together to tell a pilot he's-climb-
. ing or descending Let's suppose the pilot is sleepily flying along assum-

ing everything is going smoothly. Then, without his realizing it, the
aircraft starts to climb or descend. What instruments would serve to
warn the pilot' As wejust discussed, the rate of cliinb indicator would
show the change. Simitarly, the altimeter would show a change in
altitude Another very important instrument in this case is the airspeed
indicator Without a change in the power setting, airspeed will decrease
during a climb and increase during a descent. An alert pilot, upon not-
inge change in any of these instrument readings, wilt automatically
check the others Another instrument, the artificial horizon, not only
supplies climb and descent information, it also gives detailed turn and
bank information.
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Climb Descent Left lank

Figure 72. The Artificial Horizon.

Right lank

The artificial horizon is a gyroscopic instrument which shows the
pilot the relationship of his aircraft to the true horizon. Take a look at
Figure 72. The miniature aircraft is fastened to the center of the instru-
ment and moves with the aircraft. The hOrizon line in the backgrdUnd

, moves so that it remains parallel to the true horizon at all times By
means of this instrument, the pilot can tell whether he is flying straight
and level or whether: helis climbing, descending, banking4to the right, or
banking to the left.

Many aircraft have many more instruments than those we've just dis-

cussed. Both civilian and military authorities require that aircraft have
certain instruments to make sure that pilots will be able to fly, safely

We've simply hit the high spots of aircraft instruments, pointing out why
several of the more basic instruments are virtually a necessity to today's

pilot.

ti3ORDs 1ND PIM AWN TO Kt Mt \MR

engine instruments tachometer
navigation instruments temperature gauges

flight instruments ressure gauges
mechanical instruments fuel quantity gauge

gyroscope turn and bank indicator
rigidity in space needle and ball
precession coordinated turn
pressure instruments rate of climb indicator
electrical instruments artificial horizon

H)1)()
Afr

I Examine the instrument panel of an aircraft

2 The C-5 and C-141 have advanced instrument systems Which combine many instru,

ments Sec if Am can find out how these work
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AIRCRAFT INSTAUMENTS* ,

Try to fly's flight simulator and seeliow the controls affect aircraft movement.
Find out what instruments Lindbergh had in "The Spirit of St Louis".
Have a class brainstorming Session to 'predict what futumaircraft instruments will
be like

6 Many times during and immediately after takeoff. the ball in the turn and bank in-
dicator will be off center even though the wings are level. Find out what causes this
and how i) is corrected. - - . .7 Operate a gyroscope. Demorktrate precession. and rigidity in space.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

Aero Products Research, Inc. Private Pilot Complete Programmed Course 6th ed. Los
Angeles: Aero Produati Rssearch, Inc., 1973. -

BRYAN, LESLIE A. Fundantentalssof Aviation and Space Terhnology. Urbana, Ill.: Institute.
of Aviation, University of Ulindis, 1973.

.Federal Aviation Aaministration. Flight Training Randbdok. Waihington: US Govern=
went Printing Office, n:d. (AC 61-21). ,

.KERSHNER, WILLIAM K. The Advanced Pilot's Righi. Manual. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
Univeruiy Press, 1970.

.
MCKINLEY. JAMES L. and RAUH. D. BENT Basic Science of Aerospace. Vehicles, 4th ed.

New York, McGraw-Hill Book Compariy, 1972.,
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REVIEW QUESTIONS .

1. True or False. The earliest fliers relied more on their senses than they did on in.struments. . . . .

2. Onof the earliest attitude indicators was at
a. turn and bank indicator'
b. gyroscope
c. piece of string
d. jar of water

'P.

r.

3. Three major groups of Instruments closifled accordln to their use are . l, and -- ----"
I-

4. Which of the following group of ingtruments is not clasiifled according to its,principle of operation?
a. mechanical
b. gyroacopic
c. electrical $0
d.. pressure

S. " What two characteristics of a gyroscope Make it a usefiti tool to an aviator?

6. True or False. Altitude is usually measured with an electrical internment.., .
7. What kind of puge4ressure and/or temperature) would you need to properly

monitor the following engine pans?
a. carburetor intake air

V
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b. fuel
c. engine oil
d. enlist cylinders
e. manifold

,

& Give two reasons why aircraft engine systems be under presume..

9. An instrument used to tell the aircraft location is called (a flight instrument' a
nee and ball/ a navigation instrument).

10. Name two instruments that are both flight and navigation instruments,

11. Define coordinated turn.

12. Match the following terms
a. aircraft above horizon '
b. Op,
c. silt of climb indicator
II. %dour
e. coordinated tun
f. skid
g. airspeed increase

1'

and definitions: .
,k, 1. needle left, ball centered

2. descent
3. quantity
4. too much bank
S. climb
6. feet per minute
7. too little bank t

9

13. What instruments Would warn a pilot if be's descending?

A*
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Now that you've finished reading this.book, let's see how much
ground you've covered. Put briefly, you've looked at the how, when, and
why of aircraft flight from man's earliest known attempts to fly to the
basic design and operation, of today's heavier-than-air craft.

As a starting point, we discussed Newton's Laws of Motion and
Bernoulli's Principle because these basic physical laws are the first clues
to understanding what makes an aircraft fly. We also took our first look
at lift, weight, thrust, and dragthe four forces which, when balance
with one another, keep aircraft in straight and, level, unaccelerated
flight.

The next logical step was to examine the earth's atmosphere since this
is where most heavier-than-air craft operate. We defined atmosphere
and discussed its composition and structure and the properties of the at
mosphere as they affect aircraft flight.

In chapter 3, we got down to cases as to why a heavier than-air craft
can get off the ground and travel through the air. Here, we discussed air
foilswhat they arc, how they are designed,. where they are on a plane,
and what their function is i relation to flight. We also showed the rela
tion between the physical t vs discussed earlier and the use of airfoils to
produce lift.

After studying lift, we looked at the other three forcesrweight, thrust,
and drag, as they affect aircraft flight. We examined how an aircraft can
be designed to control these forces and put them to use in a check and
balance relationship, And we discussed what the pilot can do to control
or counter these forces. We also looked at the effect of lift, weight,
thrust, and drag on the movements of helicopters.

Up to this point we were talking about aircraft in straight and level,
unaccelerated flight. But aircraft can maneuver and change speed, so we
turned to the subject of aircraft motions and how they are controlled
First, we looked at the three axes of rotation, the way the aircraft moves
around them, and the terms that describe aircraft rotation about each
axis. From the discussion of axes, we moved,to the concept of stability
You learned what stability is and what controls are used by the pilot to
maintain stability about all three of the axes of rotation while maneuver
ing his aircraft in various directions. You also saw how the physical
principles involved in stability are related to the way the pilot controls
the aircraft.

In the next chapter we concentrated on the aircraft itselfthe how
and why of its cionstruction. First, we looked at the power plant and
learned the names and functions of its components. Next, we examined
the two Main types of fuselage construction and, to better understand
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the reason's for these types of construction, we discussdd the stresses which
act on an aircraft in flight. Then we looked at the wings, the empennage,
or tail assembly, the hydraulic and electrical systems, and the landing
gear.

'Finally, we introduced you to the basic aircraft Instruntents. Here,
you learned how instruments are classified, what the function of each
classification is, and how each. claSs of instruments works.

Of course, we don't expect you to be able.to go right out and fly an
aircraft just from reading this Wok, but'You should have a better under-
standing of how an aircraft gets into the air, what keeps It in flight, and
how it gets back down to earth.

,
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Glossary:

absolute pressure The preisure of air relative to zero pressure,. . measured by-means of a column of mercury. ,

acceleration-The change in velOcity per unit of time. ,

adverse yaw-Tendency of a turning aircraft to be pulled around in a
direction opposite to the turn, caused by increased drag on the higher
wing and corrected by use of the rudder.

ailerons-Hinged airfoil segments twined on the trailing edges of wings,
used to produce a bank or rolling movement about the longitudinal
'axis of the aircraft. ,

air A gaseous' fluid which has m and occupies space, composed pri-
marily of nitrogen, oxygen, Aterater vapor, and rare gases.

airfoil - Generally, any part o an aircraft which is designed to produce
. lift,- ' .

Airspeed-SpeecroPthe.aircraft through the air.. t -
. airspeed indicator Pressure instrument which measures airspeed..

altimeter-Pressure instrument which measures altitude above a stan-
dard reference point-(usually sea level for light aircraft).

angle of attack The angle between the chord of an airfoil and the rela-
tive wind. . .. .

angle of bank Angle btween the aircraft wings and the horizon, degree
of roll around the longitudinal axis.

angle of incidence-The angle at which the aircraft wing is ftistened to
the aijcraft's fuselage (when viewed from the side).

antidrag wires Internal, bracing wires running fronLthe inner front to; . thoUter r of the wing. .

antiskid-Braki ety feature which prevents the wheels from lucking:
artificial horizon is instrument which shows the pilot the

relationship of his aircra to e true horizon.
aspect ratioThe ratio between the square of the span of an airfoil and

its area or between,the length and width*of a wing, a measure of wing
efficiency. "' ..

atmosphere The body of air which 'surrounds the earth, consisting of
layers or zones. ,i.

.

attitude Position of an aircraft (airfoil) with respect to the horizon.
axes ,of rotation-Three fixed lines of reference, each of which passes

through the center of gravity of an air7aft-and is perpendicular to the
other two. .

it
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bending-Type of stress which combines torsion on one side and corn-
pression on the other side of the member.

Bernoulli's Principle-As the velocity of a fluid increases, its pressure
decreases; also called Bernoulli's Law of Pressure Differential.

best angle of climb-Where the aircraft gains the most altitude in a given
distance; used to clear obstacles.

best rate of climb-Where the aircraft gains the most altitude in a given
time.

bicycle landing gear-Where the two main landing gear units 'have,
wheels set up one behind thepther, used to distribute the load more
evenly, generally on .heavy transport aircraft.

boundary layer air-Very thin layer of air next to the surface of a moving

bulltheadi.Vertical members of the fuselage frame used for internal
braCing.

burble point-The pont at which lift begins to decrease, sometimes
called angle of maximum lift.

burbling-Where the air no longer flows smoothly over an airfoil and it
breaks away, trom the surface forming eddies.

C

camber -The characteristic curve of an air il's upper surface (upper
camber) or its lower surface (lower camber).

center of gravity The point at which the total weight of an aircraft is
assumed to be concentrated.

center of prgssurThe point at which the total force dating on an in-
flight aircraft is assumed-to be concentrated.

centrifugal force A force which tends to move an aircraft away from the.
center of the curve it is following.

chord-An imaginary straight line drawn through an airfoil from its lead-
ing eB4e to its trailing edge.

compressibility That characteristic of a fluid which permits it to occu-
py varying amounts of space.

compression-The stress which tends to push-materials together.
control -The central concept of guiding an aircraft.
controlsDevices by which a pilot .regulates the speed, direction of

flight, altitude, and power of an aircraft.
control surfaces Movable airfoils designed to be rotated or otherwise

mewed by the pilot ()fin' aircraft id order to change the attitude of the
aircraft.

conventional landing gear Landing gear consisting of two main wheels
and a tail wheel.

coordinated turn A turn where the pilot uses the proper wmbination of
aileron and rudder resulting in the proper bank so that the aircraft
does not slip or skid.
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- density-Mass per unit volume. -.

dihedral -Where the outer ends of the wings or horizontal stabliziers of
an aircraft are- higher or lower than the inner ends. ... '

dihedral angle-The angle at which the' wing slants from an imaginary
line parallel to the ground. .

directional stability-Tendency to keep the aircraft flying in a 'given
direction and prevent yaw (movement about the vertical axis):

aownwash-The slight downward movement given to the relative wind
.

wheii it, passes over an airfoil. ' .. .
drag-The force which tends to retard an aircraft's progress through the

.
.

. air; caused by the resistance of air; the opposite of thrust.
drag wires Internal bracing wires running from the inner rear' to the

outei front-of the wing. .,
.. . . ,..-

dynamic stability-The tendency of an aircraft to return to its original
position with a minimum of oscillations and Without pilot assistance

E-

- effective, lift-VertiCal component of lift which acts to oppose 'and
overcome weight, -

electrical instriunents-Instr4ments whic-h use electrical sensing devices
to determine the magnitude of change. --

elerators-flinged sections on the trailing ehge of the horizontal
. stabilizer used to control movement about th lateral or pitch, axis.

.

empennage-Tfie tail assembly of an aircraft, incl es fixed and mova-
ble sections, ... ,

. :engille cowling- A cover for the engine. )
engine pristraments-Instruments used by the pilot, to keep track ,of

engine.operating conditions. . , N : "'".
ne nacelles-The streamlined containers used to house the engine

auxiliary systems.
equilibrium-A state" in which all the forces `acting on a body are hi

balance with one ahothe,r. - .

ex-ternailybraced *ingWings braced by external struts or braces con
.'''. nected to the fuselaKor larlding gear:

fairing-Ah auxiliary structure added to an aircraft component in order
t'give it a streamlined shape.

fairing strips -Thin flat strips, of wood, or Metal used in fuselage eon
struction.

false spar-A spar. designed' to Tarry the aileron rather than, to carry wing
-

stresses. ,- ,

flaps-A movablA section unthe.trailing edge jf the wing used to change

" 127 , .
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the airfoil camber and control lift, used primarily foi takeoff and
_,Iniiding for added lift at low airspeeds.
flight instruments Instruments used by.the pilot to determine airspeed,

altitude, and attitude of the aircraft and to detect any changes, used
primarily in aircraft control.

fluid- A substance which may be made to change shape flow-byir:-7--,,
plying pressure to it.

force-Power or energy exeited__agairtst airiai-erial body in a given direc-
tion.,. has both magnitude and direction.

Frise aileron Iviterplid esigned so that when the aileron is raised, the
Jeadingedge protrudes below the lower surface of the wing, increases

- 2d-fagand acts to overcome the yawing tendency.
full cantilever wing-Wing attached directly to the aircraft without ex,-

terlial bracing:
ti

gravity---Wiiiit;'the pu of a bed . ri-e-qtrantity of mass.
, .

groundspeed The speed ri craft,over the gro nd, it has no bearing
on airspeed_ors speed.

gyroscope-A- heavy heel free to rotate on its axis an mounted so that
it can rotate in two or more axes perpendicular to the axis of rota.:
tion. ' ,.......,..........

H

horizontal stabilizer The front section (usually fixed) of the horizontal
portion of the empennage, these two small winglike structures help
provide longitudinal stability.

hydraulics Systems designed to use the mechanical advantage,obtained
and transmitted using liquids in'a system of pistons and cylinders.

impact lift Lift created by,the impact of the relative wind striking the
lower surface ofan, airfoil, an application of Newton's Thitd Law.

induced dragDrag caused as a result of creating (inducing) lift.
ionosphere Upper atmosphere extending from roughly 55 to 250 miles

altitude; Contains many ions (electrically charged particles). ,

J

jet steam -High- speed, globe- ciroling wind located near the tro-
popause; usual speed. is 100-300 miles per hour.

K

keel effect Lateral axis stabilizing factor caused when more of the
aircraft's side surface, is above the center of gravity than below 'it,
often produced by a, large vertical tayurface.
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landing gear-The understructure which supports the weight of the
airplane while on the ground, wheels, skids, pontoons, skis, etc.,
which assist in takeoff and absorb the shock of landing.

lateral axis-The pitch axis, it extends crosswise of the aircraft (wingtip
to wingtip) through the-center of gravity.

lateral ails stability - Tendency of an aircraft to resist roll and to return
to straight and level flight if the force causing roll is removed.

leading edge-The front portion of an airfoil which meets the relative
wind first.

lift-The supporting force induced by the reaction of air with the wing, it
acts perpendicular to the relative wind in an upward direction, the
force which acts,to overcome weight.

load factor-The load Placed upon the aircraft under various conditions
of flight, expresed in "G" factors, it is greateit during acrobatics and
high-stress maneuvers.,

longerons-The principal longitudinal structural members in a fuselage.
longitudinal axis-Roll axis which extends through the center ofgravity

lengthwise of the aircraft (nose through tail).
longithdinal axis stability-Tendency of an aircraft to resist changes in

pitch and to returhjo straight and level flight.if the force causing
pitch is removed.

M

mass-The quantity of matter in a body.
mechanical advantage The use of a machine 4., a lever, pulley, gear,

or inclined plane) to, exert greater force than a man could through his
direct efforts.

mechanical instruments-Aircraft instruments which work by means of
a direct mechanical linkage or by means of a gyroscope.

member-Any part of an aircraft that carries a stress.

N

nacelle-A streamlined container for sheltering or housing an aircraft
component.

navigation instruments Instruments which help the pilot determine his
position and navigate to his destination..

needle and ball-Turn and bank indicator, flight instrument used to
evaluate the amount and quality of a turn.

negative stability:The tendency of a body to accelerate away from its
original! state (Ace its equilibrium is disturbed.

neutral stability-Tendency of a body to neither return to its original
state nor to move furthei away once its equilibrium is disturbed.

Newton's Laws of Motion-Three laws devised by Isaac Newton to ex
plain inertia, acceleration, and equal and opposite reaction (See page
7).
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0
Oleo struts -Shock absorbing devices using oil to cushion the impact of

landing.

4
P

parasite dragAll drag components except those caused by induced
drag; composed primarily of skin friction drag and turbulent flow
drag. r*

Pascal's Law-Pressure exerted anywhere on a liquid in a closed con-
tainer is transmitted undiminished to all parts of the wall of the vessel
containing the liquid.'

payload-Generally, the contents of an aircraft exclusive of fuel, crew,
and otheratems necessary to operate the aircraft.

pitch-Rotation about the lateral axis of an aircraft or displacement
along the longitudinal axis, controlled by the elevators. (Also refers
to the angle a propeller blade makes with its plane of rOtation),

pianform-The shape of a wing or an aircraft as seen from directly above
or below. .

positive stability-Tendency of a body to return to its original state
when its equilibrium is diiturbed.

power loading-The weight of the aircraft in pounds divided by the
horsepower of the aircraft.

.precession -The characteristic that makes the spinning part of the
'gyroscope move at right angles to a force applied to it.

pressure -The force exerted by a fluid, measured in force per unit area.
pressure differential lift-Lift created by the application of Bernpulli's

. Principle; faster moving air over the upper surface of an airfoil
causes a decrease in pressure on the upper surface, creating lift. ,

pressure giuges-Instruments which indicate the amount of pressure in
some.system, e.g., oil or fuel.

pressure instruments-Instruments which work on the principle of a
fluid such as air exerting pressure, by sensing a change in atmospheric
pressure; for example, altitude and airspeed can be measured.

R

rate of climb indicator A ressure instrument which tells the pilot how
fast he's climbing or d nding in feet per minute.

relative pressure- A meas ement of pressure relative to the existing
outside pressure

relative wind-Direction of airflop past an airfoil relative to the path of
flight; it is always parallel and opposite in direction to the path of
.flight.*

reserve horsepower-HorsepOwer available over and above that re-
,

quired forstraight and level flight.
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resultant The sum of two Jr more forces, taking into account both their

magnitudes and their directions.
ribs-Parts that support the covering and maintain the shape of the wing.
rigidity in space-Property of a gyroscope which causes it to 'opposeeny

force that tends to change it,s plane of rotation and point constantly in
the same direction in space.

rings Members used in semimonocoque construction which run
around the fuselage and serve chiefly to give the fuselage its shape.

roll-Rotation about the longitudinal axis of an aircraft or displacement
along the lateral axis; controlled by the ailerons.

rudder-A movable control surface attached to the vertical fin of the tail
assembly; it controls adverse yaw.

S

,safety factor The ratio between the maximum applied load and the ulti-
..'`'mate load.
semicantilever wing-A wing of lighter internal structure than the full

cantilever wing and one that uses light wires or tie rods either inter-
nally or externally for bracing.

semimonocoque type of construction Fusel* construction using both
the skin of the aircraft and internal bracing to carry the stress.

service ceiling-Altitude at which the maximum rate of climb is 100 feet
per minute.

shear-Side streskouch as that exerted on a rivet holding two pieces of
metal together when an effort is made to pull the metal apart by slid
ing.

skid-Sideward motion of an aircraft caused by insufficient bank to
overcome centrifugal force.

skin friction dra -Cauied by the friction between the outer surfaces of
the aircraft an the air flowing over the surface.

slip-Sideward m ion bf an aircraft to tile inside of a turn caused by too
much bank. ( so the pilot can induce a controlled slip by applying
rudder and ai roil control pressures in opposite slirections).

slipstream The stream of air driven rearward by an aircraft's propul-
sion system.

slot -A movable or fixed section on the leading edge of an airfoil design-
ed to help control airflow.

slug-The unit of mass used in.the United States.
span-The distance from wing tip to wing tip of an aircraft.
spars Main load carrying members running lengthwise of the wing.
spoilers Small surfaces on an airfoil designed to spoil the smooth flow

of air over the airfoil and reduce the amount of lift generated.,
stability Property of a body (aircraft) which causes it to return to its

original position when its eqtiilibrium is disturbed, without
assistance from the pilot; also called static stability.

staff -The position of an aircraft or an airfoil in which it no longer
generated lift.
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stalling point-Point where *lift is no longer sufficient to support the
aircraft in the air,

static:stability-Se fostability..
stickAirciaft control used move elevators and ailerons, also can be a

wheel.
straight and level Assumed to meanclraight and level, unaccelerated

flight, whirithe aircraft is maintaining a constant altitude and is not
accelerating or decelerating, the forces of flight are in balance, not re
lated to attitude or-angle of attack of an aircraft/airfoil.

stratosphereZone of the atmosphere extending from approximately 10
to 55 miles in altitude;.middle 4tmospliere.

stressed skin-A metal aircraft covering (Ain) which bears some of the
sues. /

stringers Longitudinal internal bracing members used in semimunoco
que type ofsf4lage construction.

supercritical wing Wing designed to reduce boundary layer separation
and shock wave in the transonic speed range.

aweepback-Wing design where wing leading edges are angled Lir swept
back toward the tail assembly, allows the designer to improve both
lateral and directional. stability.

T

achometer:Instrtunent which registers the speed
/
of the engine in

/revolutions per. inute.
tall assembly Empennage, the rudder, elevatori, and horisontal and

vertical stabilizers.. .
tespersiture gauges Instruments which indicate the temperature of the

oll, engine cylinders, carburetorAntake air, and so forth.
tension-stress which tends to pull members apart.

-N.-
thrust Foice hich gives an aircraft forward motion, the opposite of

drag. i
tricy nding gear Landing gear c9nsisting of two main wheel

mblies and a nose gear.
orsion-Stress which tends to disto twisting.

trailing edge The rear portion of an airfoil at which the upper surface
airflow rejoins the lower stirface airflow.

trim tabs Small secondary control surfaces used to make fine adjust
ments in aircraftcontxol.

tropopause The border beiweeyllsAroposphere and the stratosphere.
troposphere Lowest layer, of the atmosphere from the surface upward to

approximately 5 -110 miles; where most aircraft fly.
truss-A rigid framework.
turbulent floe drag Drag caused by anything that interferes wy the

stitamline flow of air about the aircraft.
turn and bank indicatorA gyroscopic flight instrument used to

evaluate the amount and quality of a turn, needle and ball.
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turtle back-The curved upper portion ofinternal fuselage construction
designed to cut down air resistance.

U

ultimate load-The load that, if exceeded, will cause structural failure.

V

velocity-Rate of motion in a given direction. ,
Venturi tube-A tube with a constriction or narrowed portion.
vertical axis-Yaw axis; it extends vertically"thru the center of gravity.
vertical fin-Fixed front section of vertical tail structure.
vortices-Whirlpools of air which trail out behind each wing tip, created

by the higher pressure under the wing trying to flow over the wing tip
to the lower pressure area on top, they are frequently Violent.

Warren trussWelded steel fuselage truss designed so the members can
carry either tension or compressic.

weight-A measure of the pull of gravityon an object. the opposite of lift.,
wing warping-Changing the shape of the.wing to control angle of.attack

and lift.

Y

yaw-Rotation about the vertical axis of an aircraft or displacement
along the longitudinal axis; controlled by the rudder.
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A

absolite pressure, 19
acceleration, 6-7

7779 -80averse
erchs,

air, 14-15,17, 19-22
airfoil, 25-27, 31-41
ai 79
airspeed

rspeed,
indicator, 119

altimeter, 116, 118
angle of attack, 29-30,,a3-34,.49
angle of bank, 74-75
angle of incidence, 30
angle of maximum lift, 35
antidrag wires, 95
antiskid, 103
Archimedes, 2
artificial horizon, 120

'aspect ratio, 38-39, 49
atmosphere, 13-15, 17
attitude, 29-30, 112
average chord length, 3839
axes of rotation. 59-59

B

bending 8883.
Bernoulli. Daniel (See Bemoulliet Princi-

) , /
, BerrioPieuili's Principe!, 8-9,19-30, 33, 41

best angle of climb, 72-73
best rate of climb, 73
bicycle landing gear, 103-104
boundary layer air. 49-52
bulkheads, 91
brakes. 103
burble point, 35
burbling. 34.'37

C

camber, 28-28, 31, 47
Caytey, George, 4
center nf gravity. 4548, 58
center of pressure, 34-35, 58
centrifugal force, 74-77
Chanute, Octave, 4
chord 26-28
climb, 71-73
climbing angle, 72-73
compressible, 17-18
compression: 88-89

135

calico!, 67
controls, 67, 78-79
control surfaces, 87
conventional landing gear, 103
coordinated turn, 118

D

daVinci, Leonardo, 2-3
donsti`b 19-22, 36-37
dihedral, 64
dihedral , 64
directional

angle
stability, 65-67

dirigible, 45
downwash, 61
drag, 5,
drag truss, 95 '

47, 53-54, 78

drag wires, 95
dynamic stability, 60, 63

I
E

effective lift, 73
electrical systems, 101
electrical instruments, 112
elevators, 70-71, 77, 97
empennage, 95-98
engine cowling, 87
engine instruments, 112
engine nacelles, 67
equilibrium, 59
externally braced wing, 95

F
fairing, 50,90
fairing stripe, 90
false spar, 94
flaps..40
flight,instruments, 112, 116-117
fluid, 17
force, 6-7
formers, 91
frames, 91
Also aileron, 70
fuel quantity gauge, 112-116
full cantilever wing. 95

glider, 4, 37, 39
gravity, 7.78
groundspeed,



gyroscope, 113-114

H

helicopter, 52-54
horizontal stabilizer, 96
hydraulics, 99-101

I

impact ilk 32:33:36, 47
incticed drag, 47-49
inertia, 5-6
Instruments, 103, 111-114.
ionosphere, 14-15

-J
jetstream, 15

keel effect. 64-65

landing gear, 101-104
Langley,Samuel, 4
Mauls,Eas, 58
lateral axis stability, 6365
Law of Inertia, 6
leading edge, 27
lift, 9=10, 32-37, 53-54, 73, 78-79
Lilienthal, Otto, 4
load factor, 92
!corrals, 90 ,

-.1ocigitudnal ads, 59-59
longitudinal axis stability, 61,63
lower camber, 28

M

Manly, Charles, 4
mass, 7
maximum applied load, 92
Mechanical advantage, 100-101
mechanical instruments, 113-114
members, 88-89, 91
Mongotfier, Joseph and Edwin°, 3
Montgomery, John, 4

'

nacelles, 87
navigation instruments, 112 '
needle and ball, 117-118
negative stability, 59
neutral stability, 59
Newton, Isaac (See Newton's Laws)
Newton's Laws of Motion, 5-8, 10, 32, 41,
48, 87

0
deo struts, 102-103

p

parasite drag, 49,f1
Pascal's Law, 99-100
payload, 87
pitch, 5859
planlorm, 38
positive stability, 59
power, 7
power loading, 72
power Plant 87
precession, 114
pressure, 17-20
treasure differential lift. 3053, 3637, 47

t(Also see Newton's Law)
pressure differential (See\pressure
differential (ift)
pressure gailges, 115-116
pressure instruments, 114-116
propeller, 87

R

rate of climb, 72:73
rate`ol climb indicator, 118-119
relative'dessure, 19 ,
relative wind, ?8-29 .
reserve horsepower, 72
resultant, 35, 73, 75-77
ribs, 93-95
rigidity in spade. 113-114
rings, 91.
roll, 58-59
rudder, 68. 70-71, 7, 98

S

safety factor, 92
emicaritilever wing, 95
semimonctoque, 87, 90-91:
service ceiling, 73 "
shear, 88-89
shock wave, 52
skid, 7476, 112
skin friction drag, 49-50
slip, 75. 76,112'
slipstream, 63
slots, 39.40
slug, 19-20
span, 3839, 49
spars, 93-94
spoilers, 39-41
stability, 59.67
stabilizer control, 96-97
stall, 36
stall speed, 79
stalling angle, 35
stalling point, 36
static stability, 59
stick, 68
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straight and level, 30 .
stratosphere, 14-15
stressed skin, 95
stresses, 8832
stringers, 91
supercritical wing, 51-52
sweepback, 64-65

tachometer, 114-115
tail assembly, 95-98
temperature, 16, 20-21
temperature gauges. 115
tension, 88-89
throttle, 78-79
thrust, 9-10. 46-47.
tricycle landing gear, 103
Toricelli, 18-19
torsion, 88-89
trailing edge, 26-27
trim tabs, 71
tropopause, 15
troposphere.14-15
jruss, 89
turbulencp, 34
turbulent flow drag, 49
turn and bank indicator, 117-118
turtle back, 90 ,

ultimate load, 92
upper camber. 28

U

V

vacuum, 17
velocity. 7
Venturi tube. 8. 30-31
vertical axis, 58 -59.66
vertical fin, 98
vortex, 39
vortices, 39, 47-49

Warren truss, 89-90
water vapor, 14, 21
weight, 7, 9-10, 45-46, 52-54
welded steel truss, 87
wing, 78-79, 92-93
wing area, 37-38
wing spars, 93-94
wing warping, 67-68
Wright. Orville and Wilbur, 5

yaw. 58-59, 66-67
yawing tendency, 69-7Q
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